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Abstract

Today’s software engineering and application developmenttrend is to take advan-
tage of reusable software. Much effort is directed towards easing the task of devel-
oping complex, distributed, network based applications with reusable components.
To ease the task of the distributed systems’ developers, onecan use middleware,
i.e. a software layer between the operating system and the application, which han-
dles distribution transparently. A crucial feature of distributed server applications
is high availability. This implies that they must be able to continue activity even
in presence of crashes. Embedding fault tolerance mechanisms in the middleware
on top of which the application is running, offers the potential to reduce applica-
tion code size thereby reducing developer effort. Also, outage times due to server
crashes can be reduced, as failover is taken care of automatically by middleware.
However, a trade-off is involved: during periods with no failures, as information has
to be collected for the automatic failover, client requestsare serviced with higher
latency. To characterize the real benefits of middleware, this trade-off needs to
be studied. Unfortunately, to this date, few trade-off studies involving middleware
that supports fault tolerance with application to realistic cases have been conducted.
The contributions of the thesis are twofold: (1) insights based on empirical studies
and (2) a theoretical analysis of components in a middlewareequipped with fault
tolerance mechanisms.

In connection with part (1) the thesis describes detailed implementation of two
platforms based on CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) with
fault tolerance capabilities: one built by following the FT-CORBA standard, where
only application failures are taken care of, and a second obtained by implementing
an algorithm that ensures uniform treatment of infrastructure and application fail-
ures. Based on empirical studies of the availability/performance trade-off, several
insights were gained, including the benefits and drawbacks of the two infrastruc-
tures. The studies were performed using a realistic (telecommunication) application



set up to run on top of both extended middleware platforms. Further, the thesis pro-
poses a technique to improve performance in the FT-CORBA based middleware
by exploiting application knowledge; to enrich application code with fault toler-
ance mechanisms we use aspect-oriented programming. In connection with part
(2) the thesis models elements of an FT-CORBA like architecture mathematically,
in particular by using queuing theory. The model is then usedto study the relation
between different parameters. This provides the means to configure one middle-
ware parameter, namely the checkpointing interval, leading to maximal availability
or minimal response time.

This work has been supported by the European Project TRANSORG in the
IST initiative EUTIST-AMI, the FP6 IST project DeDiSys on Dependable Dis-
tributed Systems, and by CENIIT (Center for Industrial Information Technology)
at Linköping University.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The trend in today’s software engineering and application development is to reuse
pieces of software [138]. A lot of effort is made to devise easy ways for developing
complex, distributed, network based applications with reusable components. Since
the late 80s, when the termmiddlewarewas first used in the context of database
systems, the idea of interposing a software layer between hardware and operat-
ing system and application, has evolved so that in the futureprograms will not be
needed to build applications, but to integrate and configurereusable components.
Thus, the same middleware can be used to develop several different applications.
Themaintainabilityof the system becomes easier this way. Here maintainabilityis
used with its meaning from software engineering: the ease with which a software
system or component can be modified to correct faults, improve performance, or
other attributes, or adapt to a changed environment. Bakken[11] in his article with
the same title defines middleware as “a class of software technologies designed
to help manage the complexity and heterogeneity inherent indistributed systems”.
Middleware is thus a piece of complex software that can encapsulate interoperabil-
ity features, as well as means to ease development of distributed applications. Sev-
eral categories of middleware exist: middleware that hidescommunication details
(“distributed object middleware” as called by Bakken), or that allows applications
to access a database system, or that provides messaging and other services, e.g.
agent platforms. Middlewares in the area of context-aware computing, wireless net-
works, ad-hoc networks [7, 120] are becoming more and more popular, witnessed
by the first workshop on Middleware for Pervasive and Ad-Hoc computing orga-
nized in 2003. Another trend in the usage of middlewares is tomake them adaptive,
thus be able to change their own configuration during runtime. One way of doing
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this is by using reflection[84, 32]. Reflection is achieved bymaking the middleware
itself component-based, and thus built of reusable software. The keynote speech at
the 2003 Middleware conference [54] praised Aspect-Oriented Programming [80]
as a means to reconfigure middlewares themselves, adapting them to build different
adaptable applications [53, 163].

Built on top of a middleware or not, an important aspect of an application is its
capacity to provide service to users even in presence of a failure. Thus, what appli-
cation developers should strive for, besides respecting functional requirements in
their system, as well as time-to-market requirements, is toprovide a highly depend-
able system. Dependability is a concept with a large number of attributes; these
themselves are titles of different research fields. A short definition of this notion is
as follows: dependability is the property of a computer system such that reliance
can justifiably be placed on the service it delivers [46]. An alternate complemen-
tary definition for dependability was introduced in 2001 by Avizienis et al. [5]. It
involves the levels of non-trusted service acceptable to a user: dependability is the
ability of a system to avoid failures that are more severe or more frequent, and to
avoid outage durations longer than is acceptable to a user. Attributes of dependabil-
ity are: reliability, availability, safety, integrity, confidentiality, and maintainability.

Reliability describes the property of a system to continuously provide correct
service ([5]). Safety is the property of a system that assures the absence of catas-
trophic consequences on the environment ([5]). Maintainability is the property of
a system expressing the ability to undergo repairs and modifications ([46, 5]). Ac-
cording to Verissimo [158] maintainability is in fact measured by the time needed
by a system to recover from a failure.

Availability is the attribute of dependability that describes the readiness for
correct service of the system [5]. This thesis will mainly focus on this aspect of
dependability. The means for achieving dependability are related to dealing with
the faults in the system: fault prevention, fault tolerance, fault removal, fault fore-
casting. In particular, fault tolerance, increases the capacity of a system to continue
providing its services at the same quality, or at some reduced, acceptable quality,
even in presence of faults. According to Fischer [51] a fault-tolerant system is one
that operates in presence of all anticipated faults, i.e. those grouped in the fault
model of the system. To implement fault tolerance besides error detection mecha-
nisms, some redundancy of resources is needed. A frequentlyused mechanism is
to replicateprocessing resources.

The importance of having standardized platforms to build available applications
is emphasized by the existence of The Service Availability

�

Forum. The Forum
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is a coalition of the world’s premier communications and computing companies
working together to create and promote open, standard interface specifications[55].
Since 2002 this organization has published among others the“The Service Avail-
ability Forum Platform Interface” and “The Service Availability Forum Application
Interface Specification”.

The cost of fault tolerance in terms of extra resources like (processing) time,
processing power and hardware is an interesting issue that needs attention, and
thus is worth studying. Also, it is appealing to strive for offering application writ-
ers possibilities to develop fault-tolerant distributed applications with low effort.
This gives a promising direction for using middleware for purposes other than for
interoperability. Middleware could encapsulate support for different dependability
attributes such as security aspects or availability and fault tolerance aspects.

The work in this thesis answers questions that the application developer might
ask when being provided with a middleware that hides partially or totally the fault
tolerance handling details from the application. When we say totally hides, we
mean that all mechanisms for handling logging, failure detection and failover are
encapsulated in the middleware code. Partially hides, on the other hand, means
that, in order to use application knowledge in a better way, some mechanisms are
moved to the application level. However, this still happenswith no or very little ap-
plication developer intervention. The context in which theresults of our studies are
provided consists of soft real-time applications. This means that it is desirable that
the roundtrip time for servicing a client request is within given limits. However, no
catastrophe will happen in case the client occasionally does not receive the answer
within the given interval. The request is simply resent in case of delays. The studies
convey information about average response times, and if those are not exceeding a
certain limit in a replicated scenario then we deem the studied configuration as a
possible choice for deploying one’s application. The work in this thesis is therefore
different, for example, from the one presented by Pinho et al. [119] that studies
a framework for building reliable (hard) real-time distributed systems. In such a
framework there is a separation between the soft and the hardreal-time parts of an
application, and higher reliability is ensured for the hardreal-time parts.

1.1 Motivation and overview

Some researchers see the requirement for fault tolerance asa part of the specifi-
cation of the system, i.e. derived from availability, safety, integrity, etc. [97, 9].
Thus, there is need for a system to be fault-tolerant becauseit must be available,
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safe and able to defend against altering of data by intruders. Others see the notion
of fault tolerance related to distribution. On one hand distribution itself is seen as
a motivation for fault tolerance: some server (on some machine in the network)
providing services to clients has to be available whenever the clients (possibly on
a different machine) ask for its service. On the other hand, distribution is a way
of achieving fault tolerance: running services on several machines is better than
running all services on one single machine that is failure prone [125]. However,
by and large, one can say that early works on fault tolerance either did not have
distribution as a basic premise or had strong synchrony requirements on a system’s
components. The distinguishing factor between various works is often the empha-
sis on hardware or software fault tolerance [130, 100, 143, 35, 12], and whether the
fault tolerance technique is employed in a particular setting, e.g. databases [14] or
disk storage [67].

There is a need for standardizing the way of building systemsthat combine
fault tolerance features with other, e.g. performance properties [161]. By using a
middleware, distributed applications can be created such that different computers
run code perhaps written in different programming languages, on possibly different
operating system platforms. If assuring fault tolerance isnot among the roles of the
“gluing” instrument, then application writers have to incorporate it in each applica-
tion that requires it. Thus, from an application development point of view, this is a
waste of resources. Even if the fault tolerance mechanisms in different applications
are not exactly the same they contain several common components that bring in
the potential for reuse and automatic code generation. Furthermore, with support
in middleware, the size of application code can be reduced, thereby offering better
maintainability of the system. To make informed decisions on how much support
for fault tolerance to include in an existing middleware, orwhat mechanisms this
support should employ we need to thoroughly analyze these questions, both in an
experimental and a theoretical setting. This thesis has major contributions towards
these goals.

There are some drawbacks in incorporating mechanisms dealing with logging,
failure detection and failover totally in the middleware. This way, application
knowledge is not exploited at all or is very difficult to exploit. Motivated by this
background, in our work we study ways of lifting mechanisms from middleware to
application level, but with very little application developer intervention. An elegant
way of including non-functional portions in an applicationwith little application
developer contribution, is aspect-oriented programming (AOP). By using applica-
tion knowledge in still a restricted way, performance mightbe improved. A similar
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case for improving maintainability by using software-implemented fault tolerance
is presented by Deconinck et al. [40]. The framework presented includes a library
with fault tolerance functions, middleware to coordinate their usage as well as a
language to express non-functional services.

Our industrial partner Ericsson Radio Systems AB develop distributed tele-
com applications that have to be, among others, fault-tolerant and easy to develop.
Therefore, a platform to encapsulate fault tolerance aspects is appealing. Besides,
there is little performance measurement data in the literature, involving realistic ap-
plications. These aspects motivated us to build experimental platforms and evaluate
them by empirical approaches using a telecom application provided to by Ericsson.
Such measurements give valuable data on merits of such platforms. However, em-
pirical studies do not offer a very clear picture about how different parameters in the
system influence each other. This motivated us to employ mathematical analysis to
better understand such complex relations.

Returning to the specific platform implementations, a pointalso taken into
account when choosing the type of middleware, is to ensure interoperability fea-
tures for applications built for different operating systems and language platforms.
The CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) standard devised by
the OMG (Object Management Group) is widely accepted and successfully imple-
mentable, therefore its extensions such as FT-CORBA (Fault-Tolerant CORBA) or
RT-CORBA (Real-Time CORBA) can be seen as starting points for creating a uni-
fied framework for future multi-feature applications. Therefore, we were strongly
motivated to consider CORBA as the middleware to work with inour empirical
studies.

1.2 Problem description

By hiding different aspects of an application, specificallyhandling of fault toler-
ance, in the middleware, a developer could be reluctant to use such a platform.
And this is the case especially when one became familiar witha middleware that
suddenly is augmented with a totally new and perhaps complexfeature. Questions
that could arise in one’s mind are performance, as well as security related, to men-
tion just a few. In this thesis we will mainly focus on performance questions:

� How much longer must the client wait for an answer from a server running on
top of a middleware with fault tolerance features incorporated, compared to
talking to a non-fault-tolerant server? In other words, what are the overheads
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while the server is up and running?

� How large is the outage time of a server after it fails, when this situation is
solved automatically by middleware mechanisms?

� What parameters of the middleware and the application (e.g.replication
style, number of replicas) are to influence overheads and outage times? How
should the application developer configure parameters of the middleware?

� How can performance penalties be minimized by better using application
knowledge?

� At what extent mathematical modelling can help in devising parameter con-
figurations to offer maximum availability or minimum request response time
to a service user? How restrictive a model has to be in order toallow reason-
able computations leading to detailed enough results?

To sum up, this thesis discusses trade-offs between sacrificing performance (in
terms of timing) and high availability. It will reveal details about how restrictive
must the failure model be in order to allow a reasonably sizedfault-tolerant infras-
tructure to be built. To what extent the implementation of a middleware extended
with fault tolerance features (FT infrastructure) can influence the resulting trade-
offs, will be illustrated on two implementations.

1.3 Contributions

Real-life industrial applications such as telecommunication systems are naturally
distributed. Due to the complexity of design and implementation tasks, the ob-
ject paradigm is a good choice. CORBA is a very popular middleware that allows
objects to be distributed on different platforms and to be written in different pro-
gramming languages. In this context, the contributions of this thesis work are as
follows:

� We describe a detailed implementation of two platforms based on CORBA
with fault tolerance capabilities: one built by following the FT-CORBA stan-
dard, and a second obtained by implementing an algorithm that devises full
availability; both platforms are available as open source [128].

� We compare, by empirical studies, the two implementations of the CORBA
based middleware that incorporates fault tolerance mechanisms;
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– setting up a realistic (telecommunication) application ontop of both ex-
tended middleware infrastructures; evaluating and comparing the per-
formance of the application on top of both middlewares;

– trying to find out the influence of different parameters on thetiming
values;

– comparing and contrasting the benefits and drawbacks of eachinfras-
tructure.

� We propose a technique to improve performance in the FT-CORBA based
middleware by exploiting application knowledge; to enrichapplication code
with fault tolerance mechanisms we use Aspect-oriented Programming.

� We study by mathematical modelling using queuing theory, the relation be-
tween different parameters of a middleware that resembles the FT-CORBA
implementation. We focus on determining the checkpointinginterval that
maximizes availability respectively minimizes response time. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first time a detailed mathematical model is used for such
optimization purposes.

For the last two items in the above list, we immediately claimthat the results
are generalizable to other middlewares than CORBA.

In what the first two items are concerned we can make the following remark.
The main reason for building the FT-CORBA platform was to provide feasibility
analysis of implementing the FT-CORBA standard and performance analysis. At
the time of performing the work, no FT standard ORB was readily available for
further performance study. However, even in this case we claim that with low
effort the methodology used and the obtained results can be generalized as well.

1.4 Publications

This thesis is an extended version of a book chapter and research papers published
in international conferences. These are:

Diana Szentiványi and Simin Nadjm-Tehrani:Building and Evaluating a
Fault-Tolerant CORBA Infrastructure , in Proceedings of the Workshop on De-
pendable Middleware-Based Systems (WDMS’02) - part of the International Con-
ference on Dependable Systems and Networks (DSN’02), June 23-26, 2002, p.
G–31-G–38 .
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Diana Szentiványi, Isabelle Ravot, Simin Nadjm-Tehrani,and Rachid Guer-
raoui: Dependable Distributed Middleware: Pay Now or Pay Later!, Poster
Session at Middleware 2003, in ”Middleware 2003 Companion”, June 16-20, 2003,
p. 331.

Diana Szentiványi and Simin Nadjm-Tehrani:Middleware Support for Fault
Tolerance, chapter 18 in the book ”Middleware for Communications” edited by
Qusay H. Mahmoud. Publisher Wiley&Sons. July, 2004.

Diana Szentiványi and Simin Nadjm-Tehrani:Aspects for Improvement of
Performance in Fault-Tolerant Software, in Proceedings of the 10th IEEE Pacific
Rim Dependable Computing Conference, 3-5 March, 2004, p. 283-291.

Diana Szentiványi, Simin Nadjm-Tehrani and John M. Noble:Optimal Choice
of Checkpointing Interval for High Availability . Submitted for publication.

Diana Szentiványi, Simin Nadjm-Tehrani and John M. Noble:Minimizing Re-
sponse Time by Efficient Checkpointing. Submitted for publication.

1.5 Thesis outline

The thesis is divided in nine chapters, as follows:

� Chapter 2 presents basic terminology. It introduces basic notions such as
asynchrony, failure detectors, consensus, reliable broadcast, queuing theory.
These notions form the theoretical basis for the later sections of the docu-
ment.

� Chapter 3 presents some research results in the areas of fault tolerance,
availability, and reliability. These are aimed to give an overview of the
research problems that arise beyond the core notions that are presented in
Chapter 2.

� Chapter 4 describes implementations of two middleware platforms incor-
porating fault tolerance handling features: one that closely follows the FT-
CORBA specification, and one that departs from that standard, but offers
more robustness by incorporating unreliable failure detectors

� Chapter 5 describes experimental results reflecting availability-performance
trade-offs, obtained when evaluating the above infrastructures with a realistic
application running on top of them. Pros and cons of both infrastructures are
described here.
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� Chapter 6 presents our approach to lift some mechanisms from the mid-
dleware level to be incorporated at application level, by using the aspect-
oriented programming technique.

� Chapter 7 presents the mathematical models used to obtain the optimal
checkpointing interval when considering two optimizationcriteria: the av-
erage availability of the system and the average response time.

� Chapter 8 Interesting studies of parameter relations are presented in the
above optimization context. These include availability-performance (response
time) trade-offs. Simulation results are also presented tovalidate the mathe-
matical model built to obtain maximal availability.

� Chapter 9 concludes the thesis and indicates possible future directions.

Reading guidelines

To help the reader to easily find the interesting parts to readwe provide a brief
guide here.

If you are not familiar with basic fault tolerance terminology such as fault,
replication, consensus, broadcast, needed for later understanding of the work in the
thesis, read Chapter 2. If you are interested in an overview of research results in
mainly failure detectors, consensus, group services, performance assessment and
would like to see the merits of contributions in the larger research context proceed
to read Chapter 3. However, you can skip it, if you are eager tofind out about our
contributions’ details.

If you are interested in technical details of implementations of CORBA mid-
dleware incorporating fault tolerance mechanisms, read the whole Chapter 4. If
you are only interested in details of an implementation closely following the FT-
CORBA standard, read Section 4.1, and proceed to following chapters. To under-
stand the reasons behind the improvement presented in Chapter 6 you must read
Section 4.1.4, but not more.

If you are only interested in mathematical modelling for obtaining the optimal
checkpointing interval, skip chapters 4 and 6 and read Chapter 7. If you are not
interested in the mathematical computations that lead to the formulas of the quanti-
ties to optimize, you need from Chapter 7 only the tables (7.1, 7.2 and 7.3) and the
formulas of average availability and average response time, i.e. equations (5) and
(11), and then you can proceed and read Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Terminology

This chapter presents basic notions necessary to make the thesis self-contained.
The notions that will be introduced range from synchrony, asynchrony, replication,
to consensus, group communication and notions of queuing theory.

Basic notions related to systems that are assumed to fail andstill proceed in
their actions, were introduced in the early 1970’s. In the early years there was little
unifying work to formalize these notions. This unfortunately resulted in authors not
systematically building on earlier agreed common grounds for a while. We see, for
example, that basic notions such as crash and failstop are used in one way by some
authors [144, 143], and the opposite way by others [51, 140].An early attempt at
defining commonly agreed upon terms appeared in the work by Laprie [89], that
was later on adopted and developed as the working document for the IFIP WG 10.41

on dependable computing. In 2001 a new document about dependability concepts
[5] appeared, bringing in few changes or additions to the basic notions.

One of the early attempts at modelling systems for achievingfault tolerance
appeared in the works of Cristian [35]. However, it was not until late 90’s that a
general framework for formal treatment of fault tolerance appeared [62].

2.1 Faults and failure models

In order for a system to be able to provide service in presenceof something “going
wrong”, it must be possible to make the system “go right”. Forthis, there is a need

1International Federation for Information Processing Working Group 10.4
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for understanding what failures can the system be exposed to, to detect them, as
well as continuing to provide services despite the possibility of failures.

2.1.1 The notions of fault, error, and failure

Faults, errors and failures are the threats to a system providing its expected service
to its users. Before afailure occurs, there is a chain of events. First, a fault (i.e. a
defect at a low level) has to exist or appear in one part of the system. This faultcan
lead to anerror, if the part of the system is activated under certain conditions. An
error is, thus, the manifestation of a fault. We can say that if an error happens the
system is in an erroneous state. A fault that does not cause anerror, i.e. it is not
active, is calleddormant[5]. If the error is not “treated”, it can lead to afailure.
The treatment can be repairing a broken part, switching to a redundant unit, or
jumping to an exception handler in a piece of software. According to Avizienis et
al. “a failure is an event that occurs when the delivered service deviates from correct
service. ... A failure is a transition from correct service to incorrect service.”[5].

The chain ... - fault - error - failure - ... can be quite long. Afault in a higher
level of a system can, in its turn, be caused by a failure in a lower level.

Classifications of faults and failures are given in the literature [46, 5]. Two
examples are given below.

Considering their occurrence in time, faults can be:

� transient - occurs at a certain moment, lasts for a time and then “goes away”,
e.g. a radiation beam hitting a circuit but not affecting memory

� intermittent - occurs in the system from time to time and repeatedly “goes
away”, e.g. a system overload fault

� permanent - fault that is always there in the system; the question is when it
will cause an error. For example, a design fault is a permanent fault.

Considering the intent of their occurrence faults can be classified as:

� accidental - a user presses a wrong key when using a system, ashe/she does
not know how to use the system, and the system is not robust enough

� deliberate, non-malicious - usually related to intrusion in a system for reading
data; a bank employee can penetrate the security system of a bank’s computer
system and read account data (although not authorized to do so); however,
this does not affect the well-functioning of the bank’s computer system
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� deliberate, malicious - if, for example, a person, besides reading the data
from the bank’s databases also manages to tamper the code of the software
handling the accounts in a malicious way

The next section will describe how a system is modelled by thefailures it can
be exposed to.

2.1.2 Failure models

A failure modelshows the way a system can fail as perceived from other systems
using its services. A similar term to express the same meaning is, failure seman-
tics [36]. The failure model of a system gives information about which parts of the
system can fail in certain ways and, thus, indicates which failures can be recovered
from in the system.

The class of failures covered by a particular algorithm is called the algorithm’s
failure model. This means that the algorithm works correctly as long as failures
indicated in the model occur. For example, a distributed algorithm is designed such
that even if one (or maybe several) participant nodes fail ina certain way (given in
the model), the algorithm will perform correctly delivering the correct result.

Node failure models

The main constituents of a distributed system that might fail are the processes
(nodes) and the network connections (links). In the following, when we talk about
node or process failure we mean the unit on which computations are performed,
differentiated from the communication media that is the network.

Defined by Versissimo and Rodrigues [158], thearbitrary failure model is the
most generic, involving nodes. Thus, when choosing such a model, one is on the
safe side, but at a high price. More restrictive failure models are used to obtain rea-
sonable designs. In the arbitrary failure model category wehave also the Byzantine
failure model (Byzantine and arbitrary are in some cases interchangeable). Here
the unintended behaviour of a unit can potentially be causedby malicious attacks.
Verissimo and Rodrigues [158] describe Byzantine failuresas occurring when a
node commits a semantic failure, i.e. it diffuses a semantically incorrect result to
other nodes in an inconsistent way. In other words, the node sends different (incor-
rect) messages to other nodes.

At one extreme, the common failure model involving nodes is thecrashfailure.
According to Fischer[51] and Schneider [140] to fail by crashing means that the
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unit stops executing its computation and communication, and does nothing further.
This type of failure is not detectable by other nodes. They cannot decide whether
the node that stopped communicating with them is failed or only too slow.

Other failure models delimited by Schneider [140] are thefailstopfailure model
(similar to crash, but the failure can be detected),receive and send omissionfailure
model (a processor fails to receive, respectively send someof its messages).

Network failure models

When considering the communication media, failures can be due to a broken com-
munication wire, or to congestion of a communication link. In both cases, the two
units connected by the failed link cannot communicate.

Two types of failure models can be considered. One is thepartition failure
model. In this case, we say that the two nodes are in differentnetwork partitions,
unless there is some other indirect way for them to communicate. A partition also
means that it is possible for the system to split in two (or more) disjoint sets of
processes working separately, and each set believing that there are no other working
processes in the system.

On the opposite side we have theno-partition assumption, as defined by Ric-
ciardi et al., which means the reverse: there is no such situation when there are at
least two disjoint sets of processes in the system, such thatmembers of these sets
believe that they are the only alive nodes [136]. As a consequence, if there always
exists at least onecorrectprocess that is not suspected to have failed by other cor-
rect processes, then the no-partition assumption holds. A correct process is one that
is not failed, i.e. it is up and running. Note that it is possible that a correct process
is (wrongly) suspected to have failed.

Similar to the no-partition assumption is theprimary-partition notion. This
means that there will always be a majority of correct processes, and progress will
be allowedonly if this majority can participate in decision making.

The next section will present an important aspect that relates to the possibility
of detecting faults: the way the distributed nodes perceivethe passing of time.

2.1.3 Timing models

If we think about how the passing of time is perceived by the nodes in a distributed
system we distinguish two basic models:synchronoussystem model, andasyn-
chronousmodel.
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In a synchronous system model one makes assumptions about processing speeds,
i.e. for each system component

�
it is known how many computation steps it per-

forms while another component� performs one step. Also, communication delays
are bounded and known. Therefore, in such a model, it is easy to detect when a
node (process) is failed, by noting that, e.g. its heartbeatmessage did not arrive
within the known time interval (communication delay).

An asynchronous system model, classified by Schneider [140]as the
“no-assumption model”, is a generic one since all systems can be seen as asyn-
chronous. In such a model assumptions are made neither aboutrelative processing
speeds of nodes, nor about communication delays. Also, as presented by Veris-
simo and Rodrigues [158], such systems also lack knowledge about drift of local
clocks and relation to other clocks’ indications. There hasbeen a large body of
work on clock synchronization algorithms over the years (for historical snapshots
see [144, 157]). However, in an asynchronous system even having clocks perfectly
synchronized cannot help, as there is no knowledge about howlong one has to wait
before labeling a (maybe too slow) node as failed. The asynchronous model is most
appealing to be used when aiming for building realistic fault-tolerant systems.

Milder variants of asynchronous system models (the above mentioned one is
time-free[158]) are thetimed asynchronous[37] model, orquasi-synchronous[4]
model, or simplypartially synchronousmodels. A partially synchronous system
model is derived in fact from real-life observations: thereare intervals during the
system’s life-time when there exist bounds on message delays and on process exe-
cution times, i.e. the system is not permanently asynchronous or synchronous. A
notion introduced by Dwork et al. ispartial stability, in that the bounds are not
known [45]. Actually, Dwork et al. delimit very precisely two partial synchrony
models: when the bound on message delays and/or process synchrony hold only
after aglobal stabilization time, and when the same bounds exist and hold all the
time, but are not known.

Now, considering that the (time-free) asynchronous model is most appropri-
ate for building realistic fault-tolerant systems, the “FLP impossibility result” of
Fischer, Lynch, and Paterson [52] is indeed revolutionary.They prove that in a dis-
tributed system, where the time-free asynchronous timing model is used, even with
only a single node failing, it is impossible for all nodes to agree on a common out-
come, in bounded time. And this, intuitively, only happens because there is no way
to decide whether the non-responsive node is only too slow, or it is really failed.

To circumvent the impossibility result, in 1996 Chandra andToueg [25] for-
malized the notion ofunreliable failure detector. This notion involves further as-
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sumptions, but not directly related to the timing model (seenext section).

2.1.4 Unreliable failure detectors

Any system that treats faults in a foreseeable manner has to be able to recognize the
symptoms of faults leading to failures at subsystem level. Therefore, fault detection
(or recognition) is an important contributing factor in achieving fault tolerance.

If the time-free asynchronous system model is used, in presence of failures,
we saw that there is no possibility of guaranteeing that agreement is reached in
bounded time

However, it is possible to augment the distributed system with special modules.
Thus, one does not depart from a real setting of a distributedsystem, i.e. the time-
free asynchronous timing model. Instead, the decision about a node’s failure (based
on delayed message arrival) is taken, possibly erroneously, and further used as such.
However, how harmful can this be as long as one is conscious that this decision can
be wrong, and acts to reduce the consequences of a mistake?

This aspect is explored by Chandra and Toueg in their formal characterization
of failure detectors [25]. They actually play around with “mistake patterns” that
enable them to specify the so-calledunreliable failure detectors.

For example, when executing some distributed algorithm, processes do not ex-
plicitly reason about time – time is simply abstracted away from the algorithm
execution level. Instead, they query their failure detectors about the availability of
the other nodes.

The failure detectors can make mistakes, by suspecting processes that are cor-
rect, to be faulty – the so-called lack ofaccuracy, or by not detecting an actual
failure – the so-called lack ofcompleteness.

Even thoughstrong accuracy, i.e. the property that a correct process is never
suspected by any correct process, is difficult to achieve, some weak accuracy or
eventual accuracy properties can be satisfied. The same is true about complete-
ness (eventually all process failures are detected).Strong completeness(eventu-
ally all correct processes will permanently suspect all failed processes) is difficult
to achieve in an asynchronous setting. However, Chandra andToeug prove that
for correctness of some distributed algorithms it is enoughthat the failure detec-
tors have some weak properties. The impossibility result byFischer et al. can
be circumvented if the failure detector properties hold forsufficiently long time
for performing the algorithm. This revolutionary outcome of Chandra and Toueg’s
work actually made possible to solve the agreement problem in distributed time-
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free asynchronous systems.
In particular, the weakest failure detector (called “eventually weak”�� ) which

makes it possible to solve consensus in time-free asynchronous systems, when a
majority of processes are always up, has the properties eventual weak accuracy2

and weak completeness3 [24].
As intuitively one can guess, it is not enough to detect failures in a distributed

system to make it fault-tolerant. The next section will present the other ingredient
that leads to a fault-tolerant system.

2.2 Achieving fault tolerance

As formally proved by Gärtner [62], there is “no fault tolerance without redun-
dancy”. Although the common usage of redundancy deviates from what Gärtner
used, his result is still convincing as a theoretical support to our intuitions. There
are two types of redundancy: in space and in time.

Redundancy in space means that multiple copies of a process are added to
achieve fault tolerance. The same is true for data; multiplecopies of a data item
are used to provide masking in case of failures. Another possibility is to augment
data items with redundant information (for example parity bits and CRC code in
data transmission). When all copies of redundant information are enforced to be
consistent, i.e. have the same content, we talk aboutreplication. In such a setting,
majority vote can be used to enforce changing a data item consistently, or creating
a unique reply to a query.

In Gärtner’s view, redundancy in time means that some action in the code of the
process is executed only in case of failures. For example, a process can be divided
in mandatory and optional parts where, upon failure in the mandatory part this is
reexecuted instead of optional parts [8].

2.2.1 Software fault tolerance

A well known approach for writing replicated fault tolerantsoftware isdesign
diversity. This is part of the so-called software fault tolerance. There are two
techniques employing design diversity:N-version programming[6] and recovery
blocks[130].

2there is a time after whichsomecorrect process is never suspected by any correct process
3eventually, every crashed process is permanently suspected by somecorrect process
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� With N-version programming, several versions of the same program run in
parallel and the result of the computation is chosen by voting on the results
of each version.

� When employing recovery blocks, the outcome of a specific algorithm to
be executed is checked against an application related acceptance test. A new
recovery block is chosen and a new version of the algorithm reexecuted, until
such a test is passed.

In the first item, implicitly it is mentioned how the redundant items are de-
ployed: “... versions of the same program run in parallel ...”. In the next section
the possible ways of deploying and using redundant units in afault-tolerant server
setting will be explained.

2.2.2 Replication strategies

If the fault-tolerant system is a sort of server that receives queries from clients, it
is important to distinguish different replication styles.These tell which replica(s)
resolve the client queries, as well as how the replicated server is maintained in order
to offer the client the image of a single unit.

Four replication styles are mentioned in the literature.

� Primary-backup: in this approach, there is only one replicathat processes
requests from clients and answers to them (the primary). Thebackups in this
case, are just receiving state update information (in some forms of primary-
backup) from the primary. The reason for this is that in case of a primary
crash, one backup to be able to take over the job of the failed replica in a
predetermined manner [69]. See Figure 2.1(a) for a graphical illustration of
the concept.

� Active replication: in this approach, all replicas processrequests from the
client in an active way. The restriction here is that all replicas perform deter-
ministic computations in a state machine fashion [139]. If the crash failure
model is considered it is enough to send one of the answers, from the fastest
replica. If the Byzantine failure model is considered, failures of members
are masked by using a voting mechanism on the results. In the former case
it suffices with one replica more than the number of failures tolerated [139].
In the latter case when a synchronous system is considered, the number of
replicas has to be�� � � if the failure of� replicas has to be masked [86].
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� Semi-active strategy: in this approach, there is a central replica that does
all the computation steps and that leads all the other replicas. In case of a
non-deterministic choice, the replicas wait for the leader‘s decision, and they
follow it [41].

� Semi-passive strategy: in this (semi-primary-backup) replication style, the
primary is elected by a consensus algorithm [125].

2.2.3 State and checkpointing

The state(as used in “state update” or “state machine”, see Section 2.2.2) refers
to the collection of data on which the processes act. The state might also include
actions performed up to a certain point during a computation.

Ideally, in all types of replication strategies, failures have to be handled such
that the states of the replicas (of the group) remain consistent. In a group using
primary-backup replication, if the primary fails, this hasto be noted by the backups
that have to choose a new primary, and continue providing services from where the
primary left them. This can be achieved by remembering the operations performed
by the primary, while up, and as soon as it fails replay those operations on one
of the backups. To avoid situations in which a large number ofoperations are
reexecuted on the backup when this takes over the role of the primary, from time to
time the state of the primary is read and recorded in preferably stable storage. The
operation of reading and storing the state is calledcheckpointing. By employing
checkpointing, operations that have to be stored for replayare only those executed
by the primary since the last state recording. This improvesstorage requirements
as well as backup take-over times. Here we introduce also thetermcheckpointing
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interval that we define as the time interval from the end of one checkpointing,
i.e. the moment of state storage, until the beginning of the next checkpointing. The
procedure that follows the occurrence of a failure when a backup takes over the role
of the primary, is calledfailover. It consists of transferring the latest checkpointed
state of the primary in the backup, followed by replaying of the update requests that
arrived since the last checkpoint was read on the backup.

The next section will describe primitives for communication between replicas.

2.3 Communication in fault-tolerant distributed systems

Because in a replicated fault-tolerant service framework,all processes have to be
involved in the communication, the sending of messages is done via broadcasts
[70]. When the message is sent to only a subset of a global destination set, then we
talk aboutmulticast.

2.3.1 Broadcasts

In a failure prone setting, even a broadcast activity can be affected by problems
caused by failures. We have to introduce the notion ofreliable broadcasts. Be-
fore that we need to define the notion ofmessage deliveryand distinguish it from
message reception:

� Receiving a messagemeans that the message arrived at the destination pro-
cess. This is similar to a letter arriving in one’s post box.

� Delivering a message– usually “to an application” or “by a process” – means
that the message is ready to be used by the application. Thus,message deliv-
ery in this context can be seen as analogous to taking out a letter from one’s
mailbox and reading it.

A reliable broadcast is a broadcast with the following threeproperties:

� agreement: all correct processes deliver the same set of messages

� integrity: a message is not delivered unless it is sent, and it is delivered only
once

� validity: a message sent by a correct process is eventually deliveredby all
correct processes
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From the agreement property it follows that every message iseither delivered
by all correct processes or by none of them. The other two properties imply that
the underlying message delivery system neither creates, nor looses messages.

2.3.2 Message ordering

Besides being reliable, sometimes a broadcast primitive has to guarantee different
types of message delivery order. Depending on the delivery order restrictions, we
can distinguish different types of reliable broadcast primitives.

One possibility is to ask for a FIFO delivery order (thus, related to a sender) -
messages from sender A are delivered in first-in-first-out order. There is no restric-
tion about messages from senderA as compared to messages from senderB [70,
158].

A second possibility is to ask for causal delivery order. In this case it is required
that before delivering a message, all messages causally preceding it should be de-
livered first. For node B delivering m sent by node A, one way would be to first
deliver all messages that were delivered by A before sendingm, and then deliver
m [15].

A third possibility is to request the same order for deliveryof messages. This
means that messages should be delivered at all the receivingnodes in a total order,
also calledatomicorder. Of course, this atomic order property refers to ordering
of messages that otherwise are not restricted by other criteria (like causal or FIFO
delivery ordering) [70, 158].

Communication between replicas is important especially when they need to
perform distributed algorithms for agreement. Agreement algorithms are put under
one name:consensus. This is the topic of the next section.

2.4 Consensus as a basic primitive

A consensus algorithm is usually defined in terms of the two notions proposeand
decide.

Replicas typically need to agree on a joint value within a reasonable time. Be-
sides termination of the consensus operation, the value decided upon has to be a
valid one, in the sense that it has been proposed by one of the replicas.

The consensus operation is invoked by the replicas at a certain moment when
there is a need to get a unique result. Each process proposes its value. After a set
of steps, the processes arrive at a point when they decide on the final value. The
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algorithm has to be constructed such that it guarantees thatprocesses decide on the
same value.

Summing up the above, an algorithm that solves consensus hasto satisfy the
following three properties:

� Agreement - no two (correct) processes decide differently

� Validity - each (correct) process decides at most once and ona value that was
previously proposed by one of the processes, or is related tothose proposed
values

� Termination - every (correct) process eventually decides

The reason why consensus is considered as a basic primitive is that a num-
ber of problems in distributed systems are reducible to consensus, or solvable by
using consensus. Examples of such problems are the atomic broadcast problem
(ABP) [25], and the atomic commit problem [68].

Take, for example, the atomic broadcast problem: processeshave to agree on
the order they deliver a set of messages. When all processes have the set of mes-
sages in possibly different orders, they will start a consensus algorithm to choose
the unique order of delivery. This is an intuitive way of showing that the ABP is
reducible to consensus - if there is an algorithm that solvesconsensus then the ABP
can also be solved. On the other hand, if there is a solution for the ABP, meaning
that all processes in a message delivery step will deliver the same message, then we
can say that processes agree on the value of that message and thus reach consensus.

The next section will present some terminology that is valuable for quantified
measures of availability and the relationship between thissystem level property and
other system parameters.

2.5 Queuing theory

In a well written book [3] about queuing theory you will find atleast the notions
of Markov property, exponential distribution, server, customer, customer interar-
rival time distribution,M/M/1 queue, service time distribution and wait time in the
queue. We will explain these in turn later.

First, let us introduce the notions of random variable, probability distribution,
conditional probability and expectation (average value).Then, we will explain the
very notions of queuing theory, in the last part of this section.
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2.5.1 Random variables

A simple definition of a random variable [65] is : a random variable is a function
that associates a real number to the outcome of an experiment. This outcome can
be a continuous number (like e.g. the outside temperature, in case the experiment is
the reading of a thermometer), or a discrete number (like e.g. a number associated
with the face of a coin). In the first case we talk about continuous random variables,
and in the second case we talk about discrete random variables.

A random variable receives a certain value with a certain probability. For ex-
ample, for the thermometer reading, the probability of the temperature to be less
than �� degrees is� ���. Now, each number� has associated a probability of the
random variable being less than� (� �� 	 �
), at any point in time. The func-
tion � ��  � � �� 	 �
 is the probability distribution of variable

�
. Note that for�� � � � � 	 � �� 	 �
 	 �

. Let � be theprobability density function(abbreviated���), with the following properties:

� � �� 	 �
 � � �� � �� ��
� � �� � � 	 �
 � � �� � �� ��
� � ��� � ���� � �
The probability density function for the exponential probability distribution

with parameter is !
� if � � � � "�#$ if � % � �

For example, if we have a server at which client requests arrive with an exponential
interarrival time distribution, then is the average rate of arrival of those client
requests.

For a discrete random variable that can take discrete values, say in the set&� ' � �( � ���� �) *, the probability distribution associates a probability with the event
that

� � �+ (� �� � �+
). Here, we have the property,)+-� � �� � �+
 � �
, with� 	 � �� � �+
 	 �

, for all ..
Conditional probability is defined in the context of severalevents occurring

dependent on each other. If we have two events" ' and"(, if they are independent
then the probability of both events occurring is� �" ' / "(
 � � �" '
� �"( 
. In general,
whether they are dependent or not :
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� �" ' / "( 
 � � �" ' �"( 
� �"( 
 � � �"( �" '
� �" '

In case" ' and"( are independent,� �"( �"'
 � � �"( 
 and� �" ' �"( 
 � � �" '
.

The expectation (or average) of a random variable is, intuitively, the value of
that variable that gives the highest value of the probability density function of that
variable. The average of a continuous random variable is computed as follows:� ��
 � � ��� �� �� ��

For example, the average value of a random variable with exponential distribu-
tion with parameter is� ��� ��� � � �� � "�#��� � � �� � ��"�#� ��� � � �� "�#��� �� '# � �� ��"�#� ��� � '# �� � � � '#

The average value of a discrete random variable is computed as follows:� ��
 � ,�+- ' �+� �� � �+

In Chapter 7 we will often use the following property of average values: the

average of a sum of random variables (not necessarily independent) is equal to the
sum of the averages (e.g.

� �� � � 
 � � �� 
 � � �� 
) [3].
Conditional expectation can be defined in several flavours (conditional expec-

tation given an event, conditional expectation given another random variable, etc.).
In this work we are interested in conditional expectation given an event. Given a
random variable

�
and an event" we have that:� �� �"
 � � �1	
�� �1	 � , where

1� �
!
�

if the event" happened�� if the event" did not happen�
Therefore,

� �1� 
 � � �"
.
More concretely, if" is the event

� � �, where
�

and� are random variables,
then

1���� �
!
�

if
� � � �� if
� % � �

Therefore
� �1���� 
 � � �� � � 
.

2.5.2 Queues and related notions

Here we present a very brief overview of basics of queuing theory.
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Customers are arriving at a server to receive service. If theserver is busy ser-
vicing other customers when a new one arrives, then this one has to wait in a queue
that builds up in front of the server. The time between two consecutive customer
arrivals (customer interarrival time) is a random variablewith a certain probabil-
ity distribution. The most popular distribution used is theexponential distribution.
Also, most of the queuing models use the assumption that these interarrival times
are independent of each other.

The service time of the server is also a random variable, and the most popular
distribution used is the exponential distribution. The nice about the exponential
distribution is that it has theMarkov property. This is the reason why it is used in
queuing theory.

Let X be a random variable. We give the definition of the Markov property
by citing from the book by Allen [3]: “... Markov property, sometimes called the
“memoryless” property, given by� �� % � � � 
 � � �� % � 
, � % �, � % �. ... if X
is the waiting time until a particular event occurs and� units of time produced no
event, then the distribution of further waiting time is the same as if it would be if
no waiting time had passes – that is, the system does not “remember” that� time
units have produced no “arrival”.”

The average time a customer waits in the queue of a server withexponential
service time distribution, when customer interarrival times are independent and
exponentially distributed, is given by a classical formulainvolving only the average
rate of customer arrivals and average service rate.

A queue of a server with exponential service time, and exponential customer
interarrival time is calledM/M/1 (Markov/Markov/1 server).

According to Burke’s theorem [21], the interdeparture times of customers from
a server in aM/M/1 queuing system, are also independent and exponentially dis-
tributed random variable, and have the same average as customer interarrival times.
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Chapter 3

Fault tolerance and middleware

This chapter presents an overview of theoretical and practical research findings in
the area of availability, fault tolerance and middleware. The first four sections of
the chapter cover more details of the notions introduced in Chapter 2. The reason
for providing a deeper coverage of research results in this chapter is to give the
reader a larger perspective within which our work should be understood. The last
three sections briefly survey fault tolerance support in commercial middleware, and
assessment of performance and availability. These three subjects also set the broad
scene in which our contribution takes place.

The first section deepens the knowledge about consensus. Chapter 2 defined the
consensus problem. Here, we will review algorithms for solving it. The following
two sections are dedicated to broadening the view on failuredetectors, including
perfect detectors. The fourth section provides a perspective on how transparency
of replication is achieved via groups and sets the stage, in the fifth section, for a
review of commercial middlewares and their fault tolerancefeatures.

3.1 Basic algorithms for consensus

Studying consensus in asynchronous systems is interestingbecause of the early
“FLP impossibility result” [52]. However, in that context,the failure model was
the simplest one: crash. A survey of consensus algorithms insynchronous systems
by Raynal [132] shows interesting problems arising in thesemore restrictive timing
models. Here, failure models can be crash, as well as omission and Byzantine.
Also, the notion ofuniformnessis possible to exploit here. Uniform agreement, for
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example, means that no two (corrector not) processes decide different values.

3.1.1 Consensus in synchronous systems

Interesting findings for synchronous systems were [132]:

� When processes fail by crashing, i.e. after failing, do nothing, or by omitting
to receive or send messages, a relatively simple algorithm helps processes to
reach agreement after� � �

(� is the number of failing processes) rounds of
message exchanges.

� When processes fail by omission failures, since omissions allow the “failed”
processes to eventually reach a decision step, the agreement property of con-
sensus might be violated. This is due to the fact that if, e.g.the processes
that constantly omitted receipt of information from the rest of deciding par-
ties, will finally decide on their own proposed value. In other words, uniform
consensus cannot be solved by the simple� � �

round algorithm, in pres-
ence of f omission failures. A different algorithm in� � �

rounds can solve
consensus for this failure pattern, but only if a majority ofprocesses stay
correct.

� When processes are exposed to Byzantine failure patterns, an algorithm with�� � � message exchange rounds solves consensus, but only if at most one
fourth of the processes fail (� � )

� )

Note the hierarchy of failure models: crash is less severe than omission that is
less severe than Byzantine; the algorithm that helps processes reach agreement in
presence of Byzantine failures necessitates more messagesexchanged by processes,
and more correct processes present in the agreement procedure.

3.1.2 Consensus in asynchronous systems

In asynchronous systems, combined with the simple crash failure model, from the
perspective of node behaviour after a crash, different assumptions are made: no-
recovery and recovery assumption.

Algorithms for solving consensus in thecrash-no-recoverymodel were pre-
sented by Chandra and Toueg [25] in their seminal work about unreliable failure
detectors. No-recovery means that a process, after it (really) crashes, it is not able
ever to return to participate in the distributed algorithm.Thus, as soon as the failure
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detectors suspect a crashed process, it will stay in their suspect list forever. On the
other hand, if a process is only too slow and suspected to havecrashed, the failure
detector might “change its mind”. Thus the crash-recovery model is also present,
in a way.

One of the algorithms presented solves consensus by using a strong (strongly
complete and weakly accurate) failure detector, even if allbut one process fail.
Since the weak accuracy property is satisfied, there is a correct process that is never
suspected to have failed. The main idea is to execute the algorithm in such a way
that the decision of this one process eventually reaches allthe other correct pro-
cesses. The consensus algorithm is distributed in the sensethat each process ex-
ecutes the same steps. The steps contain also synchronization points when in a
certain iteration – also called around – a process waits for messages sent in the
same round by the other non-suspected processes.

When using eventually strong (strongly complete and eventually weakly accu-
rate) failure detectors, consensus can be solved only in thepresence of at least a
majority of correct processes. The algorithm is based on a rotating coordinator ap-
proach (this coordinator is the decider). By eventual weak accuracy it follows that
eventually there is at least one correct process that is not suspected by any correct
process. Thus, eventually, the current coordinator will manage to decide the final
value. When suspecting the coordinator to have crashed, processes move to a new
round with a new coordinator. However, this situation will not last forever.

When solving consensus in the crash-recovery model, a new type of failure de-
tector is needed. In this model, the process loses all data from its memory when it
crashes, but it is repaired and it can return and participatein the algorithm. Aguilera
et al. [2] define the new failure detector to have somewhat different completeness
and accuracy properties than the Chandra-Toueg initial detectors. The new type of
failure detector that is needed is justified as follows. There can be processes that
crash and recover infinitely often. Thus, it would be wrong toallow a failure detec-
tor to permanently suspect them, as allowed by the strong completeness property
in the sense of Chandra and Toueg [25].

This section described an important primitive used in fault-tolerant distributed
systems. It is typically used in the context of presenting a unique result of an
operation that was performed by a set of participating entities. The next section
will present a follow up of Section 2.1.4 strongly connectedwith consensus, i.e.
research results concerning different types of unreliablefailure detectors.
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3.2 Variants of unreliable failure detectors

Since the formal introduction of unreliable failure detectors by Chandra and Toueg
[25] in the context of circumventing the “FLP impossibilityresult” in asynchronous
distributed systems, a lot of research has taken place in this area. A good descrip-
tion of failure detectors is given in the book by Tel [149].

Most research results are relating different classes of unreliable failure detectors
to the solvability of consensus. The main class of failure detectors studied, stamped
as the weakest failure detector to solve consensus, is the “eventually strong”�� .
This failure detector is stronger than�� 1 in that it has the property of strong
instead of weak completeness. Ensuring the strong completeness property demands
little effort.

Considering the�� failure detector, the way implementations of the failure
detector influence the termination time of consensus, is studied by Sergent et al.
[142]. The findings are related to trade-offs between how quickly a failure is de-
tected, implying frequent checking the availability of a processing unit, and the
number of messages sent on the network. Also, the way one checks whether a pro-
cessing unit is up, makes a difference in when the consensus algorithm terminates
in case of no-failures, as well as when failures occur. The main conclusion of the
work is that the design of a consensus algorithm is orthogonal to implementing the
failure detector.

Larrea et al. [91] study failure detector implementations.One important re-
sult is an optimal implementation of the eventually strong failure detector. The
approach is to reduce the number of messages exchanged when detecting failures.
Another work of Larrea et al. ([90]) shows that it is impossible to implement failure
detectors with perpetual (as opposed to eventual) accuracyin partially synchronous
systems. Their result shows also that since consensus can besolved with “even-
tual” failure detectors (even with the weakest one) perpetual failure detectors are
not necessary for solving it.

In theory, the fact that consensus in an asynchronous system, where process
failures are detected possibly erroneously, eventually terminates, is a good enough
quality. However, in practice, as stated by Chen et al. [26] some applications have
certain timing requirements and thus eventual terminationguarantees are not suffi-
cient. The notion of quality of service of failure detectorsis introduced as a measure
of how fast a failure detector can detect actual failures andhow much it can avoid
false suspicions. Depending on the quality of service required by a certain applica-

1Defined in Section 2.1.4
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tion the failure detector can be adapted to the new situationby changing different
timeout parameters. Further extensions of the adaptability of failure detectors are
provided in the work of Sampaio et al. [137]. Analysis of the timing behaviour
of the rotating coordinator based consensus algorithm is done when processing as
well as bandwidth resources available for a process are not known a priori. The
authors employ Petri nets to model the consensus protocol with different resource
availability scenarios and different failure detection scenarios.

The next section will explain how perfection can be achievedin failure detec-
tors.

3.3 Perfect failure detectors

Sometimes, when solving consensus problems, besides the minimal safety require-
ments like agreement and validity (i.e. decision on a uniquevalid value), an im-
portant demand is for decision making to be based on using proposed values from
all correct processes. For example, this is needed to solve the strict version of the
atomic commit problem, when it is not permitted to ignore anyanswer (YES or
NO) from a correct process. This requirement can not be satisfied if the failure de-
tector makes “wrong suspicion” mistakes, i.e. it suspects acorrect process to have
crashed, thus ignoring its value in the decision phase.

A strict(er) form of consensus is the problem of decision based on a global set
of values in presence of perfect failure detectors. Helary et al. [78] call this notion
global function computation. The questionable part of this argument is the method
for implementing perfect failure detectors. This relies ona somewhat “perfect real-
world” assumption: the possibility of having privileged channels – channels that
are never congested and never go down, and therefore have predictable timing be-
haviour. Thus, processes could use these channels for sending “I am alive” mes-
sages. The failure model includes crash failures and the assumptions that a process
does not recover from a real crash, and there is no such thing as revoking ones sus-
picion about a process crash. The reason for the latter is that failure detectors used
are perfect and they do not suspect a crash if this is not real.Also, as there is no
mistaken crash suspicion, all correct processes will see the same processes as being
up or down. As a consequence, there is no possibility for disjoint sets of separately
working processes to exist.

Another view on perfect failure detectors is given by Delporte et al. [42]. Their
thesis is that the weakest failure detector to solve consensus when the number of
failed processes is not restricted is no longer�� (or �� ), but � (perfect)! And
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this, by only considering failure detectors that are realistic, i.e. cannot guess the
future. In this context, any realistic failure detector used when any number of
processes can crash, can be transformed to a perfect failuredetector. From here
they concluded that the perfect failure detector is the weakest to solve the problems.
Thus, the failure detector hierarchy of Chandra and Toueg tends towards one single
failure detector to solve consensus, when the number of failures is not restricted.

The Timely Computing Base (TCB) model introduced by Casimiro and Veris-
simo ([156, 23]) employs a perfect timing failure detector.A timing failure occurs
if a timed action terminates some time after its specified termination time. The TCB
is used by applications built over an asynchronous network,that need control of the
timely execution of processes. When the TCB is involved, it offers the possibility
of measuring time durations, detecting timing failures andbeing able to execute in
a timely manner functions of the application. The “perfection” is achieved by mak-
ing the TCB module synchronous. This way, the properties oftimedstrong com-
pleteness andtimedstrong accuracy can be enforced. Timed strong completeness
means that any timing failure is detected in a bounded time interval after the spec-
ified termination moment of the respective action. Timed strong accuracy means
that a timing failure is not deemed to have occurred if the timed action finishes in
a bounded time interval before the specified termination moment of the respective
action.

The next section will present the notion “process group” related to how a set of
replicas act towards an external client or viewer, as one unique entity.

3.4 The process group abstraction

After introducing the notions of “group” and “group services” this section will
describe some platforms incorporating fault tolerance handling mechanisms, that
were the precursors of today’s commercial middleware platforms.

Intuitively, a process groupis a set of replicas being able to do the same pro-
cessing task, or contribute towards fulfilling a common goal. The meaning of pro-
cess group in the fault-tolerant computing community is thefollowing: a group of
processes that cooperate with each other, is amechanismfor building fault-tolerant
service providers. The members of the group are not fixed a priori, and the group
mechanisms take care of dynamic changes to the group. A service provider, in this
context, is a collection of replicated servers,service group, that process requests
from clients. The group is transparent from the client’s side. Thus, the client, when
sending a request to the replicated server (or now, a processgroup), perceives it
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as one addressable unit. A group might be used to manage complexity, to balance
load, or to provide fault-tolerant services [126]. The group has to manage itself to
assure the one-unit image.

An important notion is thegroup member. A process may or may not be a
member of a group at different times. If it is not, it might have been excluded from
the group due to a crash (real or suspected), or due to isolation from the group be-
cause of communication failures. In the latter case, it is possible that the process
is still working, but its view of the group membership differs from that of other
processes’ views. For example, in the AQuA framework [133],when passive repli-
cation is used, two types of members can exist in a group: persistent and transient.
Persistent members do not leave the group once they joined it. Transient members
only join a group when they need to send a message to its members.

3.4.1 Group services

An indispensable service in a group setting is the one that informs about thegroup
membership. The group members themselves use this to be able to assure trans-
parency even in presence of failures that involve masking. Amembership service
has to ensure that group members have a consistent view of thegroup.

Another specific group service is thestate merging(or transfer) service. This is
used when the initial group is split in several, or one majority and some minority,
partitions. When, e.g. links are repaired and partitions disappear then all new group
members have to know the state of the rest of members. The state transfer service
is also used when a new node joins the group. The operation of state transfer has to
occur as an atomic action.

3.4.2 Specification and implementation of group services

Formal description of membership service properties both for synchronous sys-
tems and asynchronous systems are found in the works of Cristian ([35, 38]).
For explaining problems in presence of the asynchrony assumption, Cristian in-
troduces the notions ofstability and instability of a system. When a system is
stable, then communication between processes either worksall the time with con-
stant (bounded) delays, or it does not work. In contrast, during instability periods
there are no guarantees of message delay bounds; the communication can be work-
ing, but very slow, or not at all. The important thing is that the membership service
has to ensure the agreement of group members on the group viewand to correctly
include and exclude members from the view.
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Following the line of Cristian’s work, is the formal specification and implemen-
tation of a membership service for partitionable systems, by Babaoglu et al. [10]. A
formal description of a communication infrastructure for processes in a partition-
able distributed system is given. Thus, here, including link failures gives rise to a
failure model that allows partition failures to occur.

Work by Birman et al. on the ISIS system, has minted the notionof virtual
synchronyandview synchronous multicast. Virtual synchrony is related to the pro-
vision of well-chosen “synchronization” points for processes in an asynchronous
system. Thus, a process will stop and synchronize with otherprocesses, when it
has to wait for messages causally preceding other messages ready to be delivered.
View synchronous multicast is tightly coupled with virtualsynchrony, and directly
relates to groups. A view synchronous multicast works as follows: a message sent
by a process while the process membership view isV, has to be delivered before
any other new viewW is registered2, by all surviving members ofV. In this context,
one says that a group uses a view synchronous multicast service. Although one of
the leading groups in the area of group communication, much of the work done on
ISIS in the early years can be characterized by a “system building” approach. A lot
of the detailed algorithms were initially not formally presented [18]. Further, the
procedure execution was more transaction based. and the behaviour of the system
was analyzed pragmatically. Later, however, with the introduction of the notions of
virtual synchrony and view synchronous multicast, algorithms and communication
primitives are described more formally [15, 17].

3.4.3 Fault-tolerant group based platforms

Precursors of today’s fault tolerance handling middlewareplatforms were platforms
providing underlying group communication primitives.

One of the successful experimental platforms around the ideas of software repli-
cation and group services were implemented in the Delta-4 project [125]. This
work leaves the decision concerning the particular way of replication as an open
question for the application and provides several modes to choose from in the open
architecture. The project was discontinued in 1992, but several mechanisms were
studied during the project.

Totem, developed by Moser et al. [107] is a platform providing group commu-
nication primitives. It is used in the message delivery layer in the CORBA based
Eternal platform. Totem is structured in several layers, deals with sending messages

2“registered” is referred to asinstalledby Birman et al. ([15])
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among different process groups, enforces total order on delivery of messages, and
also deals with merging of groups. The notion ofextended virtual synchronyis
defined with Totem. In this model of virtual synchrony, care is taken even of the
processes not in the current group of a certain process. Messages that are received
and delivered by certain processes are delivered in the sameorder by all of these,
regardless of whether they (currently) have the same view ontheir group or not.
The application writer can request a certain type of messagedelivery order. The
platform is suitable for use in soft real-time systems, since high throughput can be
achieved, as well as predictable latency.

The Horus toolkit was developed by Van Renesse et al. [134, 155]. It allows
flexible composition of protocols to support group-based services. The application
developer can use protocol components with well-defined interfaces to build the
needed protocol stacks, while excluding unnecessary overheads. With Horus, the
difficulty lied in the transformations in the protocol stacks written in C.

The next generation of Horus was the Ensemble toolkit [16, 154] which is in
essence similar to Horus, but written in a higher level programming language al-
lowing more flexibility. Ensemble is one of the few group communication toolkits
that was benchmarked [13]. The behaviour of different primitives – membership
service, FIFO-ordered reliable multicast, atomic reliable broadcast – was investi-
gated when injecting real errors.

Challenges when integrating group communication with transaction based pro-
cessing are presented by Little and Shrivastava [96]. Implementation of the ap-
proach is considered on top of CORBA standard since it readily includes a transac-
tion service specification. It was much later that fault tolerance by process replica-
tion started to become standard. There is a trade-off between the use of systems that
only support transactions, and the use of systems with only process replicas (func-
tion replication). Systems with transactional fault tolerance recover better from
total crashes, because the transaction concept includes undo capabilities. On the
other hand, partial crashes that can happen more often than total ones are handled
much faster (and more transparently) in the case of replicated groups.

The following section will present a short overview of existing commercial
middlewares and how they handle fault tolerance.

3.5 Fault tolerance and commercial middleware

When an application developer uses a middleware to run an application on top of
it, he/she expects that many common non-application related features are incorpo-
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rated in the middleware. Features related to fault tolerance handling are: client
transparency to failures, and automatic replica management with state saving and
restoring features. Today’s extensively used middlewaresexist in several flavors:
those incorporating component/object as well as communication management (e.g.,
CORBA, COM/DCOM), those dealing with communication management (e.g.,
Java RMI), those that support resource allocation in a dynamic way (e.g., Jini), and
those that offer containers for objects that can communicate using several offered
technologies (e.g., EJB). In the following we will briefly survey these platforms and
how they support application writers in easily writing and deploying fault-tolerant
applications.

Microsoft’s COM/DCOM allows customizing different elements of the remot-
ing architecture (infrastructure connecting clients to server objects) in order to ac-
commodate communications with multiple server copies and transparent failover.
The COMERA extension by Wang and Lee [159] was needed in orderto provide ef-
ficient ways especially for replica migration where connections have to be restored
in a transparent way and logged messages to be replayed.

Java RMI, as a basic technology, does not include fault-tolerance features. On
the other hand, built on top of this communication infrastructure, middleware such
as the Jgroup toolkit [106] or the AROMA [115] system providetransparent fault
tolerance to applications. In Jgroup, clients transparently access replica groups as
one entity. Replica group members, when processing a query,exchange messages
ensuring proper state logging. The group transparently handles failure of a replica.
AROMA intercepts RMI messages, and sends them in the same order to all server
replicas, thereby assuring consistent states at failover.Replication style can be cho-
sen by the application writer on the basis of the fault tolerance needs and failover
time allowed.

Jini addresses a different approach to fault tolerance. As atechnology inher-
ently used for distributed, potentially mobile, networkedapplications, it does not
advocate explicit replication for fault tolerance. Therefore, no automatic appli-
cation server or client replication is supported; neither is application state saving
and restoring. On the other hand, by offering the Lookup Service (possibly repli-
cated) and the lease-based resource allocation approach, failures of different service
providers can be made transparent to the client [92, 114].

EJB technology uses clustering and transactions to providetransparent fault
tolerance to client applications [76]. Still, this is not sufficient for the servers to
be available in case of failures. Enhanced with group communication [118], the
architecture can provide transparent failover to clients as well as proper state log-
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ging and failover. The work by Kistijantoro [83] reveals again the shortcomings of
EJB. Breaking down the replication problem in state and application server replica-
tion, the result of the study is that state replication can bedone transparently to the
client. Application servers (containers) cannot be replicated transparently unless
the container objects implement special interfaces.

Considering the above, we can conclude that, by far, CORBA isone of the
most studied middlewares that offers interesting challenges in the direction of fault-
tolerant computing. In 2000, the first draft of the FT-CORBA specification was
published and in December 2001 it became part of the CORBA standard.

The next two sections will present problems and results in the areas of perfor-
mance and availability assessment in distributed systems.

3.6 Assessing performance

Algorithms for solving problems in distributed systems areexpected to satisfy some
specifications. These contain some properties – usually considering eventual ter-
mination as opposed to efficiency – that have to be fulfilled each time the algorithm
is executed. Examples are agreement and validity in connection with consensus.
Using the specification, correctness of the algorithm can beproved. Thus, an inter-
esting question is: what can one look at when reasoning aboutthe performance of
a distributed algorithm?

Some criteria could be related to time complexity – meaning the possibility of
bounding the execution time. Further, two cases can be considered: the best case
(when no failures occur), or the worst case when failures occur. For these criteria,
analysis can include, e.g. the consideration of round numbers for an algorithm ex-
ecution. This is interesting to be done when the round numberis not fixed (like in
the work of Chandra and Toueg [25]). Other criteria could be related to resource
utilization (like memory or stable storage). The communication media can also be
regarded as a resource, thus the number of messages exchanged during communi-
cations is also a measure of efficiency.

Another way to look at measuring efficiency is to see how an algorithm behaves
if the worst-case assumption under which it was built does not hold (e.g. the as-
sumption is that n failures can occur, but, in fact, only m��n failures occur in 90%
of the cases).

Few works discuss real-time aspects (i.e. time bounds) in the context of dis-
tributed algorithms. Synchronous systems (i.e. those in which a global clock exists
to which nodes have access), together with associated protocols and fault tolerance
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mechanisms have been extensively studied by Kopetz et al. and described under the
general name of time-triggered systems [85]. The time-triggered protocol (TTP)
is used in hard real-time distributed systems where timing requirements are very
strict, and strong guarantees have to be provided about satisfying deadlines. Veris-
simo et al. [156, 23] employs a partly synchronous approach by using the timely
computing base (introduced in Section 3.3). This offers also the possibility to rea-
son about execution timeliness. Cristian and Schmuck discuss real-time aspects in
the context of distributed algorithms, in a client-server configuration [35, 38]. In
a synchronous setting it is not so difficult to reason about bounds on, say, agree-
ment time, and thus on response time to the client request. Inan asynchronous
system, the problem is somewhat more challenging. As already mentioned before,
the system model is not totally time-free. There can be some bounds on message
delays, but these hold only during stability periods of the system. The interesting
part is that the analysis is done by taking in consideration the instability periods of
the system, as well. The algorithms described for asynchronous settings do have
quite long worst-case stabilization times. More recently Lima and Burns [94] have
introduced consensus mechanisms on top of a CAN bus model which can rely on
the earlier real-time guarantees provided by that model.

Helary et al. give upper (worst case) bounds for the number ofrounds executed
in algorithms for global function computation [78]. Aguilera et al. give time es-
timations and message number complexity for best case executions and compare
them with the same condition performances for other algorithms [2].

Other works analyze different aspects of performance of software systems in
presence of failures. The goals of these works range from prediction of reliabil-
ity [66], and response-time analysis in presence of failures [152, 169], to fault-
detection time analysis[131], and models for checkpointing systems [22, 47, 82,
108, 164, 88, 30, 29, 121, 95, 63, 148, 146].

3.7 Assessing availability

A failure mode analysis on a CORBA service implementation isconducted by
Marsden et al. [101, 102]. Several implementations of the CORBA Naming Ser-
vice are chosen for tests. The results of the analysis are supposed to be used mainly
to provide information about what CORBA implementation to choose for a certain
application. This is similar to some extent with doing analysis on usage of different
replication styles to provide fault tolerance, and providing information for applica-
tion writers about which is the best choice for a certain application. The technique
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used is fault injection of faults like bit-flips and double-zeros in the IIOP (Internet
Inter-ORB Protocol) messages sent to the server. Dependingon the implementa-
tion of the service, the exceptions generated give satisfactory information or not
(for example, if the exception is of type UNKNOWN).

Measurements on a system under failure conditions are done by Iyer et al. [77].
More precisely, data are collected about failure causes, and downtime. The anal-
ysis by Iyer et al. concerns local area network computers, i.e. running in a more
or less controllable environment, and Internet computers,i.e. computers that are
connected to Internet and thus exposing unpredictable behaviour. Downtimes are
measured by looking at the timestamp of the last event in the log before the re-
boot, and the timestamp of the event immediately after the reboot. Iyer et al. show
concrete results concerning the behaviour of the system, bygiving a model of the
system in the form of a state machine. The arc between say, states A and B is
weighted with the fraction of the total number of transactions from A into B. For
example: state A is Reboot state, state B is state Functional, and state C is state
Connectivity Problem [77]. In Figure 3.1 the value0.41 means that only in 41%
of the cases after a reboot, the system works properly. In 7.2% of the cases after a
reboot a connectivity problem appears and has to be solved inorder for the system
to work properly (see Figure 3.1).

Safety-critical systems constitute a category for which dependability is very
important. However, for these systems it is difficult to makesafety assessments
credible. A way of obtaining incontestable proofs is to perform static analysis on
source code. Abstract interpretation and Hoare logic methods are investigated by
Nguyen and Ourghanlian [113] in the context of a realistic neutron flux measure-
ment system. The techniques studied were further used by theFrench Electricity
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Department for safety-critical hardware dependent system’s (operating system) de-
pendability assessment.

A way of improving availability by measurements is also to understand a run-
ning distributed system. Moe and Carr present a solution to the problem of under-
standing and modifying a distributed system [105]. The approach chosen is to trace
the execution of an application built over a CORBA platform.The tracing is done
at the remote procedure call level, by using CORBA portable interceptors to get
hold of the relevant information. Next steps after tracing are parsing (of the traces)
and visualization. By using these techniques, several flawsin the system design
can be identified. Experiments were conducted on a large Ericsson Operation and
Management application, consisting of around 600,000 lines of code. When em-
ploying tracing, no extra effort from designers and programmers is required. Also,
care is taken that system performance is not materially affected.

The results presented in this section are useful when devising failure models,
for example, of infrastructures on which applications are built.



Chapter 4

Two fault-tolerant CORBA
implementations

We mentioned earlier that fault tolerance mechanisms can beimplemented either
in every application separately, or in a middleware, thereby providing reduction of
application code size. Besides, the middleware can be used as underlying platform
for running several types of applications that need fault tolerance.

In this chapter we advocate the encapsulation of fault tolerance mechanisms
in middleware. More precisely, we describe extensions of anexisting CORBA
implementation (OpenORB [39]) with fault tolerance features. The chapter has
two main parts:

� Part one presents the extension of OpenORB with fault tolerance which
closely follows the FT-CORBA standard. Here, extra infrastructure building
blocks are created and assumed as non-failure-prone, as opposed to applica-
tion units that may fail, and whose fault tolerance capabilities are enforced by
this infrastructure. We will call this platform the FT-CORBA infrastructure.

� Part two deals with another extension of OpenORB, towards a fully avail-
able platform (FA-CORBA infrastructure). Here, infrastructure units may
also fail together with application units. The fault tolerance capabilities of
the application are enforced by the infrastructure that executes a distributed
algorithm helping in reaching consensus.

Both parts will present challenges and lessons learnt when extending an existing
ORB with fault tolerance. The implementation of the platforms was a prerequisite
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for benchmarking experiments that study the performance-availability trade-offs.
These experiments will be presented in the next chapter.

4.1 The FT-CORBA infrastructure

This section will present the architecture of the infrastructure obtained following
closely the FT-CORBA standard. First, a short overview of the FT-CORBA stan-
dard will be presented.

4.1.1 The standard

OMG’s generic CORBA Specification was extended to provide application devel-
opers with support for fault tolerance. The Fault-TolerantCORBA Specification
V1.0 was adopted in April 2000 [116]. In December 2001, the FT-CORBA specifi-
cation became part of the CORBA standard. In this section we give a short overview
of the standard.

To obtain fault-tolerant applications, the underlying architecture is based on
replicated objects (replication in space). Temporal replication is supported by re-
quest retry, or transparent redirection of a request to another server. Replicated
application objects are monitored in order to detect failures. The failover proce-
dure is dependent on the replication strategy used.

Support is provided for use of active replication, primary/backup and stateless1

replication. The primary/backup replication styles provided are warm passive and
cold passive. In case of cold passive replication, backups are not active and are
not updated with primary state and information about processed method calls. The
state of the primary is checkpointed periodically, and information - such as argu-
ments, unique identifier, etc. - about update (i.e. non-read) method calls are stored
in a log. At failover, all this information is transferred tothe backup that has to take
over the role of the primary. For warm passive replication, on the other hand, state
checkpointing at the primary coincides with transfer of that information to all the
backups. Also, information about method calls incoming to the primary are broad-
cast to the backups and stored there in a log, without being executed. At failover, all
necessary information is present at the backup that will be promoted to the primary
position. In case of active replication, the standard strongly recommends the use of

1This type of replication is used when the server object data is accessed only via read method
calls.
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a gateway for accessing the active replicas. This gateway plays the role of a relay
for method calls - it broadcasts the method calls to all replicas that have to execute
them in the same total order.

Some necessary building blocks are specified as interfaces.The Replication-
Manager interface incorporates methods from three interfaces:

� The PropertyManager interface has methods used to establish the replication
style, the number of replicas, the consistency style and group membership
style.

� The ObjectGroupManager interface has methods that can be invoked to sup-
port the application-controlled membership style, at the price of losing trans-
parency.

� The GenericFactory interface has the method�� ���� ��� ��� � that in case
of replicated objects is called transparently by the replication manager in re-
sponse to a call to its own�� ���� ��� ��� method by the application. Each
object in a group has its own reference, but the published oneis the Interop-
erable Object Group Reference (IOGR).

The specified FaultNotifier interface contains methods for creating event filters,
for registering fault consumers, as well as for announcing faults. The fault monitor
is not specified as an interface, but its functionality is quite well described.

To be able to manage large applications, the notion offault tolerance domains
(FT domains) is introduced. Each fault tolerance domain contains several hosts and
object groups and a separate replication manager, and faultnotifier is associated
with it. On every host there must be one object factory and onefault monitor. The
object factory creates group replicas on demand. The fault monitor has to detect
failures of group members running on its host.

Every application object has to implement at least these twointerfaces: Pull-
Monitorable, containing the method isalive and Checkpointable, containing the
methodsget state andset state. They are used for the purpose of fault
detection and checkpointing. It is also possible that the object implements the Up-
dateable interface, and thus the methodsget update andset update, to deal
with state updates. This interface is appropriate to use when the state is quite large,
while state changes are of reasonable sizes. The saved state(or state changes) in-
formation is later used in case the object fails and a new replica has to take over its
role (and state). Logging and failover mechanisms are automatically used in case
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of infrastructure controlled consistency and membership.They are needed only
for passive stateful replication. In case of active and stateless replication styles,
request replies can be logged in order to avoid repeated execution of a method call,
and directly send the logged reply.

There are some limitations pointed out in the FT-CORBA specification. For
example, the ORBs on hosts in the same fault tolerance domainhave to be from the
same vendor. If this is not the case, then full interoperability is not always possible.
Another limitation is related to the types of faults detected and treated. Namely, no
correlated (design) faults are treated. Also, no mechanismis provided to treat par-
tition failures. There is a quite simplistic way to protect against Byzantine failures:
theActive-With-Votingreplication style can be used.

4.1.2 Failure model and assumptions

In the FT-CORBA standard the emphasis is on nodes and not on links. The con-
sidered failure model does not include link failures. Linksare assumed to be reli-
able. This means that no message is corrupted by the link. Also, no duplication of
messages happens. Therefore, if a message (request) is sentfrom a correct client
process, then the destination server process should deliver the message eventually,
as long as it stays correct. The same holds for sending the reply back to the client.
If the server process is correct all the time while the request is processed, and the
answer is sent to the client process waiting for it, then thismessage will be received
(delivered) by the client, eventually - as long as the clientstays correct the whole
roundtrip time of the request, so that the connection stays up.

The application on top of the infrastructure is an asynchronous distributed sys-
tem. There is no bound on message delays and thus no way to differentiate between
a slow server and a crashed one. Therefore, all failures reported by failure detectors
are just suspicions.

The node/process failure model considered in an application built on top of
the infrastructure is the crash model. To be more precise, itcan happen that an
application server object is no longer able to process requests from clients, because
it crashed. Infrastructure server object crashes are not included, the infrastructure
being considered robust. Therefore, the failure of an entire host (e.g., because of
a power failure) running infrastructure objects as well as application servers is not
part of the failure model. Failover information such as state and information about
requests serviced since the last checkpoint, is collected in an infrastructure unit
outside the application server object. This unit is supposed to continue being up
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after the crash of the application server. As a result, a new member of the replica
group (residing on a different host) can easily be invested with the role of the failed
member.

As specified in the FT-CORBA standard, there is a property called “minimum
number of replicas” associated with a replica group. The value of this number is
supposed to be at least two. As soon as the number of previously created correct
replicas drops under this value, one (or more) new replica has to be created. As
already mentioned, with the FT-CORBA standard, more complicated failures such
as Byzantine type are not dealt with. Also, the failure of theclient object sending
requests to the server is not dealt with explicitly.

By state of an object (application) we mean internal (and possibly external)
application object data - fields of a class - that can be modified by so-calledup-
datemethod calls. Further, update method calls are assumed to bemade only via
CORBA calls, i.e. those which can be “seen” by hooks installed outside the ap-
plication, at the ORB level. If, for example, the application is such that the state
can be changed by internal calls (for example made from different threads running
in the object) not following a CORBA call path, no guarantee can be made by the
FT-CORBA infrastructure about the state consistency of thereplicas. And this is
the case even in primary/backup replication.

The type (update or read-only) of a server object method is exposed to the
infrastructure by the application writer. The Object Factory, written also by the
application writer, creates objects that are instances of different classes. When
doing this, it has knowledge about the types of the methods for that class. When
receiving a client request, while running, the hook underlying the application looks
up and uses this information to decide whether to store the call information in the
log, in order to be used for replay at failover, if necessary.Read-only method calls
are not stored in the log.

4.1.3 Infrastructure building blocks

Figure 4.1 summarizes the deployment of the built FT-CORBA infrastructure and
application objects on hosts in a fault tolerance domain. The different boxes in the
picture will be explained below.

Our implementation of the FT-CORBA standard combines the following three
ingredients:

� a collection of service (CORBA) objects
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Figure 4.1: Deployment of the FT-CORBA infrastructure

� CORBA portable interceptors at the client and server side

� ORB source code extensions

We describe each building block in the three following sections.

Service objects

The service objects in our FT-CORBA infrastructure have their roles clearly spec-
ified in the FT-CORBA standard: the replication manager, theobject factories, the
fault notifier, the fault monitors and the logging and failover mechanism. The stan-
dard, however, leaves open some implementation choices. Thus:
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� three of the service objects are specified via interface descriptions in the stan-
dard: the replication manager, the object factory and the fault notifier. There-
fore, we implemented them in a straightforward way by CORBA Objects.

� The fault monitors were implemented as CORBA Objects.

� The implementation of the Logging and Failover Mechanism required some
consideration.

� For the active replication style, the standard leaves open the choice of a me-
diator gateway object. In our implementation client requests are sent to the
active group via a gateway CORBA Object.

Standard service objects

As specified in the standard, in a fault tolerance domain there is one replication
manager, one fault notifier, and several object factories, fault monitors, and logging
and failover controllers (one on every host on which group members are to be
created and run), as depicted in Figure 4.1.

The object factory running on a certain host creates CORBA Object replicas,
on demand, and starts them in different processes on that host. Every replica of
an object group is on a different machine, and on that machinein a different pro-
cess. Thus, it is possible that on the same host there are several processes running
different replicas from different groups.

Failures of group members are detected by fault monitors running on the same
hosts as the replicas. The fault monitor is implemented as a separate CORBA Ob-
ject and it consists of a collection of monitoring threads. Whether one thread is
created or not, depends on the fault monitoring granularity, for every object to be
monitored on that host. A pull based monitoring style is used. By implementing the
PullMonitorable interface, application objects provide the method “isalive” that is
periodically called by the fault monitor. As soon as this call cannot be completed
(there is no answer from the server), or the call returns a false value, the object
implementing the interface is considered as failed, and thefailover mechanism is
started. In order to assure that the failure is real, the object is “killed”. This means
that the CORBA server replica is deactivated, and the process running it is de-
stroyed. Of course, if the object really failed, because e.g. the process running it
is no longer in the system, or because the Java thread of the object failed, then the
“killing” is executed in the same way. However, this might not have any effect be-
cause, e.g. if the process is no longer in the system, there isnothing left to destroy.
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Or, if the thread failed, the replica’s object is no longer accessible and there is no
need to deactivate it. The fault monitor reports the failureto the fault notifier. The
latter sends fault notifications to its consumers, one of them being the replication
manager. The replication manager is in charge of coordinating the failover pro-
cess that includes also the promotion of a backup to the role of primary, in case of
non-active replication.

Gateway for active replication

Instead of letting the client forward requests to all replicas of an actively replicated
group, our platform uses a gateway CORBA Object. The gatewayobject is created
at the same time as the replicas of the group, and started on a machine from the fault
tolerance domain. It is located on one of the hosts where the actively replicated
group members reside. As shown in Figure 4.2, the gateway plays a double role,
as the mediator between the client and the active server group. Firstly, the gateway
broadcasts incoming client requests as calls to all the group members. Secondly,
a duplicate suppression mechanism is needed when the servergroup, acting as a
replicated client, has to execute calls to a third tier server. The gateway is involved
in this mechanism, as well. Outgoing calls from the members of the active server
group, are routed through the gateway, and the same happens to the replies to these
calls. When broadcasting client requests to the actively replicated group members,
the gateway assigns unique identifiers to the calls and the replicas must execute
requests in the order given by these identifiers. If a replicareceives request with
e.g. identifierj+1 before receiving the request with identifierj, it must wait for
this call, before executingj+1. As no message is lost on the links, eventually
requestj will arrive. The gateway object participates in the reconfiguration of the
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server group in case an active replica crashes. At creation,it registers itself as a fault
consumer, to receive notifications about failures of members of the respective active
object group. When announced about a failure in the group, the gateway finds out
the new membership of the group, so that it can direct future requests to the right
replicas. When a new object joins the active group, the gateway handles the state
transfer, as well as stopping incoming calls until the stateis consistent in the group.
Note that by using the gateway, view-synchronous multicastis implemented. Thus,
a message (client request) is delivered by all correct members of a group while in
the same view. All membership changes are announced at the gateway and request
broadcasting happens synchronously with the membership update messages.

Logging and failover service object

The logging and failover mechanism is used only in cold and warm passive replica-
tion (see Figure 4.3). The mechanism was implemented on eachhost as a separate
CORBA object (called Logging and Failover Controller). This object’s interface of-
fers methods for logging method call and reply information.Other methods offered
by the interface are used to retrieve this information later, at failover. This object
also performs checkpointing of the primary server object. At failover, the calls for
which information is in the log, are those that arrived sincethe last checkpoint.

We will come back to the logging and checkpointing operations in Section
4.1.4.

Portable interceptors for FT-CORBA

In our implementation of the FT-CORBA standard, some operations have to be
performed around a CORBA request at the client side, as well as before the start
or after the finish of the processing performed at the server application object.
CORBA portable interceptors offer an elegant way for encapsulating and executing
the needed operations at the right places. They were used to perform the following
operations on a request:

� adding extra information to the request: the CORBA standardrecommends
“carrying” this information in service contexts. One such piece of informa-
tion is the group reference version known to the client. Further, one service
context is dedicated to carrying unique request identification information: a
client identifier, a request identifier that does not change even if the request
is resent, as well as an expiration time. The group referenceversion is used
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as follows: as soon as a change happens in a group (e.g., one member fails) a
new version number is assigned to the group reference. The group reference
obtained by the client contains such a version number that isor not the same
as the one at the server. All these service contexts information are added, at
the client side, in a client portable interceptor.

� recording information about a call in a log, as well as the reply for that call.
These operations take place in a portable request interceptor at the server
side.

� tracing of timing information when performance measurements are needed.
This operation is done both in client and in server interceptors.

For different replication styles, application server objects are equipped with
different portable server interceptors. For example, in case of stateless as well as
active replication, no logging of call information is needed. Only replies are logged
in order to detect requests that are resent. In case of cold passive replication, call
information is logged only at the primary (see Figure 4.3).

Beside the uses mentioned above, in the present infrastructure, operations per-
formed in portable interceptors are needed when messages (not necessarily in the
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form of CORBA calls) are sent to a CORBA object. The interceptor can be used
to stop the request before entering the called object that does not implement an
interface containing the method that is called.

Extensions of ORB source code

When building our infrastructure, portable interceptors were plugged in elegantly
using the existing hooks from the ORB code. This way the basicORB implemen-
tation could be left unchanged. However, this augmentationwas not enough for
the infrastructure to handle all new elements introduced with the fault tolerance
standard. This was probably also due to the fact that one certain CORBA imple-
mentation (OpenORB) was used. Some classical ORB code (thatof e.g. the classes
called ORB, POA, Delegate) had to be modified.

In our infrastructure, when primary-backup replication isused, the multiple
profile CORBA object reference (IOGR) contains an indication about the primary
member of a group. Therefore, to handle this case, the part ofthe ORB where the
request target address is extracted from the object reference, had to be modified in
order to be able to choose the address of the primary.

As already mentioned, the unique request identifier consisting of the client
identifier, the special request identifier and the expiration is added to the request
information as a service context. However, in the client interceptor where this is
done, it is not possible to sense when a request is a resent one. Therefore, the unique
identifier information has to exist in the request already onarrival at the interceptor
level, and every time the request is resent this informationshould be the same. For
this purpose, the ORB code where the request object is created had to be modified.
Also, some modifications had to be made in the client stub thatis automatically
generated by the IDL compiler. Therefore, the code of the IDLcompiler was also
extended.

Besides class extensions, some new classes had to be defined.When, for differ-
ent reasons, a request must be stopped in the server or clientinterceptor and not sent
further, there must exist special exceptions that are thrown from the level of those
interceptors. An extension is also needed for handling these types of exceptions.

4.1.4 Logging and failover mechanism

In this section we highlight some design decisions in the logging and failover mech-
anism, in order to set the stage for analysis in chapters 5, 6 and 7.
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Checkpointing decisions

For cold and warm passive replication, from time to time the logging and failover
mechanism reads the state of the primary replica and stores it in a so-called state log
(see Figure 4.3). Reading of the state is done by calling the methodget state
on the primary replica, when no update method is performed onthe object. This
means, on the one hand, that as soon as theget state call is made on the server
object, it has to wait until all previously arrived update calls finish their execution
on the object. Analogously, any update method call that is currently incoming to
the server object has to delay its execution until a currently executingget state
method call finishes. In this context, some further problemsarise: must the call to
get state be made periodically? If this is the case, then how often should the
call be made? This is interesting because the average roundtrip time for requests is
influenced by the waiting time forget state. Also, if the state does not change
so often, it might be better to save the state only after it changes. This would lead
to “event triggered” checkpointing.

In our experiments we used periodic checkpointing in the following way: a
separate thread in the logging and failover object starts “from time to time” the
state reading procedure by registering the call toget state in the logging and
failover object, then putting it to wait in the queue of the application object and fi-
nally read and record the state; “from time to time” means that a fixed time (period)
after the state recording, the checkpointing thread startsthe procedure again. If we
take for example, the value1 second for the checkpointing period, it means that
each time after the state recording happens at the end of a checkpointing proce-
dure, 1 second later a new instance of the procedure is started. In our studies we
chose the values for the checkpointing interval on a purely empirical basis, with
no underlying mathematical support. Ideally, we would liketo provide guidelines
for choosing the checkpointing period, to optimize, for example a certain attribute
of the system: availability for processing client requests, or response time of client
requests. We will come back to a more informed choice of the interval by mathe-
matical modelling in Chapter 7.

As soon as the state is read from the primary and is ready to be stored in the log,
the current record residing there is removed and replaced with the new one. In the
call information log, records of update method calls arrived before the state read
request arrived at the server are deleted, as their changes are reflected in the state
of the object obtained byget state. If the state read from the primary is very
large it can be problematic to transfer it to the log, as well as keeping it there, even
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if only one state record is present in the log at a time. In suchsituations it could be
helpful to read and store only state changes instead of wholestate records. Here,
we assume that the sum of state changes that are stored is smaller than a single large
state record. To be able to obtain state changes (or updates)from the object, it must
implement the Updateable interface, offering the two methodsget update, and
set update for reading and writing (or setting) a state change. There are two
problems with this approach:

� first, all state change records have to be kept in the log, in order to be able
to reconstruct correctly the state at failover. So, if many state changes are
recorded until the failure occurs, it is probable that the storage space required
by them becomes larger than that required by one single, evenlarge, state
record.

� second, if the fields of the application object are rather complex, as well as
the changes to them, then it is not straightforward to express these changes as
a simple array of bytes, to be used when writing this state in the object. Since
the code for theget state/set state or get update/set update
methods is written by the application developer, it is important to impose
feasible demands.

It is possible to use a combination of the two approaches: at larger intervals
(say every 2 hours) to perform a state reading, thereby removing all update or call
information records reflected in the new state, and at smaller intervals (say every
3 minutes), between the state readings, to perform state change readings. In our
implementation we used only the periodic state reading approach. Experimental
results are presented only for this variant of checkpointing.

Logging of method call and reply information

In primary-backup replication style, besides state information, update call informa-
tion has to be logged at the application server, for later replay purposes at failover.
There is no need to log read-only method calls, because they will not be replayed,
since no changes on the server state are induced by these operations. It can hap-
pen, however, that after a failure, a new primary is set up anda request involving
a read-only method call is resent by the client. Thus, the read-only method will be
executed again and it is possible that it returns a differentanswer than the first time.
However, this is not a problem, because the client is interested anyway in the latest
reading result.
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To explain the execution model of requests on the server, we will first formu-
late the following statements: (1) we know that, at failover, the only information
available for replay are the call information records from the log. (2) the order of
replay will coincide with the order of logging. (3) we consider the state of the ap-
plication object to be composed of several independent portions (see, for example,
the fields of the classExampleClass in Figure 4.4). By independent, we mean
that changes performed on, for example,v1 andv2 during the execution of dif-
ferent methods, are allowed to happen in any order. (4) we do not want to make
any assumptions about commutativity of changes performed on the state, e.g. that
changingv1 by two methods in different orders should be the same. (5) at mid-
dleware level, where logging of call information happens, there is no knowledge
about when/where, during their execution, methods access independent portions of
the state of the object.

From statements (1) and (2) we can conclude that the state changes on non-
independent state portions, at replay, happen in the same order as the call records
are logged. From statement (4) we conclude that, in order to obtain in the backup
a state consistent with the one of the primary before this failed, the state changes
on non-independent state portions at replay have to be the same as those changes
were executed on the primary while being alive. These imply that the order of state
changes executed on non-independent state portions, in theprimary, must coincide
with the order of logging call information records. Since, according to statement
(5) we cannot differentiate, at middleware level, between changes performed on
non-independent or independent portions of the state, within methods executing on
the server, we conclude that we must orderall state changes (on non-independent
as well as independent state portions), according to the order of call information
records in the log. Now, logging is done separately from callexecution on the ap-
plication, and besides, we do not make assumptions about thethreading policy of
the ORB. Therefore, the best way to enforce the above mentioned property is to
impose, from the middleware level, sequential (serialized) execution of the calls
on the application. This is obtained simply by queuing requests at the server in-
terceptor level, and letting the next request to leave the queue and proceed to the
application object, as soon as the previous request was executed on the application.
In warm passive replication, where call information is broadcast to the backups for
logging, the order of logging is enforced by assigning consecutive identifiers to
broadcasted information (as in active replication). The backups record call infor-
mation in the log in the increasing order of the identifiers. Of course, the order of
assigning identifiers coincides with the order in which the calls are executed on the
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class ExampleClass{
 int v1,v2,v7;
 boolean v3,v4;
 StructureA v5;
 StructureB v6;

 void method_a(...){
  ...
 }
 ...
}

Figure 4.4: Object state portions

primary object.
Logging of call replies, or at least of a note that the requestwas already exe-

cuted once, is done at the server side interceptor level, with the purpose of avoiding
reexecution of a method call. There are two cases:

� for update method calls - the reason here is to avoid changingthe state of the
server twice, by reexecuting the method that was called. Thus, even in case
when the call does not return a value, or even more, it is a one-way method
call2, there has to be a note that the method was executed and changed the
state accordingly.

� for read-only method calls - the reason here is to gain time. On the other
hand, as already mentioned, it is reasonable to assume that the client always
wants the latest result of a reading, regardless of when the request was sent.
Thus, if the reply to a request does not return on time, or for some other
reason the request is resent, obtaining the latest result isjust as good as to get
the answer back with less extra delay. Independent of whether read-only call
replies are logged or not while a replica is correct, there isdefinitely no need
to log these replies for use by the new recovering primary.

Table 4.1 summarizes the call and reply logging points at theserver side (the
only place where these operations are done).

To our knowledge, this is the first fault-tolerant CORBA infrastructure closely
following the CORBA standard. The next section will presenta CORBA middle-
ware supporting application and infrastructure fault tolerance that does not respect
the CORBA standard, but is more robust than the FT-CORBA infrastructure.

2The sender does not wait for an answer for the call
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beforeexecuting request on application objectafter executing request on application object
(at receiverequestin server interceptor) (atsendreply in server interceptor)

try to retrieve call reply notify queued update methods
wait for update and getstate log call reply information

methods to finish
log method call information

Table 4.1: Logging related operations in the server interceptor

4.2 The FA-CORBA infrastructure

As explained in Section 4.1.3, the CORBA specification provides no elegant way
to handle failure suspicion notifications. The straightforward solution is to turn the
crash suspicions into real crashes, by “killing” the suspected server object. Besides,
the CORBA fault tolerance standard defines infrastructure components that, unless
replicated in a possibly ad-hoc manner, constitute single points of failure.

Here we present an approach that deals with these problems. We employ an
improved version of an algorithm originally developed by Dutta et al. [43]. Our
improvement to the algorithm does not affect its availability aspects, but the per-
formance when executing failover operations (defined in Section 2.2.3). In this
approach, infrastructure units handling fault detection and failover are distributed
and fail together with application units. Therefore the algorithm executed by the
distributed infrastructure handles failures of the whole system. Thereby it assures
full availability. The working of the algorithm does not depend on any particular
middleware, but it is interesting to implement it in a real middleware to test its
characteristics. This section presents a CORBA based implementation of the al-
gorithm. The infrastructure obtained in this way will be called the fully available
(FA) CORBA infrastructure. The notion of transparency is kept. Also, the applica-
tion developer still concentrates on application functionality, and extends the code
with very few elements demanded by the infrastructure developers. In this section
we focus on the embedding of the algorithm in a CORBA infrastructure. Archi-
tectural elements together with implementation issues will be presented. Also, the
improvement to the algorithm will be explained.
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4.2.1 Architecture units

The system model used by Dutta et al. [43] incorporates a set of processes, that
can suffer crash failures, without recovery. Communication links do not duplicate
messages, do not create messages, and any message sent on a link is eventually
received by its destination, if this one is not failed. For the algorithm to terminate,
at least a majority of processes must be correct, thus being able to participate in
decision making. Even though similar, the algorithm is different from active repli-
cation in two ways: servers can have non-deterministic behaviours and there is no
parallel independent processing of requests after agreeing on their total order. For
the latter, an agreement protocol is run only when the resultof a request is sent
back to the client. This allows the possibility of having twoor more server replicas
attempt to execute the same request and perhaps temporarilyobtain two different
results. Also, the order of request processing is not agreedupon. The outcome is
made unique by enforcing in every replica the updates and results obtained by the
current leader, which is the node sending the result back to the client.

To achieve this, two conceptual building blocks are involved in the fully avail-
able infrastructure: (1) a consensus service used for making sure that replicas agree
on the result to be sent back to the client, as well as on the state modification en-
forced on all replicas, and (2) a leader election service that is used to determine the
replica that is supposed to process requests and reply to theclient.

The application replicas are the participants in the algorithm. They are equipped
themselves with unreliable failure detectors (see Section2.1.4) incorporated in a
leader election unit, as well as with consensus units (see Figure 4.5(a)). The type
of failure detector used is the weakest one to solve consensus (see�� in Section
2.1.4). The failure detector is queried from time to time viathe leader election unit,
about the identity of the leader. As the failure detections are imperfect, there may
be two or more servers that consider themselves to be leadersat a point in time.
In such a situation, the consensus helps resolving the resulting conflict. A replica
that is not leader is called awitnessin the sense that it helps in the election of the
unique leader, and it stores the outcome of the real leader’sactions in an total order
to be agreed upon.

Figure 4.5(a) shows the deployment of infrastructure unitspresent in each server
replica. Besides the leader election unit (LEU) and consensus object (CO), the ac-
tual unit performing the computations employed by the request processing is the
application server object (ASO) local copy in the server interceptor (more details
will follow shortly). The failure detector is set up as a separate server thread, at-
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FA-ORB
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Copy

Server
Interceptor
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Application
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(a) Deployment of server infrastructure units

FA-ORB

Leader
Election Unit
(LEU) Failure

detector

Client
Interceptor
(CI)

Application
Client Object
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(b) Deployment of client infrastruc-
ture units

Figure 4.5: FA-CORBA Server and Client infrastructure units

tached to the application CORBA object. Being part of the leader election unit,
the failure detector is supposed to receiveI-am-alivemessages from other LEUs
at other application replicas. Note that we assume the leader election unit (and
the failure detection unit) to be sending correct I-am-alive messages on behalf of
the application replica. In other words, the fault tolerance approach properly deals
with crashes of the whole node. The absence of an I-am-alive message leads to
suspecting the application replica to have failed, although the message should have
come from a separate unit. The leader, determined by the LEU has the lowest index
among all replicas that are considered not failed.

Figure 4.5(b) shows the deployment of architecture units atthe client side. The
consensus object is missing here, but the leader election unit is present and has the
same role as in server replicas. When the client wants to senda request to the server
group, it transparently queries the LEU to find out the identity of the leader from
the client’s point of view.

4.2.2 Infrastructure interactions

This section will describe major interactions inside the fully available infrastruc-
ture. The picture in Figure 4.6 visualizes the flow of information between client
and server group, and between server replicas when processing a request either
when no conflict and failures arise, or when disagreement or failures intervene.

The dashed line boxes containing ASO copy suggest that the server intercep-
tors make method calls on the application object from the interceptor level (see
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Figure 4.6: Client-Server interactions in the FA-CORBA infrastructure

arrow withexecute() in Figure 4.6). The thick dashed arrows that connect two
consensus object boxes or two leader election unit boxes, represent message flows
by using simple socket connections, not involving CORBA calls. The reason for
not using CORBA messages where possible is to improve performance as well as
bandwidth usage. The thin dashed arrows inside the client solid host box represent
the portion of the call from client to server that spans from the ORB to the client
interceptor (CI). The thick solid arrows represent flow of CORBA calls. Finally, the
thin solid arrows denote flow of method calls that are done viasocket connections
(see e.g.leader(), propose() or execute()).

I-am-alive messages that flow among LEUs at different replicas are used to
determine who the leader is. The client, in order to enable its leader election unit to
receive I-am-alive messages from LEUs at server replicas, has to register with the
server group. Registration is done via sendingI-am-in messages to all members of
the replica group as soon as the application is started. Thismessage carries with it
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the address in the client where the future I-am-alive messages have to be sent, i.e.
the address (in terms of host and port) of the client’s leaderelection unit.

By concentrating on the solid arrows (thick and thin) in Figure 4.6 we will
describe the working of the algorithm in a non-failure scenario.

1. arrow from ACO to FA-ORB: client initiates the call to methodm1;

2. arrow from FA-ORB to LEU on�����: the client’s LEU is queried about the
identity of the leader;

3. arrow from client CI to server interceptor SI on���� ': client sends request
corresponding to call to methodm1;

4. arrow from SI (ASO copy) to ASO: call toexecute() meaning tentative
execution of the method by the application object. Tentative means that no
durable change of the object state is made so far;

5. arrow from SI to LEU withleader(): the LEU is queried about the iden-
tity of the current leader;

6. arrow from SI to CO: if the LEU on���� ' indicates leadership, then
propose() is called with the outcome (meaning result and state change)
of execute()

While performing step 6 above, the leader tries to write the outcome of its
action in a unique position of the stores maintained at all witnesses plus itself (see
the sequence diagram in Figure 4.7 for better understandingthe flow of actions). It
achieves its goal only if a majority of the replicas acknowledge its leadership. The
dashed arrow between CO on���� ' and CO on����( implements this by a series
of READ, WRITE and Ack/Nack (see also Figure 4.7).

Note that the eventual leadership property of the leader election algorithm used,
is translated in the usage of a timer at the client side that establishes a time after
which the request is resent if no reply is received. Thus, each time before executing
steps1, 2, 3, the client sets a timeout in its timer. If the reply did not arrive when
the timeout expired, the request is resent.

4.2.3 FA-CORBA implementation

This section provides some details about the algorithm’s implementation on top
of CORBA. Note that the ORB that we extended was OpenORB like for the FT-
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Figure 4.7: Client-Server message sequence chart when no failures occur

CORBA infrastructure. We used portable interceptors for executing the algorithm
and extended the ORB source code.

Portable interceptors

The main CORBA specific elements used to implement the algorithm and the FA-
CORBA infrastructure were portable interceptors. Client side portable interceptors
are employed to augment the client request with a service context containing the
unique request identifying information. Server side portable interceptors are mainly
used to intercept I-am-in registration messages from clients, as well as normal client
requests. Once a client request is received, all operationsdevised in the algorithm
are performed at the level of the interceptor. Thus:

� When an I-am-in message from the client (sent via dynamic CORBA invo-
cation) arrives in the interceptor, the call is stopped fromreaching the ap-
plication object. For this, an exception is generated and further handled in
a well-defined code of the ORB. Before the exception is generated, how-
ever, the leader election unit of the intercepting replica is informed about the
address where I-am-alive messages have to be sent later.
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� As soon as a client request for an application method call arrives in the in-
terceptor, it has to wait until the previous request finishesexecution on the
application object (note that waiting is an inherent feature of the algorithm,
and is not implementation related; it does not make sense to agree on the
output of one operation on the server, when the server may execute several
operations in a multithreaded manner). After the waiting interval, the algo-
rithm steps 4, 5, and 6 mentioned in Section 4.2.2 are executed. The tentative
execution of the requested method call (step 4 of the algorithm) on the ap-
plication is simulated in three steps: (a) reading of the replica state by using
the methodget state; (b) executing the needed computations on the ap-
plication replica, so that the result, if any, is returned and the state of the
replica is changed; and (c) reading the state change from thereplica by using
get update. After this execution, if the replica in question is not a leader,
or if it is locally seen as leader, but its proposed outcome isnot the decided
one, the state read before the execution is re-instated on the replica.

Note that if a request is made for a read-only method call, theserver replica
does not execute the consensus algorithm. After executing the reading operation
the replica sends the reply to the client and stops returningto the point where it
waits for a new request to arrive. Here, no leader election unit querying takes
place.

It is also important to note that the only published references (addresses) are
those of the application server replicas. Therefore, the I-am-in messages are sent
via CORBA dynamic request invocations to these addresses. I-am-alive and other
infrastructure related messages are sent using simple reliable socket connections,
not involving CORBA specific overhead.

Modifications of ORB source code

Similar to the FT-CORBA infrastructure some ORB source codemodifications
were made. The good part was that some extensions required bythe FT-CORBA
implementation could be reused. However, some new modifications had to be de-
vised. For example, the code of the client ORB that parses theobject reference
and decodes the address where the request has to be sent (target address) had to be
extended. In a normal CORBA setting, the client has a fixed address of the server
in the form of an IOR (Interoperable Object Reference) and the target address is
chosen after extracting port and host information from the IOR. To cope with the
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need to query the LEU at the client, the modification consisted of introducing the
leader election algorithm execution as the part returning the target server address.

Furthermore, the client ORB code had to be modified to handle timeout in a
transparent way. In a classical ORB, there is a code portion containing a routine that
handles the case when a reply does not return before a certaintimeout. However,
this only generates an exception supposed to be handled at the client application
level. To avoid the generation of the exception, we decided to modify the code so
that the request is resent in a transparent way, as envisioned by the description of
the client side behaviour of the algorithm [43].

State transfer for better performance

To clarify our improvement of the original algorithm of Dutta et al. [43], let us
detail the activities performed by a witness including the moment when it becomes
a leader, in the original algorithm (see also the sequence diagram in Figure 4.8 for a
clearer picture). The interested reader may also refer to a more detailed description
of the algorithm elsewhere [147].

During normal processing periods, that is, when no replica fails or is wrongly
suspected to have failed, the leader transfers the update method execution result
and the state change to the witnesses as soon as a request is processed. All state
changes are stored at witnesses, possibly in a structure residing in memory. With
no further intervention (as in the published algorithm [43]), the storage can be filled
up with state change structures. Therefore, one limitationof the algorithm was the
possible infinite growth of memory needs.

The second limitation is related to the moment when a witnessbecomes a
leader. This can happen either because the previous leader really failed or because
the leader suddenly became very slow and the client as well asthe other replicas
do not recognize its leadership anymore. After this, when the “former-witness-
now-leader” replica receives the first request from a client, it has to bring its state
to the value found in the previous leader at the time of its abdication. Before the
improvement we made, this state was built in the new leader byincrementing the
initial replica state, using the series of state changes stored at the other replicas.
Obviously, the time for this procedure grows in an unboundedmanner the further
we get from the start-up time.

The original paper already proposed a way to solve the problem in the future.
When a witness receives a state change record from the leaderreplica, it will im-
mediately apply it on its own local copy of the application object, instead of only
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storing it. Thus, storage needs are reduced almost to zero. Also, the new leader
does not need to reconstruct its state by using information from witnesses anymore,
since it has the current state itself.

Our platform implements a different improvement. In this setting, from time to
time, the leader sends entire state information to witnesses. When receiving it, wit-
nesses prune their storages, that is, replace the set of existing state change records
with only one state record. Thus, the storage is dimensionedso that it accommo-
dates a limited (quite small) number of records. Consequently, the failover process
in the new leader will take a limited and relatively short time to execute. It is possi-
ble for the leader to trigger the pruning periodically (say every 5 or 10 s). Another
alternative is to send state after executing a certain number of requests: say after
every 20 requests executed, the leader sends its current state to the witnesses.

The second alternative offers the possibility to dimensionthe storages to ac-
commodate a known number of records. In the present implementation, the peri-
odic alternative was used, since it offered a direct way to compare with the passive
replication case in the FT-CORBA implementation, where checkpointing of state
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was done periodically.

4.3 Related work

Prior to the specification of the FT-CORBA extension, few works had studied al-
ternative augmentations of CORBA with a process (object) group module. These
works, however, were ones to contribute to devising the FT-CORBA standard. Per-
formance assessments of these platforms were done in the context of artificial ap-
plications, and little trade-off analysis was conducted.

Felber et al. show some possible approaches for introducingobject groupsin
CORBA [49]. Three different approaches are presented depending on the position
of the group communication module relative to the ORB3: integration approach,
interception approach and the service approach. If the integration approach is used,
then the group toolkit is integrated in the ORB. Thus, each request to the ORB di-
rected towards a process group is sent as a multicast messageby the group toolkit.
If the interception approach is used, the ORB is totally detached from the group
toolkit. There is an extra layer between the group toolkit and the ORB - the inter-
ception layer. The ”object service” approach is the most CORBA-oriented. The
Object Group Service (OGS) is specified as a set of IDL4 interfaces, like any other
CORBA service. So, it does not depend on implementation language and it can
be used with any compliant CORBA implementation. The service is composed of
several distributed objects, avoiding single points of failure. Failure detection of
remote components is provided, as well as distributed agreement protocols.

With the OGS, clients are not aware of the fact that they are invoking methods
on a non-singleton object. Thus, transparency of invocations is ensured. The OGS
is constituted from a set of CORBA services specified separately and interacting
through the ORB, defined as components. These are:

� a Messaging Service that provides non-blocking reliable point-to-point and
multicast communication

� a Monitoring Service, that provides application object failure detection mech-
anisms

� a Consensus Service, that allows group members to solve the distributed con-
sensus problem

3Object Request Broker
4Interface Description Language
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� a Group Service that solves group multicast and group membership prob-
lems, using the Consensus Service

The OGS can be used in two configurations: as a linkable library model or as
daemon model. The first model brings application objects andservice objects in the
same address space. In the second model, service objects arelocated in a different
process on the same host or on a remote host. In the first case, both application
objects and service objects have to be written in the same programming language.

Measurements of the OGS performance were done with an artificial application
where the client sends 100 synchronous invocations in one round. The results were
averaged in every round and the best result was kept. Severalexperiments were
done using the linked model or the daemon model, with group sizes varying from
one to ten. Also, total order multicast was used, as well as reliable and unreliable
multicasts. The observed results showed that the latency oftotal order and reliable
multicast grows fast with the size of a group.

Narasimhan et al. [110] propose an interceptor approach to enhance CORBA
with fault tolerance. The result of the research work in thisdirection is the Eter-
nal System. Interceptors can be used for several other purposes as well: real-time
scheduling, profiling and monitoring, as protocol adaptorsfor protocols other than
IIOP and for enhancement of security. By using Eternal, fault tolerance can be
added to an application built over a CORBA implementation, without modifying
the ORB or the application. This fault-tolerant CORBA infrastructure is not en-
tirely conforming to the CORBA standard. There are two interception mechanisms
used by Narasimhan et al.: system call, respectively library routine interception. In
case of the first mechanism interceptors are placed at the operating system level, to
modify actions of certain system calls. The UNIX /proc file system is used, where
images of processes can be found. The files can be accessed viaspecific operations
and the information in them modified, thereby indicating what system calls to in-
tercept and how to act for them. In case of library routine, interception is based on
the possibility to add shared objects to a process when it initializes.

When a system has to be enhanced to provide fault tolerance mechanisms the
interceptors are used in several directions:

� for reliable multicast - as protocol adapter - an IIOP message is parsed at the
operating system level, and then it is passed to a reliable multicast protocol
like Totem to be further sent to the group replicas;

� for consistent multi-threading - as scheduler - in case of multi-threaded ob-
jects or processes with multiple single-threaded objects sharing data, the
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thread dispatching is done so that mutual exclusion is achieved when needed;

� for replication management - duplicate message suppression, logging of mes-
sages, state transfer to new recovering replicas.

Replica state consistency related problems are pointed outin the context of
Eternal [111]. Several components of the replica state are delimited: applica-
tion level state (read from time to time by using method callsspecified in the
FT-CORBA standard), ORB/POA5 level state and infrastructure level state, spe-
cific to Eternal. The ORB/POA level state has two parts: GIOP6 request identifiers
(for outgoing server messages) and client-server handshake messages. These data
have to be transferred to new or recovering replicas, in order for them to be able to
resend a message (if necessary) with the same identifier likebefore. This cannot
happen if request identifiers in the recovered server start from a default initial value.
The third component of the replica state is stored by the Recovery Mechanism of
Eternal and is made up of information regarding requests processed by the server,
invocations sent out by the server for which it awaits replies, replication style of
the replica group, etc. In the works with the Eternal system,overheads given by the
interception, multicast and replica consistency mechanisms were measured.

As a summary of experiences with FT-CORBA, Felber and Narasimhan, two
of the main contributors to the standard, published a journal article in 2004 [50].

Chung et al. present a fault-tolerant infrastructure (DOORS) built using the
service approach, on top of CORBA [28]. In this setup, application objects register
to DOORS in order to be made fault-tolerant. Fault toleranceservices are realized
with two components: ReplicaManager and WatchDog.

Using DOORS as an FT-CORBA implementation, Natarajan et al.[112] present
ways of improving the performance of an FT-CORBA infrastructure. The focus of
the authors is on the Replication Manager and Fault Detectors. Different design,
architectural, and optimization patterns are applied in order to reduce time to detect
faults, and further, failover times. Experiments were performed using warm passive
replication style, with always creating a new backup in order to maintain the size
of the replica group. The timing values obtained after the measurements show the
need to do something in order to optimize the system.

Mishra et al. [104] describe a CORBA group communication service based on
a service approach. The design and two implementations are presented. A UDP7

5Portable Object Adapter
6General Inter-ORB Protocol
7User Datagram Protocol
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socket based implementation is chosen for comparison purposes. The CORBA ver-
sion is preferred, because of the possibility to have heterogeneous distributed sys-
tems in terms of application parts written in different programming languages, or
machines with different operating systems. The evaluationof the two implemen-
tations is directed towards measuring throughput of updates broadcast by group
members, delivery time, stability time8, and number of messages per broadcast.
Results clearly show the superiority in performance of the UDP based implemen-
tation. Timing figures differ with a ratio of approximately ten, i.e. stability and
delivery times are around ten times longer in the CORBA implementation, while
throughput is ten times smaller. Number of messages per update is around two
times more in the CORBA implementation. The conclusion of the work is that
CORBA is suitable for building the group communication protocol in systems that
do not require high performance.

A framework for fault-tolerant CORBA services with the use of aspect oriented
programming is developed by Polze et al. [122]. The goal is toprovide the appli-
cation writer with the possibility to build a fault-tolerant application by choosing
the types of faults to be tolerated. The toolkit then choosesthe appropriate fault-
tolerance strategy. Communication between a client and a replicated service is done
via an interface object. This object, a sort of gateway, may be equipped with evalu-
ators to be able to detect possible computation faults in thereplicas. Due to it being
a single point of failure the interface object poses interesting problems that are
however left to the ORB vendors. Non-functional aspects of asystem are described
and used as starting points when building the framework for creating fault-tolerant
services. Some of these aspects are: the fault tolerance aspect that describes fault
tolerance techniques used by a component, the timing aspectdescribing timing be-
haviour of a component (average and worst-case execution time), or the consensus
aspect implemented by application voter objects.

Killijian and Fabre [81] describe a framework for building fault-tolerant CORBA
applications by using reflection. A meta-object protocol isdefined, and an open
compiler is used, to be able to extend CORBA objects with wrapper methods.
These wrappers help the state capturing mechanism, by always saving the state
when the wrapped modifier method is called. By this, of course, the application
writer is relieved of the effort of writingget state or get update methods.

Zhang and Zhang [167] study trade-offs related to replica consistency for per-
formance and availability. The approach is not to fix the level of consistency stati-

8time it takes for an update to become stable, i.e. to be received by all replicas
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cally in one of the extremes, strong consistency or eventualconsistency, in a static
way. The aim is to adapt the level of consistency depending onthe client tolerating
a certain obsoleteness of data. Thus, consistency can be tuned to provide higher
availability and better performance, if applications are satisfied with having up-to-
date data later than it was modified. The analysis and adaptation algorithm is based
in enlarging or squeezing the so-called update window. Thisis a measure of how
many updates a replica can buffer before it sends them to all replicas. If the win-
dow is enlarged, then the other replicas might have outdatedresults for a longer
time than when the window is small (e.g. having value 1).

After the FT-CORBA specification was made part of the CORBA standard,
still not so many works evaluated trade-offs, and feasibility of implementing the
standard.

Friedman and Hadad [57] present a fault tolerance supporting CORBA infras-
tructure built using a combination of portable interceptors and the service approach.
The infrastructure does not totally conform to the FT-CORBAstandard, as other de-
sign goals were more important than conformance (e.g. one goal was to provide
partition failure handling, which is not provided in the FT-CORBA standard). A
special portable adapter, the Group Object Adaptor is used.The work only pro-
vides support for active replication of servers. Communication and node crash
failures are handled. An underlying group communication subsystem is employed
to provide consistency. No single points of failures are present. Transparency to
clients is provided only partly, since clients obtain a handle to one of the replicas
and communicate only with it. This one replica is responsible to diffuse the result
of its operations to the other replicas. The infrastructureis portable and interoper-
able. No performance measurements are made on applicationsrunning on top of
the platform, and no trade-off analysis is provided. Only some remarks are made
about how good performance is achieved by using active replication and clients
connecting to only one server.

Yue et al. [165] use CORBA portable interceptors to obtain a fault toler-
ance supporting infrastructure by linking an ORB platform (ORBUS) with a non-
CORBA fault-tolerant framework, EDEN. Only active replication is used, where
it is assumed that applications are deterministic. EDEN hasthe role to forward
CORBA messages from a client to all replicas of a server, in the same order. It uses
a sort of agreement algorithm for deciding the identifier of the request to executed.
Portable interceptors are used to add extra information to arequest such as group
identifier and request identifier, or to extract this information to be able to execute
requests in the right order. The work does not provide performance or trade-off
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studies.
Narasimhan [109] surveys trade-offs between real-time andfault tolerance in

middleware applications. The starting point is that CORBA standardized both types
of support (RT-CORBA and FT-CORBA). However, it is not straightforward to im-
plement and use a CORBA implementation with both features, because their pres-
ence sometimes is conflicting. For example, it is hard to predict occurrence of a
fault and further the time needed for a server to execute a request and reply to a
client when the system recovers from failures. It cannot be predicted how soon
the failure will be detected, and the situation of the server’s state, for example, at
the time of the failure. These properties are not feasible toappear in a real-time
system were predictability and boundedness of the time spent to execute an oper-
ation are crucial. Therefore, using FT-CORBA in a real-timesystem with strong
predictability requirements as indicated by the RT-CORBA standard, becomes very
difficult.

As a consequence of the above observations, Narasimhan et al. [20, 135] devel-
oped a middleware for real-time fault-tolerant applications called MEAD. In this
infrastructure, attention is paid to, for example, obtaining predictable failover times,
developing a tool to assist the decision of assigning fault tolerance properties, as
well as even providing run-time feedback about resource availability and usage.
Fault tolerance features such as state consistency can be configured to obtain better
and predictable timing values. Based on resource availability (for example, due to
a failure, some resources can be temporarily not available)the system can negoti-
ate new quality of service values with clients, if possible.The resource manager
is implemented in a decentralized way such that on every nodethere is one such
module, to avoid single points of failures.

Final remark

The work presented in this chapter is, to our knowledge, the first to deal with build-
ing a fault-tolerant CORBA infrastructure closely following the CORBA standard.
Furthermore, it is a work that contrasts the FT-CORBA implementation with an im-
plementation not conforming to the standard. The next chapter will present trade-
off analysis in the two infrastructures. A realistic telecom application is run on top
of the middleware platforms for performing measurements.



Chapter 5

Empirical studies with a telecom
application

This chapter describes our findings when running a realistictelecom application on
top of each of the middleware platforms with support for fault tolerance presented
in Chapter 4.

The quantitative results presented are in terms ofroundtrip timeoverheads and
failover time. Besides experimental results, we will also bring to light some of our
reflections about the feasibility of implementing FT-CORBA, or the trade-off for
achieving full availability.

The obtained numerical results are significant mainly in a comparative context,
and increase the knowledge about trade-offs in both platforms.

We do not claim by any means that experimenting with only one application
via a quite limited number of experiments can lead to immediate generalization.
However, the study gives a flavour of what problems appear in these contexts.

5.1 Experiments with the telecom application

This section will describe the application we used in our experiments. Also, the
setup in our experiment such as computation resources used,replication parame-
ters, or client request patterns will be described. Finally, the performance metrics
will be briefly presented.
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5.1.1 The telecom application

Earlier work in the area [49, 111], has presented experimental results when using
artificial applications and test cases. These are easy to setup, however, not always
provide results that can be compared to practical deployment scenarios. The ad-
vantage is that infrastructure properties are quite easy toseparate from application-
induced ones in this case.

To shed a light on more practical settings, a realistic telecom application was
used to perform our experiments. This realistic application is a generic service in
the operations and management (O&M) part of the radio networks, together with
artificial client side test cases, provided by Ericsson Radio AB. The application is
a so-called Activity Manager server. The functionality of this server consists of
creating jobs consisting of activities that have to be scheduled immediately or at
later times. Also, after creating an activity, the server receives activity status and
progress reports. The state of this server is made up of internal structures storing the
collection of jobs and activities. These are managed according to what the clients
(other parts of the O&M network) ask for. The server’s functionality is described
by fifteen methods for job and activity creation, as well as activity and job start and
stop operations. The size of the server application is around 10,000 lines of Java
code. Our industrial partner chose this service as it has some generic characteristics
representative for other applications as well.

5.1.2 Experiment setup

We performed our experiments on SUN Ultra SPARC workstations, running SunOS
5.8, with no isolation from other tasks running on the hosts.The machines were
connected via an IP network where the links were not used exclusively by the com-
munication in our infrastructure and application. The reason for not performing
experiments in a controlled environment was to mimic the realistic setting where
the service will eventually run. For both platforms, in all our experiments the clients
were unchanged. The comparison baseline when devising our results was a non-
replicated server where no FT support in the ORB was included. Note that in this
way neutrality to different replication styles is preserved, as opposed to compar-
ing to a setting with application level replication, which could resemble one of the
styles.

There were two goals for performing experiments: to measureroundtrip time
overheads and to measure failover times. Roundtrip timeoverheadis the extra
time spent by a request on its way client-server-client due to different fault toler-
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ance handling related operations; roundtrip time (see figures 5.1(a) and 5.1(b)) is
exactly the time spent on the “round trip” client-server-client; the overhead for a
certain request is obtained by subtracting the value of the roundtrip time in the non-
replicated setting from the value of the roundtrip time whensending the same type
of request in the fault tolerance enhanced middleware. Measurement probes were
placed in client and server interceptor units to record important time points in the
trip of a request from client to server and back. To avoid probe effects, null probes
were inserted in the non-replicated case in the same position for each interceptor
unit.

For the measurements on failover times, the baseline was chosen as the time
taken from the crash of a (non-replicated) server to its restart (possibly manually
as it is the case in the real setting). In the different platforms, the failover time is
affected by the replication style and is computed as follows, for the FT-CORBA
and FA-CORBA platforms respectively:

� In cold passive replication, it is the time taken to set the state on the new
primary, plus the time needed to replay the requests arrivedsince the last
checkpoint.

� In warm passive replication, it is the time spent in replaying requests.

� In active replication it is the time spent to reconfigure the server group.

� For the FA-CORBA platform, to measure failover times, the current leader
is forced to fail after a certain number of processed requests. Then, a new
leader is elected and forced to bring its state up-to-date assoon as the next
query arrives.

To obtain relevant results, the number of requests processed before the failure was
chosen to be the same for both warm and cold passive replication in the FT-CORBA
platform and for the experiments with the FA-CORBA platform. For measuring
overhead, the clients used in the tests were simple: they called six of the update
methods of the server in a loop. The code of some of the methodscontained calls
to third tier server methods. This way the duplicate suppression mechanism of the
gateway, when in active replication, was tested. The clients called the methods
in loops of 100 and 200 iterations. Some of the methods were called once per
iteration (Method 1, 2, 3, and 5), others two (Method 6), and four (Method 4)
times, respectively. The results are presented as averagesof the measurements for
every method call computed over runs in both types (100 and 200 iterations) of
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loops (hereafter called one experiment). The averaging wasdone in order to even
out the different network and processor loads at the time of the experiments.

In our experiments we varied two parameters: the replica group size and the
checkpointing/pruning interval (where applicable). We expected mainly these two
attributes to influence the results. The group size was expected to influence the
roundtrip time overheads in the following cases:

� in warm passive replication - due to the broadcasting of state to the backups;

� in active replication - due to broadcasting request to all replicas;

� in the FA-CORBA infrastructure - due to the execution of the consensus al-
gorithm which involves a decision from a majority of group members.

The checkpointing/pruning interval was expected to influence both roundtrip
time overheads (due to interference of client request processing with checkpointing
respectively pruning operations), and failover times (dueto number of requests to
replay at failover: most probably high if checkpointing/pruning is done seldom).

In both platforms group sizes of 2, 3, 4 and 8 replicas were used. In the FA-
CORBA platform, the group size was of special relevance, since it reflects different
majority rules. In the FT-CORBA platform three different checkpointing intervals
were used: 1, 5 and 10 seconds. In the FA-CORBA platform, the pruning interval
was chosen in a similar way to make valid comparisons. Note that the values for
the group size was chosen especially guided by its significance in the FA-CORBA
platform, where depending on the group size different majority group sizes are
obtained.

All in all twelve experiments were performed for each of the following styles:
warm passive, cold passive, fully available replicas (corresponding to 4 replica con-
figurations and 3 checkpointing intervals). For the active replication four experi-
ments were performed (corresponding to 4 replica configurations).

5.1.3 Measuring roundtrip time overheads

The slices in the roundtrip time were used to identify dominant parts of the over-
head, i.e. where the largest� appears. Shown in Figure 5.1(a) the slices that appear
in a non-replicated setting as well as in replicated scenarios, where they are larger,
can be described as follows: the time spent in the client interceptor (when adding
information to the request) -

��
, the time spent on traveling from the client side node

to the server side node (
��

) and until the request is taken up for processing, the time
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Figure 5.1: Roundtrip time overheads illustration

spent in the server side interceptor (
��

), when a request arrives at the server and
when it returns to the client as reply(

��
). Figure 5.1(b) shows explicitly the sources

of overhead in a replicated setting. For both platforms the server-side time in-
cludes time spent waiting for all earlier arrived update methods to finish execution
on the server. In the FT-CORBA platform, the time for loggingthe method call
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information is included, as well as the time spent recordingreply information. The
approximate computation time is counted from the moment of leaving the inter-
ceptor at receiving the request, until it is entered again when sending the reply to
the client. In the FA-CORBA platform the situation is different: the time spent in
the server interceptor includes the method execution time,as well as the consensus
execution time and state reading and updating times. The time taken by the reply
to travel back from the server to the client node is traced in the same way in both
platforms(

��
).

5.2 Results

This section presents experimental results for both the FT-CORBA and the FA-
CORBA platforms. First, overheads are presented, followedby the time taken for
failover. Note that the numerical values provided are not meant as absolute pro-
filing information. They merely provide high-level views onorders of magnitude
of timing values, as well as comparative characterizationsof different replication
styles within the same platform or in different platforms.

5.2.1 Overheads

Table 5.1 summarizes overheads in the FT-CORBA platform (columns three to
five) and the FA-CORBA platform (column six). Each row of the table corre-
sponds to one of the six method calls. Column two contains average roundtrip
times for the different method calls when the client was calling them on the non-
replicated server. The results in the next columns are presented as average percent-
ages. Each average is computed as follows. Consider the highlighted cell in Table
5.1 that contains the value range62%-163%. Here, the average roundtrip time
value for Method 3 on the non-replicated server was65ms. The term62% for ex-
ample, indicates that the average roundtrip time in the replicated experiments was
65+0.62�65=105(ms). This was the smallest average roundtrip time mea-
sured within the twelve experiments. The highlighted cell shows that the average
overhead when calling Method 3 on the server, while using cold passive replication
style, ranged between62 and163% for group sizes of two, three, four, or eight
replicas and checkpointing intervals 1s, 5s, or 10s. In particular,62% corresponds
to a group size of three and checkpointing interval of 10s, while 163% corresponds
to a group size of eight and checkpointing interval of 1s. When we further examined
the range of values for each experiment set, we noted that thegroup size slightly
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� �� � � � � ��� 	 
��� � � 
�� 	 
��� � ���� � � � � �����
� ����� �

130ms 55%-117% 53%-134% 1745%-5000% 141%-472%� ������
61ms 77%-221% 110%-285% 770%-3360% 265%-950%� ������
65ms 62%-163% 74%-240% 270%-360% 213%-861%� ������
80ms 76%-447% 100%-550% 1790%-5100% 308%-1020%� ������
133ms 44%-333% 59%-363% 905%-4300% 223%-726%� ������
106ms 37%-419% 68%-383% 800%-3100% 280%-844%

Table 5.1: Summary of overhead percentages in the FT-CORBA and FA-CORBA
platforms

influenced the overheads in warm passive replication. In cold passive replication,
the group size had almost no effect on the over-heads. The variation in overhead
for this replication style is mainly given by the different checkpointing intervals.
For lower values of the checkpointing interval, the overhead was slightly higher,
due to higher degree of interference between method calls and state checkpoint-
ing. Another interesting observation is that the overhead percentages are not much
different between cold and warm. For active replication, onthe other hand, the
overheads are large, and significantly affected by group size. The large variations
present in Table 5.1 are due to variation over the number of replicas. The least
value in the range corresponds to a group size of two replicas, while the largest to
a group size of eight replicas. The FA-CORBA overheads were also influenced by
the group size, but also by the chosen pruning interval. Bothparameters influence
the average time taken for execution of the consensus primitive which is part of the
overhead, in the following ways:

� The group size gives the number of nodes to which messages have to be sent,
and from which answers must be received (their majority), aspart of the
consensus execution.

� The pruning interval affects the time spent in execution of consensus, due to
the pruning action on the registers. Thus, the shorter the pruning interval, the
more often the time spent in consensus is larger than in a no pruning situation.
Therefore the average roundtrip time grows, and so does the overhead.

Figure 5.2 gives a bird’s eye view of the overhead percentages for the different
methods. We have chosen to show the figures for Method 2 that are representative
for other methods too. The chart represents the lower end (min %) of the overhead
ranges described in Table 5.1 as well as the higher end (max %). It shows that
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Figure 5.2: Bird’s eye view of minimum and maximum overhead percentages

� the overheads in the FT-CORBA platform for passive replication are lower
than those in the FA platform;

� the overheads for active replication are much higher than the overheads in
the FA platform;

� the overheads for cold passive replication style are slightly lower than those
for warm passive.

The slices of the roundtrip times for the replicated scenarios can be further
investigated to find out where the overhead is coming from. Itturns out that

� in the FT-CORBA passive styles, as well as in the FA-CORBA platform, the
main part of the overhead comes from the wait time when executing methods
in a serialized way. This wait time is the sum of times

��
spent by all requests

arrived before the one currently waiting, where
��

denotes the time from the
arrival of the request in the server interceptor until the result of its processing
is sent back to the client. In the FA-CORBA platform, this wait time, an
inherent feature of the algorithm, is even larger because individual

��
s are

increased due to the execution of the consensus primitive (see Figure 5.3 for
the values of the consensus time);

� for active replication, the average overhead values are generally large. Since
the larger overheads appear only for method calls that themselves made out-
going calls, it was deduced that it was because of the gateway’s duplicate
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Figure 5.3: Time spent in consensus for group sizes of 2, 3, 4,8 replicas

suppression mechanism. Method 3 did not call other methods,and thus ex-
perienced a lower overhead.

5.2.2 Failover times

As mentioned earlier, support by middleware requires writing little extra code by
the application writer, so in that sense it is directly comparable to a non-replicated
scenario. In this section we quantify the benefit to the application writer in terms of
shorter failover times (compared to manual restarts). We summarize failover time
performance in both platforms and relate to the parameters influencing it.

In the FT-CORBA platform there is a significant difference between failover
times using passive or active replication. In active replication, the failover time
was extremely short:70 to 75 ms. In passive replication, when using the warm
style, the faster failover was due to the fact that no state transfer was needed at the
moment of the reconfiguration, as opposed to the cold style. In both passive styles,
the failover time was dependent on the number of method callslogged since the last
checkpoint that had to be replayed on the backup. This dependence was stronger in
the warm passive case.

In the FA-CORBA platform the failover time was dependent on the number of
state changes that happened in the application object sincethe last witness regis-
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ter pruning. These state changes (updates) have to be applied at failover on the
application object inside the new leader. The operations associated with apply-
ing an update on the new leader, consist of reading the updateto be applied while
performing the consensus primitive (in failure or no failure case), followed by ap-
plying the read update on the application object. Let us consider these operations
as similar to the operations associated with replaying a method in the FT-CORBA
platform. This will give us the possibility to elegantly compare failover times ob-
tained in experiments with the two passive styles in the FT-CORBA platform and
failover times obtained in experiments with the FA-CORBA platform. Using abso-
lute failover time values for the comparisons would not yield relevant information,
as the number of requests to replay, respectively updates toapply, could be different
from one platform to the other.

Figure 5.4 shows how the average time per method replay (FT-CORBA), re-
spectively update application (FA-CORBA) depends on the group size in a scenario
where the server failed after approximately 600 requests, and the checkpointing (re-
spectively pruning) interval was 5s. The general tendency is that the average replay
time is the lowest in warm passive replication, followed by the cold passive repli-
cation. The highest average time per individual replay (update application) was
experienced in the FA-CORBA platform. The explanations areas follows:

� the relation between the average replay time per method in cold and warm
passive replication is due to the fact that the failover timein cold passive
replication includes, besides the time for replaying the methods, the time to
set the last checkpointed state on the new replica

� the average time for applying the stored state changes in therecovering leader
(in FA-CORBA) is higher because each such operation impliesexecution of
the consensus algorithm which, of course, is not needed in the FT-CORBA
platform

The length of the checkpointing/pruning interval makes a difference in the num-
ber of requests to replay (updates to apply). In our experiments, the numbers be-
come larger as the intervals grow. Figure 5.5 shows the general tendency of the
average time to execute one update application in the FA-CORBA platform. This
average time grows with the size of the replica group (due to the consensus execu-
tion). Here we show the experiments with pruning interval of10s.
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Figure 5.5: Variation with group size of the average time to apply an update

5.3 Lessons learnt

This section will present lessons learnt after our two yearsexperience with building
two platforms and performing empirical studies by running the Activity Manager
on top of both of them. The points presented here are not necessarily reflected in
the result graphs presented earlier. They contain an overall characterization of the
platforms and the types of applications that present advantageous characteristics to
be run on top of them.
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Average roundtrip time for update method calls is highly influenced by the
nature of the client side code. That is, the sequence and placing in time of the
method calls affects the wait time caused by serialized execution of methods on
the server. The wait time for an update method call is the sum of execution times
for update operations that arrived just before that method call and are executing or
queuing on the server. In the FA-CORBA infrastructure the wait time also includes
the time spent in executing the consensus algorithm after each execution on the
application.

Further, in the FT-CORBA infrastructure, by enforcing the serialized execu-
tion of (non-independent, as well as independent) state portion changes from the
middleware level, a request cannot be executed on the application object until the
previous one completely finished execution there. Chapter 6will present an alter-
native: imposing the serialized execution from the application level where there
is more knowledge about when a portion of the state is no longer accessed in a
method, and thus can be changed within a subsequent method execution.

In both infrastructures, there is no support for handling application created
threads, these being in the same address space as the object itself. In this con-
text, it is possible to modify the object’s state by executing operations directly on
it, and not using CORBA calls that would be possible to intercept and log. Thus,
such state modifications are not reflected in the logged method calls/state changes,
and thus cannot be replayed once there is a crash. Therefore,using such a design
pattern is not advisable in sensitive applications.

In the FT-CORBA infrastructure, because of the separation between the failure
detector and the client (both can be seen in some way as failure detectors), it is pos-
sible that the client will discover the application server crash before the “official”
failure detector finds and reports it: e.g., when the monitoring interval is relatively
large (30s), and meanwhile the server thread crashes. This is a problem for cold
and warm passive replication. Thus, even though the client cannot reach the server
(primary) possibly due to a real crash, no failover action isinitiated. What happens
is that the client sends the request to an alternative server(a backup). Still, the
backups are not supposed to process any requests, but send a forward exception to
the client. The latter will receive the still unchanged address of the server group.
It will use it over and over again until it realizes that all alternative addresses were
tried out. Finally it will give up (throw an exception in the application). An imme-
diate solution to this problem would be to tune the application such that the right
fault-monitoring interval is chosen. It would be possible that the client announces
the failure to the replication manager, and the latter one modifies the monitoring
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intervals for the failure detectors.

5.4 Reflections on the FT-CORBA infrastructure

Building and using the FT-CORBA infrastructure facilitated the evaluation of the
concept of support for FT in middleware in itself. On the one hand it is attractive
to use a service oriented middleware (CORBA) extension to build fault-tolerant ap-
plications. The only requirement from the application writer is to start the service
objects, deploy them on a set of hosts, and set the replication policy. Building the
infrastructure has shown us the feasibility of extending anexisting CORBA imple-
mentation to support fault tolerance by closely following the FT-CORBA standard.

On the other hand, building a fault-tolerant infrastructure following the CORBA
standard implies using more resources and introducing new single points of failure.
For example, the fault monitors, though not fully specified in the standard, are
implemented as separate entities (CORBA Objects) as the most straightforward so-
lution. Also, monitoring of an object being done via a CORBA call is somehow
waste of resources.

Furthermore, in the current context (following the FT-CORBA standard) there
is no straightforward solution to the late failure detection problem mentioned above.
The backups could be designed so that they can notify the failure detector of the
primary that something seems to be wrong - because the request arrived at the
backup. The request has to be blocked until the failure detector can tell whether it
was just a false alarm or a possible failure. In the latter case, the failure detector
will announce the failure, and failover action will be taken. To implement unreli-
able failure detectors is not straightforward either. The reason is that the failover
is handled by a separate unit (the replication manager) rather than the server group
itself, unlike the FA-CORBA infrastructure. As soon as the failure detector senses
something looking like a failure, it reports it to the fault notifier and further to the
central failover handler. The failover procedure is triggered, and therefore a drastic
change in the group (e.g. promotion of a backup to the role of primary) happens,
without a straightforward way of turning back. Therefore, the failure suspicion of
the failure detector is made definite, implicitly assuming aperfect failure detector.
A solution to this problem is to “keep alive” the suspected server (of course, if it
really crashed, then the suspicion is correct). Further, the client will get its request
processed by the server that it can reach (the old or the new primary). Meanwhile,
if the failure detector “changed its mind” about the suspicion, it will report this to
the fault notifier in the same way that it reports the failure,and a reverse process
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can be started. However, this solution can lead to the existence of transient periods
(even if very short) when two primaries coexist.

Conclusions

The most critical point is perhaps that all service buildingblocks of the FT-CORBA
infrastructure constitute single points of failure. Thus,we can obtain transparency
and modularization, but we have to deal with infrastructurevulnerabilities. In ear-
lier works there are indications about using the infrastructure itself to replicate
CORBA objects that are part of the infrastructure [111]. However, it is not clear
how the approach deals with the vulnerability. Extra resources are needed but sin-
gle points of failure are still not removed. In case of infrastructure components it
might be easier to use more efficient replication strategiesthat do not provide trans-
parency, a property that is important for application object servers, but not for an
infrastructure.

The FA-CORBA infrastructure sorts out most of the mentionedproblems. How-
ever, it requires a majority of the replicas of the group to bealways up. Thus, if
the number of replicas that the application can afford to useis fixed (�) then if

�)( �
replicas fail, the algorithm cannot function, and the server cannot answer anymore
requests. In the FT-CORBA infrastructure, in a similar setup, even if� � �

replicas
fail the server will still function.

The results shown in Figure 5.2 plead in favour of using passive replication in
the FT-CORBA infrastructure. The failover time comparisonshown in Figure 5.4
reassures that the FT-CORBA passive replication styles areto be chosen for high
availability of the application. However, active replication does not recommend
itself, due to the extra resource requirements and the high overhead during no-
failure periods. If we consider the FA-CORBA infrastructure, the resource demand
is also quite high, as a majority of the group members have to be up in order to be
able to process client requests at all.



Chapter 6

Improving performance of
fault-tolerant software

This chapter presents our approach for using aspect-oriented programming to ex-
tend application code in order to accommodate a middleware level mechanism.
More precisely, the call logging and serialization enforcement mechanism is moved
from middleware level to be executed at application level.

The chapter includes two results:

� the implementation of the approach by extending the FT-CORBA infrastruc-
ture that we described in Chapter 4 and by devising appropriate aspects

� the performance results in terms of roundtrip time overheadmeasured us-
ing the same application as in Chapter 5 to run on top of the modified in-
frastructure. We compare the overheads obtained when usingthe original
FT-CORBA infrastructure and when using the AOP extended infrastructure.

We will begin the chapter by presenting the motivation for our work, followed
by explanation of basic terms used in this relatively new area of software engineer-
ing. The last section of the chapter will be dedicated to presenting other research
on involving aspect-oriented programming as a means to offer flexibility to mid-
dleware.
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6.1 Motivation

As mentioned in Section 5.3 in the context of the FT-CORBA infrastructure, en-
forcing sequential execution of methods from middleware level, impairs average
roundtrip time of requests. An alternative is to lift middleware level mechanisms,
to be performed partly at application level. The advantage is that at application
level more information about the semantics of methods is present and can be used.
Although the application code has to be changed for implementing the approach,
this can be done with very little application writer intervention by using Aspect-
Oriented Programming. We provide our implementation and measurements by
extending the FT-CORBA infrastructure that we built. However, we claim that
the methodology described can be used for other middlewareswith fault tolerance
handling capabilities such as logging, and for other programming languages than
Java.

We use aspects to introduce the call information logging clauses from middle-
ware level in the method code itself (i.e. at application level). As soon as a method
is executed on the application, as a result of a client request processing, the logging
will be performed as well. Method executions must still inflict their changes on the
non-independent state portions in the same order that the corresponding call infor-
mation records were logged. The difference now is that, if independent portions of
state must be changed by two executing methods for which callinformation was
logged in a certain order, those state changes can be performed in any order, after
all non-independent state portions were changed in the respective order given by
the logging. In a Java language terminology, in this variant, synchronization of
thread execution is not done at whole method execution level, but at state variable
access level. Let us take an example Java classExampleClass containing meth-
odsmethod a, andmethod b as in Figure 6.1. Consider the scenario where
method a’s call information record is logged beforemethod b’s. When log-
ging is performed at a platform (interceptor) level, the start of execution of method
method b on the application object is delayed until execution ofmethod a is
ended. On the other hand, with application level logging andfield level synchro-
nization, the execution start ofmethod b is delayed only by the execution time of
the first line inmethod a (the assignmentv1=v2/3). This is due to the fact that
v1 is the only non-independent state portion involved in both method executions.
After (but only after!), the ordered changes tov1, the other (independent) state
portions (v3, v4, v5, v6 andv7) can be changed in any order due to execution of
method a andmethod b.
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void method_a(Str[] val){
 StructureC loc;
 v1=v2/3;
 v2=17;
 v3=v4 || v3;
 loc=v5.field2;
 loc.set_a(3);
 v5.meth_(v6,4);
 for(int i=0;i<val.length;i++)

System.out.println(val[i].the_v);
}

void method_b(){
 v1=35-v1;
 if v7>25
  v7=v7-6;
}

Figure 6.1: Two method calls that access non-independent parts of the state

To further understand why using aspects is a good way for modifying applica-
tion code with no application developer intervention, we present the related con-
cepts below.

6.2 Basic AOP concepts

The term AOP (Aspect-Oriented Programming) was first introduced by Kiczales et
al. [80] in 1997. This new programming paradigm was needed tocomplement the
well-known and praised object-oriented programming, due to OOP failing to aid
software engineering where non-functional features have to be represented in the
design. Besides, non-functional properties of a system crosscut functional blocks
and this makes them difficult to represent as separate modules. Crosscutting exam-
ples, and how easily they can be implemented in an aspect description languages
are given by Lopes et al. [98].

AOP involves defining so-calledaspectsto beweavedin the objects (compo-
nents) they cross-cut. In our work aspect is used in the senseof code that is inserted
at a well-defined point in the execution of the code for the functional part of a sys-
tem, and thus changes the code. In order for the code of an object (or component)
to incorporate the non-functional features described by aspects, a process called
aspect weavingmust take place. This involves the code of the component/object,
an aspect weaver and the aspect code. The result is a component/object enhanced
with non-functional features. Figure 6.2 illustrates the concept of aspect weaving.

In the following we will briefly describe AOP related notionswe used in our
work. These are defined conforming to their implementation in AspectJ, the aspect
language we chose to use for defining our aspects. The concepts used in AspectJ
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...

weaver

Application
code

Aspects

Application code
with aspects

Aspect weaving

Figure 6.2: Aspect weaving

are very similar to those used in the other languages, but they are written according
to different syntax.

AspectJ1 is an aspect description language that is used in relation with the Java
language [31]. It provides specific constructs to definepointcutsandadvices. An
aspect in AspectJ is a first class entity, meaning that at runtime, an instance of an
“aspect class” is created whenever that is needed, depending on the description of
the aspect class. Advices are the parts of the aspect code that are actually executed
when specifiedjoin pointsare reached. A join point is a well-defined point in the
execution of a program. For example, join points defined by AspectJ are, among
others, start of execution of a certain method2, call to a certain method, read/write
(get/set) access to a field of a class. In AspectJ, the code of an aspect consists of
pointcut and advice definitions.

A pointcut is a program element that picks out join points, aswell as data from
the execution context of the join points. Pointcuts are usedprimarily by advices.
The advice code can be executedbefore, afteror around(instead) of the application
code at the join point. These three keywords are used when defining the respective
advices inside the aspect. The example in Figure 6.3 illustrates a “before” advice.
Thus, if the aspect code is weaved in the application code, the new application

1AspectJ is a trademark of Xerox Corporation.
2When used in connection with objects or classes, method means operation of a class
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  before():execmethod_aPointcut(Str[]){
      System.out.println(”before execution of metho d_a”);
  }

pointcut execmethod_aPointcut(Str[] val):
   execution(method_a(Str[]));

public aspect ExampleAspect {

}

Aspect definition

Pointcut definition

Advice definition (to be executed
before the join point, i.e. before

method_a starts executing)

Figure 6.3: Advices, join points, pointcuts

object will print out the given text whenever it starts executing method a. The
italic words are keywords in AspectJ. The code is written using the AspectJ syntax
for defining aspects, pointcuts and advices.

Besides enriching existing methods of a class (component) by adding pieces
of code that execute at join points, it is possible to enrich the component itself by
adding new methods and fields. This way of enriching is calledintroduction in
AspectJ. For example, our aspect (ExampleAspect) can be extended to introduce
a new methodmethod c in the classExampleClass (see Figure 6.4). It is
possible to define pointcuts (and thus, advices) related to the new method, as well.

6.3 Aspects for fault tolerance mechanisms

In our approach, the application writer will be provided with aspects incorporat-
ing clauses for call information logging, as well as variable level synchronization
clauses. The aspect code will be automatically generated from a simple gray-box
description of the server application object, provided by the application writer. By
gray-box we mean that no application code has to be provided (white-box descrip-
tion), but it is not enough to only provide a list of methods with their parameters
to be called on the object from outside (black-box description). Aspects can easily
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  before():execmethod_aPointcut(Str[]){
      System.out.println(”before execution of metho d_a”);
  }

pointcut execmethod_aPointcut(Str[] val):
   execution(method_a(Str[]));

public aspect ExampleAspect {

}

Introduction (of a new method)
in class ExampleClass

ExampleClass.method_c(int i, boolean b){
  v1=i/7+20;
  v3=b or v4;
  v7=v1-v2;
}

Body of the new method

Figure 6.4: “Introduction” in AspectJ

be weaved in the application code, to provide better performance of the application
on top of e.g. an FT-CORBA middleware that uses a separate call information log-
ging mechanism, and a different synchronization mechanism. To illustrate this ap-
proach, we use our implemented FT-CORBA platform (Chapter 4), and performed
some modifications to support aspect-oriented applicationextensions. The modifi-
cations to the middleware were mainly within the interceptors that now skip the call
information logging execution leaving this to be completedat the application level.
The application code is automatically modified using corresponding aspects. The
exact changes in the FT-CORBA infrastructure that are concerned with the logging
mechanism (in order to perform call information logging at the application level)
are as follows:

1. Interceptors used in primary-backup replication, were adapted to throw an
exception containing the call information that has to be logged from the
application level. Throwing an exception is needed, because the call to a
method (in the form it comes from the client) has to be stoppedfrom reach-
ing the application object. After the exception is thrown from the intercep-
tor, other middleware levels are informed to take the necessary steps so that
the application receives the call to the right (pseudo) method (the one that
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FT-ORB

Server
Interceptor

Logging&
Recovery

Mechanism

log_call_info(…) {
    * wait for previous
    update methods to finish
    execution on the server;
    * log call info ...
}

Server
Object

FT-ORB

1

2

1 - call log_call_info(…) on the logging object
2 - after log_call_info returns, let the method call
(method_a) reach the server object

Primary

call method_a(…)

Client
Object

Figure 6.5: Client-Server interactions in a FT-CORBA primary-backup setting

incorporates logging clauses and whose signature has an extended set of pa-
rameters). These changes solely affect the server side interceptor in the FT-
CORBA infrastructure. Thus, an application may choose to use the standard
(FT-CORBA) mechanisms (i.e. those that do not throw the mentioned ex-
ception), or the version supporting aspects. This is simplydone by using
different interceptors when deploying the enhanced infrastructure. Appli-
cations with different performance requirements can thus exist side-by-side
using different interceptors.

2. The original logging mechanism’s interface was extendedwith a method for
storing call information, without waiting for previous calls to finish execu-
tion. Of course, if the application writer wants to use the regular FT-CORBA
platform, he/she can choose to use the new logging object, and calling the
(old) logging method that includes waiting, or the old implementation of the
logging object.

In figures 6.5 and 6.6 we present the FT-CORBA infrastructureproviding sup-
port for application writers to deploy fault-tolerant applications. Figure 6.5 illus-
trates the FT-CORBA platform we described in Chapter 4, where all infrastructure
operations such as logging are performed at middleware level. Figure 6.6 illus-
trates the extension of our FT-CORBA infrastructure with the addition of support
for aspects, and logging performed from application level.

As described earlier, an application writer that will use the support from a
regular FT-CORBA infrastructure has to add a couple of smallextensions to the
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Client
Object

FT-ORB

Server
Interceptor

Logging &
Recovery

Mechanism

log_call_info_appl(…) {
      * log call info ...
}

Server
Object

FT-ORB

1

1 - throw exception with call info, followed by call
of pseudo_method_a on server
2 - call log_call_info_appl (...) on the logging
object, from the application server object

Primary

call method_a(…)

2

Aspect

 log_call_info_appl(...)

Figure 6.6: Client-Server interactions in a primary-backup setting using an aspect
and FT supporting middleware

application: methods for getting and setting the object state (get state and
set state. Logging of call records in the right order is entirely takencare of
by the infrastructure. Similar additions to the application code are also necessary
when the application writer chooses to use our FT-CORBA infrastructure with sup-
port for aspect orientation. Besides, to aid the automatic generation of the aspect
code, the application writer has to provide a gray-box description of the server ap-
plication object. This description complements the, e.g. CORBA IDL description
of the methods offered by the application server object.

Synchronization and call information logging aspects willbe weaved only in
the code of update methods. Synchronization at variable level involves the fields
of the object that are accessed inside an update method. Withrespect to taking
and releasing the lock corresponding to a variable (in the context of variable access
level synchronization), the first and last access to that variable inside the method
is important. To simplify the implementation, we make no distinction between
read/get and write/set accesses to a variable. Also, the accesses are counted in
terms of number of appearances of that variable in an instruction (for example:
in the assignmenta=a/2+a, the number of accesses toa is three, although to
compute the right hand side expressiona has to be read only once). When working
with a CORBA based platform, the following elements have to be present in the
gray-box description for a server object:

� A table (TypeConv) of Java type to IDL type mappings; the table is used
when call information is logged; thus, the mappings have to be given only
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for types of parameters or results of the update methods;

� A list (Interface) with update method descriptions, in terms of signa-
tures, with parameter types and names;

� A list (State) with the types and names of object fields (state portions), that
are accessed in update methods, as well as the types for field portions that are
accessed via local variables in those methods;

� A table (FieldAccess) of method names and corresponding accessed fields
(with names), or types of local variables, followed by number of accesses
during the execution of the corresponding method.

Note that all of this information can, in principle, be automatically deduced by
static analysis of the program. However, for the purpose of this study, we assume
these as given. Further, although we presented the elementsof a gray-box descrip-
tion in a CORBA based middleware case, we claim that similar descriptions can be
produced easily for other middlewares used to which aspect support is added.

For our classExampleClass the description is presented in Figure 6.7; the
method code in which aspects have to be weaved is that ofmethod a and
method b. Methodmethod a, when executing, accesses the fieldsv1, v2, v3,
v4, v5, v6, v7, and a local variable of typeStructureC, which when being
modified changes the state of the object (via fieldv5). The description is written
according to syntax that we impose: the italic words in Figure 6.7 are keywords;
also the use of “:” in theFieldAccess section is our choice.

6.4 Implementation issues

The FT-CORBA infrastructure requires application writersto indicate which repli-
cation style they wish to use in their application (primary-backup with cold or warm
passive replication, or active replication). In this section we explain how the sup-
port for the two primary-backup mechanisms is implemented within the aspect-
orientation framework. Support for active replication canalso be provided with
little effort. However, queuing time not being the largest part of the overhead in
that case, no big performance improvement is expected. For warm/cold passive
replication, call information that is logged consists of the name of the method (e.g.
method a), the list of call parameters encapsulated in a list of middleware spe-
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#BTypeConv
Str[]  StrList
#ETypeConv

#Binterface
void method_a(Str[] val);
void method_b();
#EInterface

#BState
int v1,int v2, boolean v3, boolean v4, StructureA v 5,
StructureB v6, int v7, StructureC
#EState

#BFieldAccess
method_a v1:1, v2:2, v3:2, v4:1, v5:1, v6:1, Struct ureC:1
method_b v1:2, v7:3
#EFieldAccess

Figure 6.7: Gray-box description of the server applicationobject

cific types3 , and the unique request identification information (retention identifier,
client identifier). When logging is done at the infrastructure level, the latter piece
of information is easy to obtain, as it is sent in a service context carried by the re-
quest. On the other hand, at the application level, this information is not available
unless the method is called with these extra parameters as well: at application level,
unless something specific is done about it, there is no way to access request related
information such as service contexts. Our approach is to generate one separate as-
pect code file for each method described in the listInterface. Each aspect so
generated, combines the introduction of a new pseudo methodin the application
code, with the definition of advices that contain code for call information logging,
and the definition of advices for variable level synchronization. The advices will
be executed as the specified join points are reached. The new (pseudo) method is
introduced in the class, in order to be able to extend the parameter list of the orig-
inal method, without the application writer being obliged to write a new method
with the extended signature. The body of the pseudo method issimply a call to the
original method with the original set of parameters. To use the extra parameters,
around advices will be used.

3In our example the argumentval of typeStr[] is encapsulated in the single element of an
array of elements of the CORBA specific typeParameter
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6.4.1 Aspects defined percflow

An explanation of the AspectJpercflow notion is needed here. If aspect
Asp METHOD A is defined with the attributepercflow(Pointcut p), where
Pointcut p is defined inside the body of the aspect (exec method a p in Fig-
ure 6.8) then one object of typeAsp METHOD A is created each time the flow of
control reaches a join point from the set defined by the pointcutexec method a p.
The difference as compared with a non-percflow aspectAsp METHOD A is as fol-
lows: the variables defined inside the body of the aspect (is first andcounter
in Figure 6.8), do not become instance variables of the aspect-woven class (here,
ExampleClass), initialized at the aspect instance creation, but they aredefined
as local variables within the scope ofexec method a p, each time an instance
of Asp METHOD A is created, i.e. each timemethod a executes; also, the code
of advices (before andafter in Figure 6.8) described in the body of the as-
pect, is executed at join points selected by pointcuts defined insideAsp METHOD A
(get field in Figure 6.8), but only those reached while in the scope of
exec method a p.

6.4.2 Method execution related advices

To illustrate how an aspect file looks like, let us take the example ofmethod a
from our Java classExampleClass. There will be one pseudo method introduced
in the class, that ispseudo method a. The parameters ofpseudo method a
are the parameters ofmethod a, plus the extra parameters needed, as mentioned
before in case of primary-backup replication. The join point for which the method
related advice is defined is the execution of the pseudo method. The aspect code
is defined to activate its advices at the given join points, whenever the method
pseudo method a is executed, i.e. the control flow reaches any join point de-
fined by pointcutexec pseudo method a. To achieve this we need an aspect
defined with the attributepercflow, which is written as follows:
public aspect Asp METHOD A percflow (exec method a p(Str[],int,String))�

...�

The reason for defining all aspects to be of type percflow is theneed to introduce
some extra local counter variables in the methods, used as explained below. The
advice code that will be executed at the method execution join point is of type
around. This means that the code written inside the advice isrun instead of the code
of the method. The new execution starts with logging the method call information
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public aspect AspectForMethod_A percflow(exec_method_a_p(Str[])){

    int counter;
    boolean is_first;

    public AspectForMethod_A(){
        counter=0;
        is_first=true;
   }

   pointcut exec_method_a_p(Str[] val): execution(method_a(Str[]))
 && args(values);

   pointcut  get_field(): get(int v1);

   before(): get_field(){
     if(is_first){
        ...
     }
   }
   after(): get_field(){
     counter++;
  }
}

Figure 6.8: Example of an aspect definedpercflow

obtained from the parameters of the call. Further, the numbers of threads currently
accessing fields that will be read/written by this method (thread) are assigned to
the extra local counter variables. The global variables containing the numbers are
incremented. These global variables are static fields in an aspect class (not detailed
here) specially defined to contain them. Finally, the (pseudo) method itself is called
(by using the AspectJ keywordproceed). A fragment of the aspect code used for
the extension ofmethod a is shown in Figure 6.9.

The reason for the somehow strange combination of introducing a new method
in the application class and then replacing it with an aroundadvice is that the lo-
cal variables defined inside the percflow aspect cannot be accessed in the pseudo
method itself as method (only introduced) in the application class. Of course, the
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pointcut exec_pseudo_method_a_p(Str[] val,int r_id,String c l_id):
      execution(pseudo_method_a(Str[],int,String))&& args(val,r_id,cl_id);

void around(Str[],int,String): exec_pseudo_method_a_p (val,r_i d,cl_id){
    ...
    logging_obj.log_method_call(val,r_id,cl_id);
    ...
    proceed(val,r_id,cl_id);
}

pointcut associated with execution of pseudo_method_a

around advice

call  pseudo_method_a

Figure 6.9: An “around” advice

server side ORB has to know to call the pseudo method instead of the original one,
since the client will transparently call the latter. The code of the skeleton gener-
ated at the server side is augmented with calls to pseudo methods, according to the
component description provided by the application writer.At runtime, the skeleton
object is directly provided with the name of the pseudo method to be called: in the
point immediately over the server interceptor, the method name is simply changed
from the original (as called by the client) to the pseudo method s name. The server
interceptor is responsible for throwing the exception thatwill inform other ORB
levels about the name change, and of course about the extra parameters4.

Note that e.g.method a still exists in the class ExampleClass. However,
it will not be called when the aspect-supporting infrastructure is used. Instead,
pseudo method a is called with the functionality ofmethod a preserved in-
side it.

6.4.3 Field level synchronization advices

Other join points used to define advices are theget/set accesses to object fields
and local variables that can modify the state. To selectget/set accesses to e.g. a
field calledv1 of typeint, the following pointcut is written in AspectJ:

4The IDL compiler was changed to cope with the addition of pseudo method calls to the skeleton’s
code
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pointcut get set v1 p(): get (int v1) || set (int v1);

The variable level synchronization takes place as follows.Before the first ac-
cess to a field in a method, the current thread gains the semaphore corresponding
to that variable, after all previous accesses by other methods (threads) are finished.
It is known when this happens, because the local counter variables are decreased
whenever the semaphore corresponding to that field is signalled. The semaphore is
signalled in a method, after the last access to the field in that method. The first ac-
cess to a variable in a method is detected in the advice code that is always executed
before the variable access. To detect the final access, counting of all get/sets is
done and the number compared with the value specified in the component descrip-
tion file. The semaphore variables are also static fields in the same aspect class that
contains the global counter variables.

6.5 Evaluation of the approach

We performed experiments in a replicated setting by using the aspect-supporting
FT-CORBA platform built as described in the above sections.To obtain relevant re-
sults, the same experiments with the O&M service (Activity Manager) as in Chap-
ter 5 were conducted. The update operations performed on theactivity manager
server object by client requests modify its state by mainly creating jobs and activ-
ities, starting and terminating those, as well as reportingstatus changes in activity
executions. The client that calls methods on the server was also the same as in
previous experiments. Thus, the client called six methods of the server out of the
fifteen available, as part of the experiments. The O&M service was augmented by
the aspects generated based on the gray-box description.

Our goal was to compare average roundtrip time overheads obtained in this set-
ting with the average overheads measured using the baselineFT-CORBA platform.
Overhead values were computed by subtracting the roundtriptime obtained in a
non-replicated scenario from the time taken in the replicated one. Six update meth-
ods (calledm 1, m 2, etc. in our result tables, and referred also as method 1, 2, etc.)
were used in the tests and average overhead percentages werecomputed for each.
We performed our experiments in the same hardware setup as the experiments with
the FT-CORBA platform: a set of SUN Ultra SPARC workstationsrunning SunOS
5.8, connected in a LAN. Also, as previously, we did not have control over the link
traffic or the load on the machines.

The parameters we varied during the experiments were: the replication style
(warm or cold), the number of replicas, the checkpointing interval, and the number
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of times the client called the methods on the server, i.e. thenumber of iterations
of the loop which the client used. This was the case for both infrastructures: FT-
CORBA (from Chapter 4) and aspect supporting FT-CORBA (thischapter). The
measurements obtained after each varied parameter will be referred to as one ex-
periment. Thus, in case of cold passive replication, for each server method called
by the client, and for each infrastructure, we obtained 12 numbers 5 designating av-
erage roundtrip time overheads, corresponding to 12 combinations of parameters:

� number of replicas: 2 (1 value)

� checkpointing intervals: 1, 5, and 10 seconds respectively(3 values)

� number of iterations: 100, 200, 400 and 800 respectively (4 values)

In case of warm passive replication, for each method called by the client, and
for each infrastructure we obtained 36 numbers 6 designating average roundtrip
time overheads, corresponding to 36 combinations of parameters:

� number of replicas: 2, 3 , and 8 respectively (3 values)

� checkpointing intervals: 1, 5, and 10 seconds respectively(3 values)

� number of iterations: 100, 200, 400 and 800 respectively (4 values)

Choosing only one value for the number of replicas parameter, in cold passive
replication, was due to the fact that the parameter is expected not to influence at all
the overheads. For warm passive replication, the overhead does not change much
either with the number of replicas, but more than for cold passive. The two charts
(Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11) present the average roundtripoverhead computed
over the above averages obtained in each experiment. That is, for each of methods
1 to 6, and each platform, a comparison is presented between:

� cold passive: the average of the 12 numbers obtained, and

� warm passive: the average of the 36 numbers obtained

The charts show a general drop in the presented average values. This is especially
true for cold passive replication where the drop is sometimes over 50%. Due to
the fact that the call tom 1 does not interfere with so many other method calls, it
should not be a surprise that for method 1 the results do not show an improvement.
In fact, the synchronization clauses in the application code can themselves be caus-
ing an overhead. In addition, there is a further explanationfor the phenomenon:
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Figure 6.10: Average over average overhead percentages forcold passive replica-
tion

when a method call arrives in the server’s wait queue, it is possible that a call to
get state is there somewhere in the front. Now,get state cannot start ex-
ecuting until all previous methods in the wait queue finish their execution; this is
valid in both platforms (the FT-CORBA and the aspect-supporting FT-CORBA).
Therefore, the method call that arrives after the call toget state (e.g.m 1), but
beforeget state finished execution, has to wait until all methods arrived before
get state (those for whichget state is itself waiting) finish execution. In
such a situation our variable level synchronization does not improve performance.

6.6 Discussion

In this chapter we presented the results of the successful merging of two areas: mid-
dleware supporting fault tolerance with aspect oriented programming and weaving
in the application. Using aspects is successful, since withalmost no application
writer intervention, application code was modified such that performance of server
request processing was improved. In some cases, as the result charts show, the over-
head percentage dropped with more than��� as compared with a straightforward
FT-CORBA implementation.

As expected, there are also some drawbacks of the approach. By using a smaller
granularity on method synchronization, average performance of method executions
in a multithreaded environment is improved. However, this is valid when field
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Figure 6.11: Average over average overhead percentages forwarm passive replica-
tion

void method_a(Str[] val){
 StructureC loc;
 v1=v2/3;
 v2=17;
 v3=v4 or v3;
 loc=v5.field2;
 loc.set_a(3);
 v5.meth_(v6,4);
 for(int i=0;i<val.length;i++)

System.out.println(val[i].the_v);
 v1=v2/3;
}

void method_b(){
 v1=35-v1;
 if v7>25
  v7=v7-6;
}

Figure 6.12: Changedmethod a

accesses inside methods are organized such that the extra synchronization code
execution time can be neglected. Also, there are cases whereeven by synchroniz-
ing at variable level a method cannot start executing beforea previous one com-
pletely finished. Imagine the case wheremethod a in our example (the class
ExampleClass) is changed so that the linev1=v2/3 is moved from the begin-
ning to the end of the method body (Figure 6.12). In a scenarioin which the call
to method a is logged first,method b cannot start execution, untilmethod a
releases the lock onv1, i.e. finishes its execution.

An important issue is how to find out where the code for releasing the lock
corresponding to a state portion has to be inserted, when this state portion can be
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void method_a(Str[] val){
 StructureC loc;
 ...
 loc=v5.field2;
 loc.set_a(3);
 ...
}

Figure 6.13: Field modification impossible to capture by pointcuts

accessed inside anif statement or aloop. The last access of a variable can eas-
ily be detected when the method code does not containif or loop statements
where the variable is possibly accessed an unknown number oftimes. Thus, the
information provided by the application writer in the gray-box description already
mentioned can only be used for these simpler cases. Further,even if the application
writer could specify that a variable is possibly accessed inanif or loop state-
ment, AspectJ or other aspect languages are not equipped with the ability to detect
when anif or loop statement is entered and exited. In our application we do not
have variable accesses insideif andloop statements, and therefore we did not
face this problem when we built our experiments.

As mentioned earlier, an update method can modify a local variable and this
can lead to changing the state of the object (see in Figure 6.13 the fragment of
method a where v5 is modified vialoc). However, it is not possible to syn-
chronize the access to the local variable with the access to another local variable
in another method, referring to the same portion of the state. Consider the fol-
lowing scenario: methodmethod a accesses v5.field vialoc; we can imagine
method c in the classExampleClassaccessing the same element also for writ-
ing, via a local variableloc defined inmethod c. Whenloc in method a is
accessed, there is no way to know thatloc in method c is referring to the same
portion of the state, or the other way around. In our approach, the problem is
solved by using a semaphore associated to the typeStructureC, besides those
associated to class fields (this is the reason why mentionStructureC in the
gray-box description in theState andFieldAccess lists). Thus, a semaphore
s StructureC is associated with typeStructureC, and each time when a
variable of typeStructureC is accessed first time, the lock is taken exactly like
for object field accesses. Therefore, sometimes, unnecessary waiting will occur, if
the two variables of typeStructureC do not access the same memory location.

If we think about code maintainability (in the software engineering sense), as
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soon as the gray-box description changes, new aspects have to be generated and
weaved in the code. It is possible that the server class was only extended with new
methods, and maybe state variables. In this case, the new aspects can be weaved
directly in the already “aspected” code. The worst-case scenario is when the non-
aspected code has to be modified by weaving in totally new aspects.

Of course, the improvement is most significant when considering the worst-
case scenario, i.e. no commutativity assumption can be madeabout he execution
of update methods. This is a reasonable assumption , especially when the middle-
ware builder and the application writer do not have the chance to communicate.
Moreover, in general, the middleware has to be built generalenough to be able to
accommodate many different applications.

To our knowledge this is the first work that uses aspects for improving perfor-
mance of a fault-tolerant application on top of a standard middleware. To reinforce
this, the next section will present a survey of existing works using AOP to provide
flexibility in middlewares.

6.7 AOP and middleware

Aspect-oriented programming was used from early years to incorporate adaptivity
and quality of service features in middleware. Loyall et al.[99] (early years) and
Duzan et al. [44] (recently) show how the concept of CORBA IDL5 was extended
with a set of Quality Description Languages (QDL) to represent quality of service
requirements from clients. This is done in the QuO (Quality Objects) framework
where the QoS (Quality of Service) specification, monitoring and adaptation are
described as aspects. The client can use CDL (Contract Description Language) to
describe quality of service contracts. ASL (Aspect Specification Language) is used
to describe code for monitoring and adaptation of QoS.

To be able to define aspects, researchers strove for developing languages for de-
scribing aspects. Aspect description languages are devised as separate from high-
level programming languages (for example Java, C++, Csharp- C#). However,
a good feature is that they keep many constructions from those languages. As-
pectC++ was developed based on C++ in the works of Gal et al. [59, 145, 61,
60, 58]. C# in the .NET framework is somewhat different. In the .NET frame-
work, aspects, including fault tolerance can be defined as C#attributes [141]. In
the CAMEO project, they are defined in similar way as in AspectJ combined with

5Interface Description Language
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support from the .NET framework compilers and C# attributes[127].
Aspects can be used to offer flexibility in the code that is executed at runtime

by a system. Hunleth et al. [75] show how aspects and AOP are used to build mid-
dleware code that includes certain features chosen based onuser requirements and
added to a base configuration. The point is that these features are not necessarily
known when the base implementation of the middleware is made. Dynamic AOP
is present in the works of Popovici et al. [124, 123]. The ideais to use runtime
hooks in the Java Virtual Machine to weave and unweave aspects in the running
code. Although the framework relies on the usage of the Java language, it offers
interesting directions of using aspects other than enriching code at compile time
with no possibility of “getting rid” of woven code. The danger with using dynamic
AOP is security violation [117]. Ways of preventing identity forging or unwanted
behaviour changes are code signing and contracts, as seen byPalmer. A sort of
dynamic aspect weaving and usage, mainly at runtime, is presented by Zinky and
Shapiro [171]. Their approach is to define adaptive featuresas classes and instan-
tiate different pieces of code at runtime depending on the adaptation needed. The
concept is called aspect oriented interceptor pattern, andis not related to a certain
programming language. Using the concept of “fragmented objects” Hauck et al.
[72] develop a middleware AspectIX to permit configuration of aspects for interac-
tion of a client with such an object. Fragmented object is a CORBA object that is
transparently distributed over several sites and a client using it has at least one of
the fragments in its address space.

Aspect orientation can be useful to handle the ever-increasing complexity of
middlewares. Zhang and Jacobsen [166] propose a way of improving middleware
architecture by horizontal decomposition to separate aspect modules. For this an
aspect mining procedure is needed. CORBA is used as a case study. Coyler et
al. [34, 33] presents aspect orientation as a way to perform the needed steps for
designing manageable middleware systems: devising application-middleware in-
dependence, middleware simplicity and componentization by clearly separating
crosscutting concerns from functional modules. As case study, the middleware
product-line of IBM involving thousands of classes was used.

In our work we use aspect-oriented programming as a technique to lift mid-
dleware level fault tolerance mechanisms to application level. As a result, perfor-
mance of the application running on top of the FT middleware can be improved,
with keeping transparency and no-intervention from the application writer.

Works available in the area of fault tolerance as an aspect are mostly proposing
ways of incorporating fault tolerance as an aspect in the design. Herrero et al.
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[73] develop an aspect language called JReplica which is destined to describe at a
very high level e.g. replication policies, actions to be performed before and after
a replicated server is created, as well as error actions. Theinfrastructure where a
JReplica description is used is residing on a communicationmiddleware (CORBA,
Java RMI) and has an interception layer. This layer acts on the request and performs
actions described in the JReplica file. As an extension, the introduction of an extra
stereotype in UML is proposed. The new stereotype called “Replication” would be
helpful to express already in the design, the usage of fault tolerance features.

France and Georg [56] introduce the concept of aspect-oriented design (AOD).
In this approach two types of models are developed during thedesign: a model of
functionality and a number of aspect models that include each modules related to a
certain concern, e.g. fault tolerance. The advantages of separation are clear when
thinking about handling changes in the fault tolerance aspect. After a change the
new model is weaved with the functionality model. In this approach aspects are
defined application-independent in the sense that no exposure of the application is
needed to define pointcuts and advices. The role model is usedto define properties
of aspects. Weaving the aspect model into the functional model actually means that
the functional model is transformed to fulfill the role whoseproperties are carried
in the aspect.

Fabry [48] is concerned with describing replication as an aspect. In an object-
oriented context it is important what part of the object is replicated: its data (state)
or behaviour. There are two other concerns that have to be considered and their
separation as aspects is not always possible: naming of replicas and assignment of
initial values to replicas. Both these operations are best done by the application
that knows what initial values have to be assigned to the objects (i.e. provides and
calls the constructor), and knows best for what are the objects used and thus what
naming convention is suitable. However, in this situation,the replication aspect is
not completely separable from the application.

Another non-functional property of a system is real-time performance. Tesanovic
et al. [151] show how aspects are used to develop component-based real-time sys-
tems. The concept they present comprises a design method that assumes decompo-
sition of real-time systems into components and aspects. Also, in a further contri-
bution [150] the authors present a formalization frameworkfor verifying properties
of components, aspects and components changed with aspects. This work pro-
vides the grounds for enhancing middleware to support real-time properties in a
predictable manner.
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6.8 Summary

This chapter presented an elegant solution to the problem ofmoving some mid-
dleware level operation in the application code. A non-elegant solution would
have been to leave only one option to the application writer:to make the appli-
cation fault-tolerant with lower average overhead, the logging and synchronization
mechanism should be coded into the application. Thus, our approach increases the
potentials for middleware supported fault tolerance, at animproved performance
level.

One could ask: why introducing the usage of AOP only in connection with
the FT-CORBA platform? The answer is that in the FA-CORBA platform, there
would be no performance gain to move middleware level operations to application
level. This is due to the fact that actually the application processing part is itself
embedded in the middleware, by ways of using the portable interceptor in which
the algorithm operations are implemented.



Chapter 7

Computing the optimal
checkpointing interval

This chapter will use mathematical modelling to obtain an optimal checkpointing
interval for a passive replication mechanism. We focus on two optimization criteria:

� The checkpointing interval that leads to highest average availability of a
server system

� The checkpointing interval that provides a minimal averageresponse time
for queries to the server

Checkpointing, although indispensable in failure prone systems to ensure avail-
ability, involves a trade-off. If checkpointing is performed too often, then the server
is often stopped from processing requests. On the other hand, failover times can in-
crease if the log where operations (for replay) are stored isnot pruned often enough.

This chapter presents two mathematical models: first, a relatively simple model
to maximize the average availability; next, an extended version of this model that
includes the extra time spent to process the requests that queue up during failover,
the so-calledbacklog processingtime. This extra time has no significant influence
on the maximal average availability, but it is crucial in thestudy of the average
response time. In both models queuing theory is employed to model the client re-
quests waiting to be processed by the server. The first model is used for computing
the checkpointing interval that maximizes availability and the second for comput-
ing the checkpointing interval that minimizes response time.

This chapter has three main parts:
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1. background information about the checkpointing procedure as it is performed
in a setting resembling the FT-CORBA infrastructure

2. basic assumptions and a preliminary model (not includingbacklog process-
ing)

3. the formulas used to derive the optimal checkpointing interval both for max-
imizing average availability and for minimizing response time, respectively.

The expression of the checkpointing interval will be determined as a function
of other parameters of the system such as average service rates, average request
arrival rate, and average failure rate. The idea is to support the engineer with a
tool that gets as input the above parameters and provides thebest checkpointing
interval. Depending on the optimization criterion, the proper formulas are used.

To our knowledge this is the first time a mathematical model ofa logging and
failover mechanism is done at this level of detail and for thepurpose of optimally
defining the checkpointing interval. Moreover, it is the first time the study of back-
log processing is introduced.

In the coming section we will briefly survey the existing works on checkpoint-
ing interval optimization. At the same time, we will position our work relative to
previous results, thereby reinforcing the above claim.

7.1 Related work

Several researchers have studied the checkpointing trade-off in the context of fault-
tolerant processing systems, and formulated the problem ofthe “optimum check-
pointing interval”. Most of the results are obtained for settings where a long-
running job (performing heavy calculations), or a process,is from time-to-time
checkpointed [164, 87, 88, 29, 121, 95]. Other models include request process-
ing or message logging systems [63, 148, 146] and request processing in mobile
environments [27]. A recent survey by Elnozahy et al. [47] presents definitions,
different aspects of checkpointing and logging, as well as implementation issues of
transparent rollback-recovery techniques. However, the survey does not cover the
aspect of checkpoint interval optimization.

Early results by Young [164] were based on simple assumptions such as fixed
time between checkpoints, as well as the time taken for recording the state. This
seminal work provided a simple, yet applicable formula for the value of the optimal
checkpoint interval (depending only on failure rate and state recording time).
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Criteria for checkpoint interval optimization are discussed by Krishna et al.
[87]. Two types of systems are considered: real-time systems with hard deadlines
and general-purpose systems. The criticism is directed towards two optimization
criteria that are not powerful enough in relation to an application: availability mea-
sure and mean response time. Good criteria, on the other hand, envision aspects
of the systems that really show how checkpointing is advantageous when failures
occur. For real-time systems a recommended criterion is a measure of how well
checkpointing helps tasks to not miss their deadlines underfailures. For general-
purpose systems a proposed criterion is a ratio between how much processes that
fail gain by way of checkpointing and how much the other processes gain. In our
modelling and analysis, the gain is shown when studying the average response time
when no checkpointing is used in comparison with the minimumresponse time (see
Section 8.1.1).

Coffman et al. [29] study the problem of scheduling checkpoints also in the
context of fault-tolerant very long lasting computations.For different uniform fail-
ure arrival time laws, and considering the checkpoint time as constant, the aim is
to maximize the time spent in useful computations during a certain time interval
where checkpoints are also scheduled.

Kulkarni et al.[88] analyze the optimal checkpoint interval in a queuing system
where long-running jobs queue at a server for execution. Theanalysis focuses
on the completion time of one long-running job in presence ofcheckpointing and
failures. In our context, incoming “jobs” are not considered as long-running, and
besides, checkpointing can only delay queuing requests, and not executing ones.

Plank and Thomason [121], as well as Vaidya[153] consider the two time val-
ues called checkpoint latency (total checkpointing time),and checkpoint overhead
(time taken by checkpointing from the running process) to bedifferent from each
other, but constants. Previous works consider these as equal. In our analysis both
of them are random variables.

Works that model request processing server systems by queuing, usually do
not analyze the call replay time part of the failover time in terms of the num-
ber of calls/messages to be replayed. The assumption of the state transfer time
being a constant is kept. For example, Gelenbe [63] defines the failover time
� ��  � �� � �

, where
�

is the checkpointing interval that has to be optimized.
� depends on a constant� that is the proportion of requests that has to be reex-
ecuted after a failure.

�
is the state transfer time (constant). In that paper, it is

proved that when
�

is deterministic, then the system’s availability is maximal. In
our model, instead of using a constant like�, we assume an exponential distribution
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for the replay time for one call, and find a distribution of thenumber of calls to be
replayed, to further compute the failover time.

Tantawi and Ruschitzka [148] use the same type of formula forthe failover
time, where the two coefficients are constants. They assume general failure in-
terarrival time distribution, as well as the possibility offailures occurring during
failover. However, due to the generic assumptions they end up providing mathe-
matically intractable computations, even if failures are not allowed to occur during
failover and checkpointing. Only when considering an equidistant checkpointing
strategy the problem of computing an optimum becomes tractable.

More practical works in similar contexts are conducted by Chen and Lyu [27],
and Ssu et al. [146]. Chen and Lyu present a mathematical model for a check-
pointing system in mobile environments. Their model is extended as compared
with previous ones, because of hand-offs that can occur. They define effectiveness
as a measure for how well the system performs under failure conditions, with and
without checkpointing. They assume that failures can occurduring recovery (re-
pair) after a failure. The repair time is modelled as a randomvariable with general
distribution. No explicit modelling of message logging andreplay is used. Ssu et
al. develop a checkpointing scheme in which the interval between checkpoints is
modified during execution depending on incoming request rate as well as failure
rate. Message logging is involved, to reduce failover time.A user provided upper
bound on failover time is considered when deciding whether to make a checkpoint
or not.

A different approach, based only on simulation, is taken by Katsaros and Lazos
[79] in their work about determining the optimal state transfer policy in a repli-
cated scenario. The study is conducted on an implementationof the FT-CORBA
standard. Since in active replication state transfer to a new replica is needed only
when the number of alive replicas drops under a certain value, this replication is
recommended when the time to transfer the state is longer than the time to execute
a request. In cold and warm passive replication state transfer and thus checkpoint-
ing are done often, and therefore it is worth to study the typeof checkpointing
to be employed (periodic or load based) and the interval at which it should take
place. The results of the simulations show that load based protocols give rise to
lower response time overheads, and lower sensitivity to size of the state, as well as
increased system availability.

The area of optimizing response time by choosing an appropriate checkpointing
interval has not been studied so extensively. The work of Gelenbe and Derochette
[64] comprises mathematical analysis for determining the checkpointing interval
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minimizing the response time of transactions, respectively maximizing availability
of database systems. As a difference from our work, the time taken by a checkpoint
operation is considered exponentially distributed. Also,as in the work of Gelenbe
from 1979 [63], the failover time is considered simply as proportional (via a con-
stant�) to the checkpointing interval, where� is not computed in the mathematical
model, but chosen empirically. An outcome of the work (as will be visible in our
results, too) is that the optimal checkpointing intervals (rates) are rather different
for the two optimization criteria. Huang and Jalote [74] present the effect of fault
tolerance (in terms of replication and degree, total failures and repair time) and
checkpointing on the average response time. A model is presented for computing
the average response time in a primary-backup setting, where the resulting formula
contains the system availability. No explicit logging of requests is considered. Fur-
thermore, the replay is done after all requests since the last checkpoint are resent to
the new primary. The replay time is simply computed as being proportional with
the checkpointing interval.

In the area of real-time, the influence of checkpointing on performance has been
studied mainly for hard real-time systems ([168], [129]). Both works present a for-
mula for the worst case response time considering differentfailure arrival patterns
and checkpointing strategies. Zhang and Chakrabarty [168]consider the rollback
and state restoration time to be zero. Punnekkat et al. [129]present an optimal
algorithm for checkpointing real-time tasks such that the least time is needed if a
failure occurs and some task has to be reexecuted.

Even if not directly related to checkpointing optimization, queuing theory tai-
lored for real-time systems - so called Real-Time Queuing Theory (RTQT) [93] -
provides solutions for the queuing system in heavy traffic. Lehoczky [93] reduces
a queue with heavy traffic to a Brownian motion. RTQT is used inthe work of Zhu
et al.[170] to analyze design trade-offs in a real-time system where tasks with given
end-to-end deadlines are served in a network of server nodesforming a pipeline.

Our two criteria for optimization when determining the optimal checkpointing
interval are similar to other researchers’ choice: the average time the server is avail-
able for processing client requests, chosen by Plank et al. [121] and Vaidya [153],
and the average response time of a request, like in the work ofGelenbe [63]. Al-
though these criteria may not be recommended for hard real-time applications [87],
we consider them powerful enough for meaningful analysis ina wide range of high
availability and soft real-time applications.
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7.2 The checkpointing procedure

Chapters 7 and 8 consider the mathematical modelling of a part of our FT-CORBA
infrastructure (presented in Chapter 4), namely the logging and checkpointing unit
used in failover procedure (see Section 2.2.3), plus part ofthe application (the
server object). However, we claim that the modelling and analysis performed can
be applied to any other middleware, or even in contexts wheremiddleware is not
present. The goal of the optimization chapters is not to formalize the original over-
head study. Rather, we aim to support the tuning of one parameter (the check-
pointing interval) in order to achieve maximum availability, respectively minimum
response time. Another point to note is that we analyze the primary-backup service
availability as if there were sufficient number of backups available for the given
failure frequency. A special case of this is the assumption of one backup and that
there will be no failures until the most recently failed primary has recovered. If the
number of backups is limited or the latter assumption is not valid in the circum-
stances then the model has to be extended to include the repair time for a server.

We now go on to describe the same checkpointing procedure that was already
addressed in the Chapter 4. However, here more (and different) details are given
on the operations involved therein, as these are needed to better understand the
modelling that will follow. We envisage that similar operations (constituting the
checkpointing procedure) are part of any such middleware orapplication that uses
the primary-backup mechanism, and thus have a general character.

Figure 7.1 shows the general scheme of checkpointing and logging procedures.
Upon arrival from the client, the update method calls are logged by a server that
is dedicated for logging (Logging server on the left hand side). The main
server that handles the application object is denoted byApplication server.
The call log includes information about the result of executing the client query on
theApplication server, too. This information is used by the middleware in
order to avoid executing the same call more than once on the server (and is used
only if a client sends the same query more than once).

Thus, for an arriving request, before logging call information, the system looks
for the record of a reply to the call. If this is found, the reply is returned at once
to the calling client. Thus, no operation on the applicationobject will take place.
Otherwise, the call information is recorded in the log, and the request will proceed
to theApplication server for being processed on the object and accom-
plishing the actual serving of the client’s request. After the request is processed on
theApplication server, the request “returns” to theLogging server to
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Logging
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Figure 7.1: The logging and application servers and their relation

write its reply in the log. This step is followed by sending the reply to the client.
From time to time the infrastructure initiates a checkpointing request (by initiat-
ing aget state call on theApplication server). This call is treated in a
similar manner to the calls generated by clients.

To summarize, there are two categories of call information logging: (1) calls
corresponding to the client requests and (2) calls corresponding to theget state
request. There are two categories of reply logging: (1) the returned result by the
client initiated calls, and (2) the result of theget state call, i.e. the completed
checkpointing of the state. When storing the call information, the log is checked for
replies, thus a reply logging operation has to wait in a queue. When a reply logging
operation is performed, no call information logging goes on, and so on. Hence at
theLogging server the calls are executed sequentially in a run to completion
manner (i.e. no interruptions of one execution by another).

We use a combination of forked [153, 121] and sequential checkpointing: from
time to time, the checkpoint procedure is initiated by a parallel process. However,
this process only inserts a checkpointing request in a queuewhere normal requests
are queuing to obtain service. As mentioned before, while the checkpointing re-
quest is serviced, no other request is processed in the server.

The checkpointing procedure has six phases:

1. waiting to mark the last (client) call record

2. marking the last call record

3. waiting to execute the “state reading” on theApplication server

4. reading the state from the server

5. waiting to record the state
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Figure 7.2: The checkpointing procedure times slices

6. recording the state in theLogging server

In what follows we explain the above in more detail.
Upon arrival of aget state request, the last call record from the log has to

be marked. This is needed because the calls that arrived before theget state
request shall all be executed at theApplication server beforeget state,
and therefore their call records can be removed from the calllog after state record-
ing. The marking operation is in fact achieved by logging theget state call that
was mentioned in the last section. Thus, the call toget state first spends some
time at theLogging server (phase 1 above, denoted by the first�� in Figure
7.2), and then its own logging amounts to marking the previous call (phase 2 above,
denoted by the first�� in Figure 7.2).

Next, the call toget state arrives at theApplication server, and
waits for all queuing update calls to finish execution on the object. After this, the
get state request is executed on the application object: the state of the object
(as left by the last update operation executed beforeget state) is read (phases
3 and 4 above, denoted by�� and�� in Figure 7.2).

Finally, the state that was read byget state is recorded at theLogging
server, after all queuing calls at that server. Thus, before “exiting the system”,
the completedget state request again spends some time in the queue of the
Logging server and on it (phases 5 and 6 above, denoted by the second��
and�� in Figure 7.2).

The six phases constitute the whole checkpointing procedure, and are repeated� (the checkpointing interval) time units after the last phase was completed. See
Figure 7.2 for a visualization of this procedure. Note that failures can appear at any
time between instance� and� � �

of checkpointing.
The goal of our work is to support the engineer that uses such an infrastructure

by providing the optimal value of the average checkpointinginterval, under certain
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Figure 7.3: Servers and queues

simplifying assumptions, after inputting the other parameters (e.g. average client
request arrival rate, average failure rate, average service rates) of the system. The
optimal checkpointing interval is the value that maximizes the average time the
system is available for client request processing, or that minimizes the average
response time of client requests. The two values, as the experiments will show,
are different, as the optimization criteria are not overlapping. Also, some of the
assumptions made in the model are common for both optimization settings and
others are different.

7.3 Basic model

This section will present common modelling aspects when considering both opti-
mization criteria: average availability and average response time.

Throughout this and the next chapter, capital letters (withor without subscript,
e.g.�, �� ) designate random variables.

In the approximating Markov model below,� is a random variable with generic
distribution1 with

� ��
 � �. � will be expressed as a function of different given
parameters and is chosen such that the system spends the least time in failover
operations, as well as checkpointing, or it provides an optimal average response
time when processing client requests.

The aim of the models is to express the average time the systemis available for
client request processing, respectively the average response time, as a function of
the “unknown” quantity� (or some intermediate�, such that� is a function of�),
and the “known” system parameters. Once this function is found, the main goal of
finding the� that maximizes, respectively minimizes it, can be achieved.

Following the description in the last section, we model the server side of the ap-
plication as a set of two servers (in terms of queuing theory). The first server where

1Same as the random variable� from Vaidya’s work [153].
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client requests arrive to be served first (for logging purposes) is theLogging
server (server 1 in Figure 7.3). The second server at which requests arrive
(to perform the actual computations) is theApplication server (server
2 in Figure 7.3). The two servers form a pipeline. Customers ofserver 1 are
the requests that arrive originally from the client, as wellas the checkpointing re-
quests. These customers, when departing fromserver 1, become customers of
server 2. Customers ofserver 2 when departing, return toserver 1 (see
the “feedback” arrow in Figure 7.3). Fromserver 1 they depart as “reply to
client” (see the arrow in 7.3 that corresponds to that arrow in the Figure 7.1).

7.4 Modelling assumptions

This section will present our assumptions for the basic model. Assumptions specific
to each model will be presented in the sections dedicated to each of them.

In line with earlier works [148, 63, 164, 87, 30, 95] we assumethat a failure
is detected as soon as it occurs. We also assume that no failure occurs during a
failover [164, 63, 95, 30]. We assume that the first failure arrives after the first
checkpoint operation was completed. The average arrival rate of client requests is
assumed to be higher than the average arrival rate of checkpointing requests.

We will approximate the interarrival time between two consecutive checkpoint-
ing requests with independent identically distributed random variables, with expo-
nential distribution with average'�� . As a consequence, the random variable� is
not deterministic2.

A simplifying assumption we make is that the probability distribution of ser-
vice times on the two servers does not depend on the type of request the server is
processing. This means, for example, that the probability distribution for the ser-
vice time of a call information logging request onserver 1 is the same as the
distribution for the service time of a reply logging request. Also, the state transfer
part of the failover time is assumed to be a constant�. Related to queue analysis,
we assume that no infinite queues build up at any of the servers.

Client request interarrival times are independent identically distributed vari-
ables with exponential distribution. Service times on the two servers and call replay
time are also exponentially distributed. Failure interarrival time distribution is also
exponential, as in [164, 121, 153, 87, 63, 27].

2However, it will be shown in Chapter 8, that the optimal valueobtained for� � � ���, works
rather well in a simulation setting, when a deterministic

�
is chosen.
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Finally, in the current work we assume thatall client requests arriving atserver
1, will proceed to the queue ofserver 2 and will be processed onserver 2.
In other words,no client request arriving atserver 1 has been resent by the
client, i.e. no requests find a reply in the call log.

7.5 Queuing analysis

For both optimization cases we will analyze two queues: the one atserver 1,
and the one atserver 2. What we need, are the distributions of interarrival times
of customers of the two servers, as well as distributions of their service times. Since
we assume that all “external” customer interarrival time distributions as well as
service time distributions are exponential (see Section 7.4), all “internal” customer
interarrival time distributions are also exponential. By “internal” customers we
mean, customers ofserver 2 and customers ofserver 1 that are fed back
from server 2. Let the average arrival rate of client requests be� '. Since all
interarrival time and service time distributions for the two queues are exponentially
distributed, the two queuing systems are��� ��, and, besides, they form a Jackson
network [3].

The average arrival rate for customers atserver 1 can be computed as fol-
lows. The queue is composed of:

� “external” customers, given by normal (client) and checkpointing (infrastruc-
ture) requests: these have average arrival rate� � � ' � �(

� “internal” customers, given by “feedback” fromserver 2: these have av-
erage arrival rate� (equal to the average departure rate fromserver 2)

Thus, the total average arrival rate of customers atserver 1 is ��.
The queue atserver 2 contains customers that departed fromserver 1

that will eventually return toserver 1. Hence, the average arrival rate of cus-
tomers atserver 2 is �.

Figure 7.3 shows the servers, as well as the customer interarrival and service
time distributions at each of them. The text under each box (e.g. � '"�� �$ ) shows
the service time distribution on the respective server. Thus, the average service rates
on the two servers are� ' and� (, respectively. The figure does not show the average
request replay rate (this will be denoted by��). The reason for considering the
average replay time different from the average service timeon theApplication
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server is that the replay of calls is assumed not to involve any overhead that the
normal request processing would involve. Replay of requests is performed on the
server object locally, in a batch, not incurring middlewareoverhead. As will be
seen in the numerical studies section, the value of the replay rate will be chosen
larger than the service rate on theApplication server.

The consequence of the assumption “no infinite queues build up at the servers”
is that the following relations hold between�,� ', and� ( : � � � ( and �� � � '.
The consequence of the assumptions “average rate of incoming client request is
higher than the average rate of checkpointing request arrival” is: �( � � '.

The average time a customer waits in the (� ����) queues ofserver 1 and
server 2, is given by classical queuing theory formulas [3], and is described by� ��� 
 � (� ��(��� � �� ��(� ��(�� � and

� �� � 
 � � ����
� � �� � �� ���� � , respectively.

Some variables used in our optimization analysis are shown in figures 7.3 and
7.4 and summarized in Table 7.1. The average values of the random variables�
and� will be computed in the respective sections dedicated to thetwo optimization
criteria. Besides, new variables specific to each model willbe introduced there.

7.6 Optimal checkpointing for maximum availability

The goal of this modelling is to obtain the expression for theaverage time that
the system is available for client request processing. To reach our goal let us first
consider the failover time random variable.

Without loss of generality, we will perform our analysis considering a failure
occurring between the time when the�$� (� � �

) checkpointing request left the
system (see arrow “to client/infrastructure” in Figure 7.1) , i.e. the�$� state record-
ing happened, and the time when the� � ��$

state recording happened, i.e. the
� � ��$

checkpointing request left the system. Let the two points atwhich these
state recordings take place be�	 and�	� ' respectively (see Figure 7.4). A failure
may occur anywhere between�	 and �	� ', including any of the intervals corre-
sponding to the phases of the checkpointing procedure. Let� be the random vari-
able denoting the interarrival time between checkpoints (

� �� 
 � '�� ). For reasons of
symmetry we have that�	� ' � �	 � � (in terms of random variable distributions,
it does not matter if T is written as the sum of� and the first group�� , �� , �� , etc.,
or the second group; in other words,�	� ' � �	 � � �, but � and� � have identical
probability distributions). In sequel we will only refer to�.

In this section, we will assume that after each failure (and the corresponding
failover) the system is started out with no backlog. Thus, noclient requests are
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��
wait time in the queue of theLogging server � ��� � � ���	��
� � �� � ��� ��
 ���
wait time in the queue of theApplication
server

� ��� � � ��	�
�
 ��
 �� �
 �
��

service (processing) time on theLogging server � ��� � � �����
service (processing) time on theApplication
server

� ��� � � ��

�

time between two checkpoint request arrivals � ��� � ��
�
distance between the moment of failure and the mo-
ment of the last state recording (

��
)

� � �
�

time between the end of checkpoint� and beginning
of checkpoint� � �

� ��� � �
��

time the checkpointing request spends on the two
servers (

�� � �� � �� � ��
)

� ��� � � ��
 � ���
��

time the checkpointing request spends in the system
(
�� � �� � �� � �� � ��

)
� ��� � � ��
 ���
 � ��� �����


��
call replay time � ��� � � ���� state transfer time � 
number of call records in the log that have to be re-
played at failover

!
"

failover time !
Table 7.1: Variables used in the models
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Figure 7.4: Relation between different random variables

queued up at any of the two servers.

Table 7.2 summarizes the random variables specific to the basic model used
when maximizing average availability. The average value ofall the variables will
be computed in the rest of this section.
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��
time the system is available for client request process-
ing between the occurrence of two consecutive failures

� ���� � � ��� � ! � �"� ! � �� � � � ����
��

time between two failures � ��� � � ����
number of checkpoint requests that arrive and are exe-
cuted between two failure occurrences

� �� � � � ��� �� ���� ���

Table 7.2: Availability random variables

The failover time is dependent on the state transfer time (constant�) and the
number of requests to be replayed. In other words, the failover time random vari-
able depends partly on the number of call records in the call log at the moment
of failure. This number (denoted by the random variable� in Table 7.1) is the
same as that of client requests that managed to record their call information in the
log between the moment the checkpointing request leftserver 1 on its way to
server 2 and the moment of failure (from Figure 7.4, the length of thistime
interval can be computed as� � � �� � �� � �� � 	). The calls thatrecordedtheir
information in the log during this interval, are exactly theones thatarrived at the
application server (server 2) during the interval. The average rate of arrival of
these calls atserver 2 is � '. Hence, to obtain

� �� 
, we can use Little’s formula
[3]:

� �� 
 � � '� ��� � �� � �� � �� � 	 �	 � � 
 ,where

� ��� � �� � �� � �� � 	 �	 � � 
 �
� � ��� 
 � � ��� 
 � � ��� 
 � � ��� 
 � � �	 �	 � � 
 (1)

Using well known properties of conditional expectation described in Section
2.5.1, we obtain (remember that the���s of 	 and � are �
 "��� � and �( "��� $
respectively):
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� �	 �	 � � 
� � �1����	 
� �1���� 
 �
��� ��� 1��$���
"��� ��( "���$ ����

� �	 � � 
 �

�
���

� $�� ��
"��� ���� �("��� $ ��
�������

�
��� ��"��� $ �� � '�� � � '�� � �( "��� $��

������� �

� � ��� ��( "� ������ �$ �� � ��� ���� "� ������ �$ �� � ��� ���� "��� $ ��
������� �

� �
��

������ �� �
���� ������ � � '��

������� � �
��
 � �( ( �
�
 � �(

�
 �
� �

�
 � �( (2)

Now, by substituting values from Table 7.1 in (1) and by using(2), we obtain
� �� 
:

� �� 
� � ' � � ' � �(
� ( �� ( � � ' � �(  �

�
� ( � �� ' � ��(

� ' �� ' � �� ' � ��(  �
�
� ' �

�
�
 � �( �

� � ' � �
� ( � � ' � �( �

�
� ' � �� ' � ��( �

�
�
 � �( � (3)

The time for call replay is given by multiplying
� �� 
 with the average call re-

play time (
� ��� 
). By substituting values from Table 7.1 and using (3) the average

failover time can be computed as well.

� �� 
� � ��� 
 � � �� 
 � � �
� � '

��
� �
� ( � � ' � �( �

�
� ' � �� ' � ��( �

�
�
 � �( � � � (4)

The formula for the average system availability between twoconsecutive failures
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(
� ��� 
) can be computed from the formula in Table 7.2, by substituting

� ��
:
� ��� 
� � ��� 
 � � �� 
 � � ��
 � � ��� 
 � � ��� 
 � � �� 
 �

� ��� 
 � � �� 
� �� 
 � � �� � 
 �
� �� ��� 
 � � �� 
 �� �

� �� � 
� �� 
 �

Thus, by using (4), and by replacing
� ��� 
 with its value from Table 7.2, and

� �� � 

and

� �� 
 with values from Table 7.1, we obtain for
� ��� 
:

� ��� 
 � � �
�
 � � '

��
� �
� ( � � ' � �( �

�
� ' � �� ' � ��( �

�
�
 � �( � � �

� �

�
�� � �( � �

� ( � �
� '��

(5)

As mentioned earlier, our goal is to obtain the� that maximizes
� ��� 
. However,

we obtained
� ��� 
 as a function of�(. The relation between�( and� is given by

the following (recall that
� ��
 � � , and see Figure 7.4):

� �� 
 � � ��
 � �� ��� 
 � �� ��� 
 � � ��� 
 � � ��� 
 (6)

By replacing in (6), the values for
� �� 
, � ��
, � ��� 
, � ��� 
, � ��� 
, and

� ��� 
 from
Table 7.1, we obtain:�

�( � � � �
� ' � � ��� ' � ��( 

� ' �� ' � �� ' � ��(  �
�
� ( � � ' � �(

� ( �� ( � � ' � �( 
which leads to

� � �
�( �

�
�( � � ' � � ( � ���( � �� ' � � ' (7)

To obtain the value of�( , that maximizes
� ��� 
 (in (5)) one has first to study the

concavity property of the function
� ��� 
 in terms of�( (in a shorter form,� ��( ).

Then, for�( in the intervals where the function is concave (if it is somewhere) solve
the equation� � ��(  � �. Finally the�( that gives the “absolute” maximum� ��( 
(
� ��� 
) should be chosen.

It is visible from the formula in (5) that� ��(  is a rational function and it
is therefore continuous on regions between its poles (values of �( that are roots
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of the denominator). Thus, the concavity study can be conducted only in the re-
gions between two poles where the function is continuous. The poles are:��
 ,
� ( � � ' and

���(� �( . As we will assume that the value of the average service
rate on theLogging server is much larger than that on theApplication
server (

��� � %% �), we will have the relation� ( � � ' � ���(� �( . As the values of
�( (that maximize the value of

� ��� 
) interesting to us are positive, and even more,
smaller than� ', the poles we will consider are only� ( � � ' and

� ��(� �( . Thus,
the interesting intervals where to study the functions concavity are �� � � ( � � '
and �� ( � � ' � ���(� �( . As � ( � � ' % � (� ( % � '), and� ' %% �� ( (� ' %% �� ',
and thus� ' % �� '), we have that� ' � �� ' % � ', and as a consequence, the max-
imizing �( cannot be in the third interval, as we must have�( � � '. Of course, it
is possible that on each of the intervals�� � � ( � � '  and �� ( � � ' � � ' � �� ' the
function is neither convex, nor concave.

To study the concavity of� ��(  one must find the second derivative� �� ��(  and
study its sign. Below we will give the first and second derivatives of� ��( :

� � ��(  � �
� �

�
�


� � �
� ( � �

� '� �

� � '
��

� (� �� � �
� �� � � (� �� ���( � � ( � � ' ( �

��� � � (� �� � � �� �� ����( � � ' � �� '( �
��
� � � (��� ���( � �
 ( � (8)

� �� ��(  � � �� '
��

� (� ��� �
� �� � � (� �� ���( � � ( � � '� �

� �� � � (� �� � � �� �� ����( � � ' � �� '� �
��
� � � (������( � �
 � � (9)

If we would further refine the two expressions from above, both � � ��(  and� �� ��(  would turn out to be rational functions. The nominator in� � ��(  is a poly-
nomial with degree four (it has degree two only when the two poles � ( � � ' and� �( � � ' are equal) (a), and the nominator in� �� ��(  is a polynomial with degree
six (it has degree three only when the two poles� ( � � ' and

��( � � ' are equal)
(b). The two poles can never be equal as, an opposite situation would lead to the
equality� ( � � �( , and we assumed that� ' %% �� ( (c).

Now, in order to study the sign of� �� ��(  one needs to solve - according to (a)
and (c), - a sextic equation, to find the roots of the nominatorpolynomial. Fur-
ther, in order to solve the equation� � ��(  � � one has to solve a quartic equation
(according to (b) and (c)). According to Ferrari the quarticequation has analytic
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solutions[19]. Abel’s impossibility result [1] tells thatthe sextic equation does not
have analytic solutions. In any case (even for the quartic equation), since comput-
ing those solutions analytically is very tedious, we chose to use the tool Mathe-
matica [162] that can perform numerical maximization of functions, given certain
constraints. In this way we skip both the analysis of the concavity of the function
(to determine the region where the maximum can be found) and the solving of the
equation. We simply specify the function to maximize, the constraints that have to
be satisfied by the maximizing solution, and let Mathematicado the operations for
us. One of our constraints was that� � �( � � '. In order for Mathematica to be
able to conduct the maximization of� ��() in �( and return the maximizing value
of �(, we had to give numerical values to all other system parameters: � ', � ', � ( ,
��, �
 and�.

Independently of how it is obtained (analytically and then replacing parameters
with numbers, or numerically), the value of�( that maximizes

� ��� 
 is a function
of all the other parameters appearing in

� ��� 
 (� ',�
 ,� ',� (,��). The value of� that
maximizes the average availability time, can then be computed by substituting the
obtained value for�( in equation (7).

7.7 Optimal checkpointing for minimum response time

In this section we will present the modelling and analysis aspects involved in the
computation of the checkpointing interval when the optimization criterion is the
average response time of a request. The queuing model used here is very similar to
the one used when optimizing average availability. However, an accurate measure
of response time turns out to benefit from modelling the backlog after failures.

Since the relation between� (the checkpointing interval) and�( (average check-
point arrival rate) remains the same as in equation (7), we will, at the end of our
analysis here, express the average response time as a function of the unknown�( .
All assumptions listed in Section 7.4 hold for this model as well. However, some
additional assumptions are necessary.

As shown in Figure 7.5 due to the extension of the basic mathematical model,
the time line �� ��  will be sliced in groups of failover, backlog processing and
equilibrium intervals. Equilibrium corresponds to normal processing,i.e. when the
system is not executing failover or backlog processing. Thebacklog processing in
the interval during which the server system (mainlyserver 2, as� ' %% � () has
to process all requests queued up during failover. Note thatfailures for which the
failover time is analyzed and included explicitly in the final formula of average re-
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EquilibriumBF

TF

EquilibriumBF

time

Figure 7.5: Equilibrium, failover and backlog processing

sponse time, are those that arise following the end of an equilibrium interval. These
are shown in Figure 7.5. Even though failures can occur also during backlog pro-
cessing intervals, implying new failovers, those failovertimes are incorporated in
the expression of the backlog processing time. Thus, they will not appear explicitly
in the final formula for response time that we provide.

7.7.1 New assumptions

Two different average failure arrival rates are considered, depending on whether the
failure arrives during a backlog processing interval, or during equilibrium intervals.
The average rate of failures during backlog processing

��
 , will be larger than the
“equilibrium” failure rate�
 , with

��
 � �
 �
�� . During this timeserver 2 is

busier with request processing.

We assume that reply logging “customers” ofserver 1 have higher priority
than other customers (client or checkpointing requests logging call information),
and the special “log reading customer” that appears only at the beginning of a
failover. This assumption affects the failover time that now consists of (1) state
transfer time (denoted by the constant�), (2) waiting for all reply logging customers
present inserver 1’s queue to be served, before the call information log can be
read for the replay, (3) call replay time for requests prior to the failure. Also, it
has a consequence on the way of computing the average number of calls that are
present in the call log at the moment of replay.

In this work we do not treat the heavy traffic case separately.We obtain one
formula for the average response time and do our analysis based on that, even for
large values of the average request arrival rate. The separate treatment of the latter
case is subject of future investigation following the work by Lehoczky about real-
time queuing theory [93].
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Figure 7.6: Failures and checkpointing

7.7.2 Minimizing average response time

The average response time is the average time a request spends in the system given
by server 1 andserver 2, from its arrival in the queue ofserver 1 as
call logging request, until it leavesserver 1 as reply to the client (see Figure
7.1). The system’s life cycle can be divided in two types of phases: failover when
the response flow is stopped, and equilibrium and backlog processing when the
system is processing requests. Hence, the average responsetime is basically given
by two parts: the average time spent when actual processing of the request takes
place plus the average extra time spent in the queue of some server due to failover.
Now, the latter fragment will be encountered by requests that arrive in the queue
of server 1 during a failover, or during equilibrium just before a failure, so that
their processing is delayed by the failover activities.

Without loss of generality, we will consider two particularpoints as delimiters
of the interval, in which a failure marking the end of an equilibrium interval oc-
curs, denoted by�	 and�	� ' (see Figure 7.6). As in our reasoning in Section 7.6
these are the points when the�$� (� � �

) checkpointing request left the system, i.e.
the �$� state recording happened, and the time when the� � ��$

state recording
happened, respectively (see arrow “to client/infrastructure” in Figure 7.1).

Note that, although the picture does not reflect such a situation, our assumptions
do not exclude the possibility of a failure occurring duringany of the six phases
of the checkpointing procedure (see Section 7.2 for a reminder of what these six
phases are and Figure 7.4 for a graphical representation). Remember from Section
7.6 that�	� ' � �	 � � (where

� �� 
 � '�� ).
Table 7.3 summarizes the random variables specific to the model used when

minimizing average response time. The average value of all the variables will be
computed in the rest of this section.
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�� response time of a client request -��
time between the end of failover� and the beginning
of failover � � �

-

 �
number of reply logging customers in the queue of
Logging server

-

 �
number of failures during the backlog processing in-
terval

-

�
time for processing all built up calls at the queue of
theLogging server during failover (backlog pro-
cessing time)

-

 �
number of requests that are processed during backlog
processing

-

Table 7.3: Response time (random) variables

By detailing the earlier intuitive description, we can formulate the expressions
for the lower and upper bound on the value of the average response time. Both have
four terms: two of them correspond to the average times spenton the servers during
equilibrium and backlog processing, respectively, while the other two correspond
to the average extra times spent by requests arrived during failover and just before
it, respectively. We enumerate them below:

� Term 1 expresses the average processing and wait time spent in the system
by requests that arrive and leave during equilibrium, weighted by the fraction
of time the system is in equilibrium while enough time is leftfor a request to
finish execution onserver 2

� Term 2 expresses the average processing and wait time spent in the system
by a request during backlog processing (this request eitherarrived during a
failover inside or outside the backlog processing, or was already in the queue
at server 1 when the failure occurred), weighted by the fraction of time
the system spends in backlog processing

� Term 3 expresses the average processing, wait and extra waittime spent by
requests that arrive while the system is executing a failover, weighted by the
fraction of time the system is executing failover

� Term 4 expresses the average processing, wait and extra waittime spent by
requests that arrived during equilibrium, but did not have enough time to
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complete their execution onserver 2, weighted by the fraction of time
left of equilibrium till the failure occurrence, during which there is no time
to leave the failedserver 2

The lower bound expression is obtained when assuming that the number of
failures that occur during backlog processing is zero. The upper bound is given
when assuming that at least one failure occurs during backlog processing, so that at
least one new buildup has to be handled until the backlog processing period is over.

The formula for the lower bound on the average response time (each of the four
terms appearing on a separate line) is given below:

� �� � 
����# �
� �� ��� 
����# � � �� 
����# � � '���(� ��(�� � '� ��� ���� �� � (� ��(� ��(�� � '� ��� ���� �

� ��� 
����# � � �� 
 �

�
� �� 
����# �� �

�� ����	�(� � � '� � �
� ��� 
����# � � �� 
 �

�
� �� 
 �� �� �( � � �

�� ����	�� � � '�� �
� ��� 
����# � � �� 
 �

� � '� ��(� ��(�� � '� � �� ���� � �� �� 
 � '� � �
� ��� 
����# � � �� 
 (10)

The formula for the upper bound of the average response time (each of the four
terms appearing on a separate line) is:
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� �� � 
����# �
� �� ��� 
����# � � �� 
����# � � '���(� ��(�� � '� ��� ���� �� � (� ��(� ��(�� � '� � �� ���� �

� ��� 
����# � � �� 
 �

�
� �� 
����# �� �

�� ����	�� � � '�� �
� ��� 
����# � � �� 
 �

�
� �� 
 �� �� �( � � �

�� ����	�� � � '�� �
� ��� 
����# � � �� 
 �

� � '���(� ��(�� � '� ��� ���� � �� �� 
 � '� � �
� ��� 
����# � � �� 
 (11)

As shown in the description above, we need to compute the following val-
ues: the average failover time (

� �� 
), the lower and upper bound for the average
number of requests that have to be processed until the equilibrium is reached after
the failover (

� ��� 
����# and
� ��� 
����# ), the lower and upper bound on the average

backlog processing time (
� �� 
����# and

� �� 
����# ), and the corresponding expres-
sions of the average time from the end of a failover until the moment of the next
failure (

� ��� 
����# and
� ��� 
����# ).

To compute the average failover time let us recall our reasoning about failure
occurrences and replaying of calls from Section 7.6. In the present context we have
again that the number of call records to replay (denoted by the random variable�
in Table 7.1) is the same as that of client requests that managed to record their call
information in the log between the moment the checkpointingrequest leftserver
1 on its way toserver 2 and the moment of failure. However, here we assume
that reply logging customers ofserver 1 have higher priority than call logging
customers. Therefore, after the checkpointing request read the state of the appli-
cation and returned in the queue ofserver 1 to log its reply (the state)no call
logging customer will be processed anymore until the momentthe checkpointing
request stores the state. Thus, in the present setting, the number of client requests
that manage to log their call information, i.e. arrive in thequeue ofserver 2 af-
ter the checkpointing request arrived there and before the failure occurred is equal
to the number of arrivals atserver 2 during the interval�� � �� � 	. By using
Little’s formula we can compute easily the average number ofcalls to replay (de-
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noted by the random variable� in Table 7.1), as the number of arrivals atserver
2 during the interval�� � �� � 	, where	 � �.

� �� 
 � � '� ��� � �� � 	 �	 � � 
 � � ��� 
 � � ��� 
 � � �	 �	 � � 

Using the result of (2) from Section 7.6, i.e.

� �	 �	 � � 
 � '����� , and the values
from Table 7.1 for

� ��� 
 and
� ��� 
, we obtain:

� �� 
� � ' �
� � ' � �(
� ( �� ( � � ' � �(  �

�
� ( �

�
�
 � �( �

� � ' �
� �
� ( � � ' � �( �

�
�( � �


�
(12)

The failover time includes, besides the call replay time (computed as
� �� 
 � � ��� 
)

and the state transfer time (�), the time taken to process onserver 1, all re-
ply logging requests present in its queue. The average number of reply logging
customers in the queue ofserver 1,

� ��� 
 is computed using classical average
computing formulas for discrete random variables:

� ��� 
 � ��
+-� .� ��� � .


The probability of the queue containing. reply logging customers at a point in time
is computed with classical queuing theory formulas (where we can approximate the
arrival rate with� '):

� ��� � .
 � �� � � '� +', where� ' � � '
� '

It follows that

� ��� 
 � ��
+-� .�

� � � '� +' � � '� � � ' � � �
� ' � � '

By replacing values from Table 7.1 the average failover timeis

� �� 
� � �� 
� ��� 
 � � ��� 
� ��� 
 � �

� � '
�� ��
 � �(  � � '

�� �� ( � � ' � �(  � � '
� ' �� ' � � ' � � (13)
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To compute the upper bound for the average number of requeststo be processed
during a backlog processing interval (

� ��� 
����# ) our reasoning is as follows: If
no failure occurs during the backlog processing interval, the average number of
requests processed is equal to the initial backlog size thatgives the lower bound� ��� 
����# . This lower bound is equal to the average number of requests that arrive
in the queue ofserver 1 during a failover.� ��� 
����# is computed by using Little’s formula (considering as interval for the
arrivals, the average failover time

� �� 
) and then (13):

� ��� 
����# � �� �� 
 �
� �

� � '
�� ��
 � �(  � � '

�� �� ( � � ' � �(  � � '
� ' �� ' � � ' � �� (14)

However, during backlog processing (i.e. before the processing of the initial� ��� 
����# requests is finished), failures can occur at the average rate�� � � �� � �� .
After each failover, while the system performs the backlog processing of the� ��� 
����# accumulated requests, new failures occur, and thus “new sets” of

� ��� 
����#
requests accumulate. An upper bound for the average number of requests that are
present in the queue can be calculated by using the formula (with � �� ��� 
����# 
given below):

� ��� 
����# � � ��� 
����# � � �� ��� 
����#  (15)

Intuitively, � �� ��� 
����#  can be seen as the average number of requests (from
the backlog) that are still unprocessed when a failure occurs at time�. An ap-
proximation of� �� ��� 
����#  can be computed as follows. Note that we will only
focus on the requests accumulated in the queue ofserver 2, the bottleneck, as
� ' %% � ( . Given a time moment��, let the number of requests waiting in the
queue ofserver 2 at ��, be � ��� . The number of requests in the queue of
server 2 waiting to be processed at time�� � �� (� ��� � �� ) when no fail-
ures occur between�� and�� � ��, is approximately equal to the number of re-
quests at time�� minus the number of requests that have left after being processed
on the server, plus the number of requests that arrived in thequeue. Considering
that the rate of arriving is�, while the rate of departing is� ( , we have thus:

� ��� � ��  � � ���  � ��� � � (�� � � ���  � �� ( � � ��
The value of�� for which the requests in the backlog have “vanished” is the

value for which� ��� � �� becomes zero, i.e.�� � ) �$� �� ��� .
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Now, at any time between� and � �
�� ����	�� ��� , failures can occur. Thus, the average

number of requests still remaining to be processed when a newfailure occurs is
given by the formula:

� �� ��� 
����# � � � ��� ����	��� ��
� �� ��� 
����# � �� ( � � � ��
"� ��� $ ��

� �� ��� 
����# � � ��� 
����# �� � "� ��� � ��� ����	�� � �� � �

�"� ��� � ��� ����	��� �� �� ��� 
����# � � ( � �
��


� � � ( � �
��


� � ��� 
����# � � ( � �
��


� � ( � �
��


"� 	�� � ��� ����	�� � ��
(16)

Now, by replacing
� ��� 
����# with its expression from (14) and� �� ��� 
����# 

with its expression from (16) in (15), by removing
� ��� 
����# from both sides of the

equality in (15), and rearranging the equation such that theunknown (
� ��� 
����# )

ends up on the left side, we obtain the equation in
� ��� 
����# :

� �� ( � � 
�
� ( "� � � �� � ��� ����	�� 
�� ���

� �
�� ( � �

�
� ( � � '
�� ��
 � �(  � � '

�� �� ( � � ' � �(  � � '
� ' �� ' � � ' � ��

If we further simplify with
� �� � �� ���� � , we obtain the equation:

"� �� �� � ��� ����	�� 
�� ��� � � �
�
� ( � � �� � ����� � � �

� �� � ������ � �
� �� � �� � �� ���� � � ��

� ( � � (17)

By solving equation (17) in
� ��� 
����# we obtain:

� ��� 
����# ��� ( � � �
�
� ( �

� ( � �
� ( � � � �
� ( � � �� � �� ��� � � �

� �� � ������ � �
� �� � �� � �� ���� � � �� (18)

� ��� 
����# will be used to determine the upper bound on the average backlog
processing time (

� �� 
����# ). When no failures occur during backlog processing,
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the average backlog processing time (
� �� 
����# ) is given by the average time taken

to process the initial backlog onserver 2, i.e.
� �� 
����# � � �

�� ����	�� � . By taking
into account that failures indeed might occur during backlog processing, the upper
bound on the average backlog processing time is given by the sum of

� ��� 
����# and
the sum of all average failover times and all average times for processing accumu-
lated requests for further failures until the original backlog processing interval ends.� �� 
����# is given thus by the formula below, where

� ��� 
 is the average number of
failures occurring during backlog processing:

� �� 
����# � � �� 
����# � � ��� 
 �� ��� 
����#
� ( � � �� 
�

� � ��� 
����#
� ( � � ��� 
 ��� �� 


� ( � � �� 
�
� � �� 
 � �

� ( � � ��� 
 � �
� ( � ���

(19)

We have that

� ��� 
 � ��
+- ' � ��� � .
 (20)

Let � 	 denote the number of calls in the backlog when processing resumes
after failure� (� % �). We can approximate

� �� 	 
 � � ��� 
����# . Let � 
 �	 be the
probability that a new failure occurs before the remaining� 	 requests are processed,
i.e. � 
 �	 � � ��� � � � � ��� � �
. It follows that

� 
 �	 � � �
���� ���
�

��
 "� ��� $��
 � � �� � "� 	�� ��� � �� � � � � � �"� 	�� ���� �� �

Let � 
 be the probability of a failure occurring during a time interval needed for
� ��� 
����# requests to vanish from the backlog (� �

�� ����	�� ��� , i.e. � 
 �� � � "� 	�� � ��� ����	��� ��
.

By Jensen’s inequality [71], because"� 	�� ���� ��
is a convex function, we have that

� 
 �	 	 � � "� 	�� � ��� �� � �� � � 
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Now we can compute� ��� � .
. We have that

� ��� � .
� � ��� � . ��� � . � �
� ��� � . � �
� � ��� � . ��� � . � �
� ��� � . � � ��� � . � �
� ��� � . � �

� '�

	-+ � ��� � � ��� � � � �
� ��� � �

� � 
 �+�'� 
 �+�( ���� 
 �� 	 � +


Therefore, the average number of failures occurring duringbacklog processing
is upper bounded:

� ��� 
 	 ��
+- ' � +
 � � 
� � � 
 � " � ��� ����	� 	���� �� � �

(21)

Now, by replacing the upper bound on
� ��� 
 (from (21)), and

� �� 
 (from (13)) in
(19), we obtain:

� �� 
����# � � � '
�� ��
 � �(  � � '

�� �� ( � � ' � �(  � � '
� ' �� ' � � '  � �� �

�
� �
� ( �

�" 	�� �� � �� � �� � �
� ( � ���

(22)

The value of the average time till the next failure, corresponding to the situation
when the average number of failures during backlog processing is larger than zero
(
� ��� 
����# ) will be computed by using the two probability distributions for the

failure interarrival: exponential with rate�
 (during equilibrium), respectively with
rate

��
 � �
 �
�� (during backlog processing).

� ��� 
����# � � �� �
� � ��
"� ��� $ �� �

� �
� ��
 "��� $ ���

� � � �
�

�
 � �� �
�
�

�
 "� ���� � �� �
�
�
 "�

�� ��
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Using Taylor expansion [103] as far as the second degree, about � � � �� 
����# ,
we obtain:

� ��� 
����# �
� � � �

��

�

�� �� 
����# �
�
��


� "� ��� � ������	� �
�� �� 
����# �

�
�


� "���
� ������	� �

� �
��


�
�� �� 
����# �

�
��


� "� ��� � ������	� �
�� �� 
����# �

�
�


� "���
� ������	� (23)

When the average number of failures during backlog processing is zero, the
value of the average time till the next failure (

� ��� 
����# ) is simply computed by
subtracting the average failover time from the average timebetween two failures
( '�� ). So,

� ��� 
����# � �
�
 �

� � '
�� ��
 � �(  � � '

�� �� ( � � ' � �(  � � '
� ' �� ' � � ' � ��

We will not expand further the expression of
� �� � 
����# or

� �� � 
����# as it would
yield a formula that is not followable.

The expression used to minimize the average response time is
� ��� 
����# . Like

in the previous section where the optimization criterion was the average availabil-
ity, we will consider

� ��� 
����# as a function in�( (the average checkpoint arrival
rate),� ��( . Although we do not expand the expression of

� ��� 
����# further (by
replacing

� ��� 
����# and
� �� 
����# with their expression from (18) and (22)), from

equations (18), (22) and (11) it is visible that the average response time can be
written as a function of the seven parameters:� ', � (, � ', �( , �
 , ��, and�. Con-
sidering, as in the previous section, all parameters beside�(, as so-called constants,
we obtain� in only one unknown. It has to be mentioned that the relation between� (checkpointing interval) and�( remains the same as that in equation (7):

� � �
�( �

�
�( � � ' � � ( � ���( � �� ' � � '

To obtain�( (and then�) that minimizes the average response time, we will
use only the formula for the upper bound on the average response time. The lower
bound expression will be used only in expressing the constraint on the obtained
value of�( that minimizes the expression in (11). One has to first study the con-
vexity of the function� ��( . Then, for�( in the intervals where the function is
convex solve the equation� � ��(  � �.
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We will not further pursue the computation of the analytic formulas to obtain
the minimal average response time. However, we use the tool Mathematica to
perform the minimization of the average response time. To gain interesting insights,
we also consider the average backlog processing time as a function� ��(  and study
the value of�( that minimizes it.

Independently of how it is obtained (analytically and then replacing parameters
with numbers, or numerically), the value of�( that minimizes

� �� � 
 is a function
of all the other parameters appearing in

� ��� 
 (� ', �
 , � ', � ( , ��, �). The value of� that minimizes the average response time, can be computed bysubstituting the
obtained value for�( in equation (7).

7.8 Summary

Let us summarize the models obtained in this chapter in termsof the goals we
defined earlier:

� obtaining the formulas for average availability (
� ��� 
) and the approximation

of the average response time (
� �� � 
), described as functions of the parameter

�( that is the average checkpoint arrival rate; the functions are � ��(  and
� ��(  in sections 7.6 and 7.7 respectively

� studying the relation between the parameter�( and� , the checkpointing in-
terval

� finding a straightforward way to obtain the optimal� given the optimization
criteria:

– if the optimization criterion is the average availability,maximize� ��( ,
then replace the maximizing value of�( in the formula of�

– if the optimization criterion is the average response time,minimize
� ��( , then replace the minimizing value of�( in the formula of�

One might ask why the computation of the maximum availability did not need
a model to include backlog processing. The answer is that we do not consider the
backlog processing to affect availability. During backlogprocessing, in fact, the
server is available for client request processing.

In the next chapter we will present interesting relations between the above
functions (e.g. �( that maximizes (minimizes) the average availability (average
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response time),
� ��� 
, � ,

� ��� 
, etc.) and some of the system parameters� ', �
 , � (,
� ' and��. Besides, we will present the results obtained after simulating the basic
mathematical model used for maximizing average availability.
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Chapter 8

Analysis of the optimization
models

This chapter presents our findings when studying the different quantities involved in
our analytical models of Chapter 7, as a function of the average client request arrival
rate and average failure rate. It also presents results of our simulations devised to
validate our mathematical model itself, as well as the approximation we made in
connection to the checkpoint interarrival time.

Some examples of the interesting findings presented in this chapter are:

� the minimum response time does not present significant differences as the
system is exposed to differing failure rates,

� the optimal checkpoint arrival rate behaves similar independently of failure
rate and of optimization criterion,

� the availability of the system when the response time is minimal is not too
far from the maximum availability; similar results were seen for the response
time

� the backlog processing model can be used to find the sensitivity of the maxi-
mum average response time to load variations

This chapter has two main parts:

� an availability / response time trade-off study based on replacing parameters
with numbers in the formulas obtained in Chapter 7 (section 8.1);
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� simulation results that validate the basic mathematical model that was used
to compute the checkpointing interval in the basic model (section 8.2)

Throughout the chapter the study of maximum availability isbased on the basic
model and the study of the minimum response time is based on the refined model
with backlog processing.

8.1 Numerical studies

In this section we summarize the results of our numerical studies based on the two
models used to derive the formulas in Section 7.6 and 7.7, using the tool Mathe-
matica. The results are based on numerical solutions that allow us to plot interest-
ing variables against variations in other parameters such as average client request
arrival rate, failure rate and call replay rate. These studies provided a deeper under-
standing of the system modelled in the previous sections.

In the series of studies that we will show below,� ' (average service rate on
server 1) and� ( (average service rate onserver 2) are fixed at values50
and5, respectively. Fixing them was reasonable since they are infrastructure re-
spectively application related. With those two quantitiesfixed, it is meaningful to
study how the system handles different external conditionssuch as different aver-
age client request rates (� '), and different average failure rates (�
). The choice of
the two values (50 and5) was based on the need to impose a large ratio between
the average service rate on theLogging server (server 1) and the average
service rate on theApplication server (server 2). Also, the call replay
rate�� will be fixed at the value

��, a value larger than that of� ( .
The studies included experiments for different values of� (state transfer time).

Our observations confirmed our expectations: by varying� the curves obtained
kept the same shape, while only moving on one of the axes with constant values.
All figures in the next sections use� � �.

In order to obtain the value of the checkpointing interval (�) for which
� ��� 


(
� �� � 
) is maximal (minimal), given all other parameters as fixed, we used Math-

ematica to perform the calculations as follows. We fixed, i.e. assigned numerical
values to all parameters of

� ��� 
 (
� �� � 
) that were considered as given (� ', � ( , � ',

��, �
 , �), and asked Mathematica to maximize (minimize) the expression of
� ��� 


(
� �� � 
) in �(. The constraints we introduced in Mathematica when maximizing

(minimizing) the given function, were related to our assumptions about no infi-
nite queues building up at the two servers (� ' � �( � � (, and�� ' � ��( � � '),
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and the average rate of checkpointing being less than the average rate of incoming
client requests (�( � � ').

The goals of the numerical studies were:

� to find out the behaviour of the minimum average response timewhen con-
sidered as a function of� ', and how the average response time when no
failures and/or no checkpointing happens, relates to it.

� to find out how sensitive the average response time is in termsof variations in
the load. More precisely, given an infrastructure that is optimized for a given
load in terms of request arrival rates, we studied how long the maximum
average response time for the service can become if the load is increased
beyond the predefined load parameter of the system.

� to find out the behaviour of the maximum average availabilitywhen consid-
ered as a function of� ', respectively�
 , and the extent (especially the scale)
of the dependency. Besides, we wanted to see how a fixed�
 , respectively
� ' influenced the studied behaviour.

� to find out the behaviour of the average checkpoint arrival rate (�() that max-
imizes (minimizes) the average availability (response time), when considered
as a function of� ', respectively�
 , for given�
 respectively� '; when con-
sidering�( as a function of�
 we expect to find out especially the value of
�
 for which the desired relation that (on average) “checkpointing is done
more often than failures occur” (i.e.�( % �
 ) does no longer hold.

� to find out the relation between the�( that minimizes the average response
time (

� ��� 
) and the�( that minimizes the average backlog processing time
(
� �� 
), when considering them as functions of� ' with a fixed�
 .

� to find out (if it exists), the average client request rate (� ') for which our
assumption� % � �� � 
 (with � and

� �� � 
 obtained for�( that maximizes the
average availability, respectively minimizes the averageresponse time) no
longer holds, while “no infinite queues at the servers” are built up; this for
given service rates (� ' and � () and a given average failure rate (�
) and
average call replay rate(�� ). This is an undesirable point since the system
is close to continuously checkpointing in order to keep up with the failover
time requirement. Note that, in case of minimizing

� ��� 
 we consider only� �� � 
, i.e. the average time the checkpointing request spends in the system in
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an equilibrium period. We believe that even this study can offer us enough
information about how the client request arrival rate influences the relation
between the two studied quantities.

� to find out how the two optimization criteria relate to each other. In this
context, we looked for the relation between the value of�( that maximizes� ��� 
 respectively minimizes

� ��� 
, when considered as a function of� ' and
fixing �
 . Also, we tried to find out how large the difference was between
the maximum average availability, and the availability when using�( that
minimizes the average response time (note that the formula for availability
stays the same when using the slightly changed model when theoptimization
criterion is the average response time). Further, we wantedto find out the
difference between the minimum average response time and the response
time given by using the�( that maximizes the average availability.

Our most valuable insights after deeper studies on the mathematical model are
as follows (see also the table below).

The most interesting finding was that for similar request arrival rates, the mini-
mum response time for different failure rates did not present too large differences.
Besides, the values were not far from those considered when the system was not
exposed to failures at all and no checkpointing was executed. When failures were
assumed to occur, but no checkpointing was done, the value ofthe minimum re-
sponse time was found to tend rapidly towards very large values. For an infrastruc-
ture configured to checkpoint with a rate that would minimizethe average response
time for a given load, the deviation from the expected minimum response time is
larger, the larger the load gets.

The maximum availability decreases when client request arrival rate (� '), re-
spectively failure rate (�
 ) grows. However, the rate of availability decrease is
higher for a higher�
 . Similar behaviour is observed when varying� ' and observ-
ing the changes in the rate for availability decrease.

There is a value of the request arrival rate from which the value of the maximiz-
ing (minimizing) checkpointing interval decreases so muchthat it becomes much
smaller than the average time the checkpointing request spends in the system.

The shape of the maximizing (minimizing) checkpoint arrival rate is indepen-
dent of failure rate: there is a peak after which the minimizing checkpoint rate starts
decreasing. For the maximizing checkpoint arrival rate this is valid for all failure
rate studies. However, the minimizing checkpointing rate,for higher failure rates,
increases as the request arrival rate grows.
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Highlights Covered in section(s)
significant relations involving the optimized quantities – average re-
sponse time or average availability – when considered as functions of
the average client request rate

� �
8.1.1 and 8.1.2

relations involving the maximizing (minimizing) checkpoint arrival
rate

�� considered as function of the request arrival rate
� �

8.1.3

behaviours of the maximizing (minimizing) checkpoint arrival rate
��

as function of the failure rate
��

; to reinforce our findings here, this
part also contains studies of the maximized, respectively minimized
quantities as functions of

��

8.1.5 and 8.1.6

relations involving the maximizing (minimizing) checkpointing in-
terval as function of the request arrival rate

� �
8.1.4

trade-off availability (response time) by e.g. relating the maximizing
and minimizing

��
8.1.7

Table 8.1: Main findings of numerical studies

When studying the maximizing (minimizing) checkpoint arrival rate as function
of the failure rate, our main insight was that sometimes there is a value of the
failure rate from which on the average more than one failure occurs between two
checkpoint arrivals. This value is larger, the larger the request arrival rate gets.

The findings are divided in five main parts covered in the next subsections and
summarized in Table 8.1.

8.1.1 Relating response time to request arrival rate

Four studies were conducted about the average response timeas a function of aver-
age client request arrival rate� ':

(1) study of the minimal average response time,
(2) study of the average response time when no failures occur(and therefore no

checkpointing is needed),
(3) study of the average response time when failures occur, but no checkpoint-

ing is done,
(4) study of the sensitivity of the average response time to load variations.
Valuable insights were gained after the studies. First, some unexpected results

were pointed out regarding the average response time (as function of � ') as the
system is exposed to different failure rates. Second, we found that when the system
is configured to obtain a minimum average response time, the sensitivity of the
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Figure 8.1: Minimal
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 (y axis) plotted against� ' (x axis) for several failure

rates, and for no failures

average response time to load variations is not highly dependent on the load for
which the system was configured.

The graph in Figure 8.1 shows the minimal average response time as function
of � ' for four different values of the failure rate�
 . The fifth curve on the graph
represents the dependence of the average response time on� ' when no failures
occur (and thus no checkpointing is executed either). One would expect that the
curve for the average response time when no failures occur ismuch lower than the
other four curves. We can see that this curve indeed never goes above the others,
but is nevertheless very close to them. The unexpected phenomena depicted in the
graph is that the curves are so close to each other for most values of� ', i.e. the
minimal average response times for very different average failure rates are almost
identical. Also, we can notice that the value of the average response time is almost
constant until� ' reaches a relatively high value (� �), quite close to the limit
� ( � �.

The graph in Figure 8.2(a) presents the case when the system is configured to
give the minimum average response time for a given load (� ' � �

and� ' � � ���
respectively). Thus, the system is configured to checkpointwith a rate�( that
minimizes the average response time for the respective loads at a given failure
rate (�
 � � �� �). We see that as the load is increased the average response time
does not vary that much (almost constant) for both configurations until the load
reaches a limit. We also see that the two configurations are behaving similarly
below their respective limits. After the load reaches this limit (for one configuration
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Figure 8.2: Load sensitivity of the average response time when system configured
for minimal response time

around four times the assumed load, and for the second configuration twice the
assumed load) average response time diverges. This is due toincrease in failover
time, which is now so large that the value of

� ��� 
����# (involving a logarithm)
cannot be computed, due to the expression in the logarithm becoming negative.

A similar study was performed, this time varying failure rates. Figure 8.2(b)
shows the two curves corresponding to different failure rates. The picture shows,
somewhat expected, that if the failure rate is low (�
 � � ����� �), it takes a large
variation in the load to reach the worst-case average response time (more than
twice the assumed load), compared with the case where the failure rate is high,
�
 � � �� �, where� ' the worst-case average response time is reached earlier.

One would think that something like the study of the 99th percentile response
time would give an insight on what are the worst-case response time behaviours of
a system, given the (minimal) average response time. These figures can easily be
approximated (by an upper bound), by using Markov’s inequality [3]
(in � �� � �
 	 � �

� �$ , if we set � �� � �
 � � � � ��� � � �� �, we find that� – the
99th percentile of the random variable

�
– is upper-bounded by

��� � � �� 
). There-
fore we believe that they are too pessimistic to be useful in analysis of distributed
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service-oriented architectures.
Figure 8.3 shows the behaviour of the average response time when failures

occur, but no checkpointing is executed. In this situation,the call log size is not
reduced from time to time. In fact, the size of the log can growunbounded. As the
graph illustrates, the average response time grows to infinity as the average client
request arrival rate grows. Figures 8.3(a) and 8.3(b) show that the extent of growth
is larger, the lower the failure rate gets.

8.1.2 Relating availability to request arrival rate

Next, we study maximum average availability in relation to� ' for different failure
rates. By availability % (y axis in Figure 8.4(a) and in Figure 8.4(b)) we mean the
normalized value of the maximum average availability between two consecutive
failures (maximum

� ��� 
). The normalization is done by multiplying the absolute
value of the average maximum availability by the failure rate times

���. This
roughly reflects the total time that the server is up over an extended time period,
and helps in comparing different failure rates. An example:assume that, with
failure rate=� ��� one obtains the value

��
for maximum

� ��� 
, while with failure
rate=� �� � one obtains the value�� for maximum

� ��� 
. In both cases all other
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parameters are the same. At first sight�� % ��
, but by looking closer, one sees

that
��

is out of '� ��� � ����, while �� is out of '� �� ' � ���.
Figures 8.4(a) and 8.4(b) show that the behaviour of maximumaverage avail-

ability in relation to� ' is similar for all chosen failure rates: it decreases, as� '
grows. However, for�
 � � ��� � and�
 � � ����� � the decrease happens with a
much smaller slope than for the larger�
s.

8.1.3 Relating checkpoint arrival rate to request arrival rate

This section will present the checkpointing rate�( that maximizes the average
availability (

� ��� 
) as a function of� '. Also, it will discuss the�( that minimizes
the average response time (

� �� � 
) and the average backlog processing time (
� �� 
),

as functions of� '. The latter study is interesting as the average backlog processing
time (

� �� 
) forms part of the expression of
� ��� 
. One may ask why is it interesting

to study these quantities as functions of� '? The answer is that we wanted to find
out how increasing average client request arrival rates arehandled by the system in
presence of checkpointing requests and failures, and how the average checkpoint
rate should behave to obtain maximal availability and minimal response time, re-
spectively. The next question is how the behaviour of these quantities relate to a
chosen�
 (failure pattern)? Would we get similar curves no matter what/how small
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is the average failure rate?
We discovered two interesting phenomena: the optimizing average checkpoint

arrival rate�( presents similar behaviour independent of the optimization criteria
and of failure rates.

The graph in Figure 8.5(a) shows the behaviour of the value of�( that max-
imizes the average availability, when considered as function of � '. Independent
of the failure rate, the value of�( grows until a point where it starts falling. The
variation and the magnitude of�( is different from one failure rate to another. For
example, when�
 � � ��� �, the variation is approximately between� � � ����; for
�
 � � ��� the variation is between� � � ���.

The graph in Figure 8.5(b) presents the variation of the value of �( that mini-
mizes the average response time, when considered as a function of � '. We studied
the influence of the value of�
 on the shape of the obtained curves. We found
that the behaviour of�( is approximately independent of failure rate. Like for�(
that maximizes availability, until a certain value of� ' (� � ���), the value of�(
increases and then it starts decreasing . The variation and the magnitude of�( is
different from one failure rate to another. For�
 � � ����� �, the variation is be-
tween� � � ����; for �
 � � �� � the variation is between� ���� � � ���. For quite
high failure rates (�
 � � �� �, �
 � � ���) the value of�( is almost constantly in-
creasing. Thus the magnitude and the variation are both larger.

As shown by the graphs in figures 8.5(a) and 8.5(b) there are two situations
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when the lowest values for�( are obtained:

� when the average arrival rate of client requests (� ') is low, i.e. there are low
service demands from the client; in such a case, checkpointing must not be
done so often, since at failover, the average number of callsto replay will not
be very large

� when the average client request arrival rate (� ') is high, i.e. client requests
arrive more densely; in such a case, checkpointing must not be done of-
ten, because it interferes too much with incoming calls. In other words, the
checkpointing request has to wait, on the average, a lot in the system before
the state is recorded.

Next we study the value of�( that minimizes the average response time com-
pared to the one that minimizes the average backlog processing time. We would
expect the two values to be close to each other, as the reduction of the average
backlog processing time would imply lowering the average response time as well.
Figure 8.6 presents, however, a different picture (typicalfor all failure rates stud-
ied): independent of the failure rate the value of�( that minimizes the average
backlog processing time (

� �� 
) is significantly larger than the value that minimizes
the average response time (

� �� � 
). We can notice however, that the behaviour of�(
that minimizes� is also increasing-decreasing, plotting approximately the function� �( � ��

�( � � �.
This shows that to minimize the average backlog processing time, the system

would want to do as much checkpointing as allowed by the constraints�� � � � �
� �

and �� 	 � �
. The explanation for this tendency is that the average backlog

processing time is actually only determined by the average failover time, that is in
turn reduced by frequent checkpointing.

8.1.4 Relating checkpointing interval to request arrival rate

This section presents our findings about the behaviour of themaximizing (mini-
mizing) checkpointing interval (�) as a function of� ' in relation with the average
time the checkpoint request spends in the system (

� ��� 
). The main insight we
gained was that there (sometimes) exists a value of� ' from which the inequality� % � ��� 
 no longer holds.� ' (the turning point) for which this happens, is the
maximal average rate of incoming client requests, which thetwo servers with the
given average service rates can handle. In practice, the relation � � � �� � 
 means
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that, on the average, the checkpointing request stays in thesystem (the queues of
the two servers and the servers themselves) more than the time that passes from
when the state gets stored until the next checkpointing request arrives. Note that
the “no infinite queue” assumption can still hold, even when� � � �� � 
.

Interestingly enough, we found that the relation between the two quantities is
similar, independent of the optimization criteria we use toobtain� . Moreover, after
studying the relation for different failure rates�
 and different call replay rates��
we discovered even how these parameters influence the exact position of the turning
point. In what follows we will show a set of curves corresponding to the case where
the optimization criterion was the average availability. The same conclusions hold
for the studies of the response time as well.

Figure 8.7 shows the relation between the maximizing checkpointing interval�
and the average client request rate� ' given a fixed failure rate�
 . The effect of the
variations in the average call replay time are shown by changing �� (average call
replay rate) and keeping everything else constant, see parts (a) and (b) of Figure
8.7. We can conclude, somewhat expected, that as the call replay rate decreases the
turning point moves to the left, with the possibility of disappearing when the call
replay rate grows.

The effect in the decrease in failure rate on the behaviour ofthe two quantities
– the maximizing� and

� �� � 
 – was studied by varying the failure rate and keeping
everything else constant. The result of this study can be seen by comparing part
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(a) of figures 8.7 and 8.8 and also part (b) of the same figures. The graphs lead us
to the result that when the failure rate decreases, the turning point is moved to the
right.

The interpretation of the decrease of optimizing� as seen in the diagrams is
as follows: when� ' goes over a certain value, i.e the average rate of incoming
requests is higher than that value, checkpointing must happen very often, to re-
duce the failover time. If checkpointing were not done so often, then, at failover,
there would be more calls in the log to replay. However, depending on the value
of the call replay rate�� , the request arrival rate� ' that can be handled by the
system while still preserving the relation� % � �� � 
 varies. In the studies illustrated
above the value of� ' at the point where the relation between optimizing� and av-
erage checkpoint time

� ��� 
 changes, is lower in 8.7(b)(8.8(b)) compared to 8.7(a)
(8.8(a)). The reason is that in the first case, the average time to replay a request is
longer ('� � � ���� time units in 8.7(b) as compared with''( � � ���� time units in
8.7(a)).
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8.1.5 Availability maximization and failure rate

Next we try to answer the question: from which failure rate (value of�
 ) the as-
sumption about the maximizing�( and�
 (�( % �
) ceases to hold? Our studies
in this section shed light on this question and at the same time give new insights
about the relationship between� ' (average client request arrival rate),�
 and the
maximizing�( .

We choose two arbitrary values for� ' (
�

and�) and study the variation with
the failure rate in three contexts:

� trade-off between checkpoint arrival rate and failure rate(Figure 8.9)

� trade-off between number of calls to replay and failure rate(Figure 8.10(a))

� trade-off between maximum availability and failure rate (Figure 8.10(b))

The rationale behind choosing the two values for� ' was that we wanted to have
one relatively small value as compared with the average service rate ofserver 2
(
�

compared to�) and one relatively high (� compared to�).
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Figure 8.9: Average checkpoint arrival rate (y axis) plotted against�
 (x axis)

Finally, we consider the effect on the maximum availabilitywhen varying�

(Figure 8.10(b)) that the descriptions below show is closely related to the maximiz-
ing �(. Our observations, for� ' � �

followed by� ' � � are given below:

� when � ' � �
(smaller average client arrival rate) we note that as soon as

failures become more frequent,�
 % � ���, the desired relation�( % �
 does
no longer hold (see Figure 8.9(a)). This means that, on average, more than
one failure can occur between two checkpoints. Further, forhigh failure rates
(not far from� '), the value of�( becomes very small, tending toward zero.
This means that we could perhaps avoid checkpointing altogether in order
to obtain maximum availability. Since client request arrivals are relatively
sparse (� ' � �

, as compared e.g. with a service rate on theApplication
server, � ( � �), the tendency towards smaller�( in Figure 8.9(a) is not to
avoid interference by reducing checkpointing. Rather, it shows that failover
time does not grow as much, even if checkpointing is done veryseldom. To
clearly illustrate this, Figure 8.10(a) shows the relationbetween the failure
rate (�
 ) and the average number of calls that are found in the log (to be
replayed) at failover time. It can be seen that as failures come more often, this
number decreases (not due to checkpointing, but rather due to the low rate
of incoming calls!). Figure 8.10(b) shows that for� ' � �

, the normalized
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Figure 8.10: Average number of calls to replay and maximum average availability
% (y axis) plotted against�
 (x axis)

availability of the system decreases with higher failure rates, but it decreases
at a slow rate. Thus, the overhead added by checkpointing more often might
be higher than the cost of replaying more calls.

� when� ' � � (a value closer to� ( � �) we note that the availability of the
system tends towards very small values (� ���) at higher failure rates (see
Figure 8.10(b)). Besides, the desired relation�
 � �( starts not holding
much later here (when�
 % � ���) as shown in Figure 8.9(b). Moreover, the
optimal average checkpoint arrival rate starts decreasingtowards� at much
higher failure rates (compared to when� ' � �

), meaning that checkpointing
is always necessary. Here, due to the higher rate of incomingcalls, with no
checkpointing the failover time would be much larger. Figure 8.10(a) (the
upper curve) shows that at highest failure rates the number of calls to replay
does not drop below� (which is roughly ten times as high as the case with
� ' � �

), while, as Figure 8.10(b) shows, the availability decreases rapidly
towards values� ��� .

The next section will answer similar questions about the relation between�(
and�
 in the context of minimizing the average response time. Surprisingly, it will
be noticed that the corresponding graphs look similar.
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8.1.6 Response time minimization and failure rate

Our studies about the behaviour of the minimizing�( offered insights about the
value of �
 from which the relation�
 � �( no longer holds. To reinforce our
findings we also studied the minimal

� �� � 
 as function of�
 (Figure 8.12).
Figure 8.11 shows how the value of�( behaves as the frequency of failures

grows, and also how the way it varies is influenced by the average client request
arrival rate� '. We considered two values for� ': �

and�.
A summary of our insights will be given below:

� the value of�
 from which the minimizing checkpoint arrival rate�( be-
comes smaller than the average failure arrival rate, grows as � ' increases.
This can be seen in Figure 8.11 parts (a) and (b).

In a situation like in Figure 8.11(b) when� ' � � (close to the limit� ( � �)
it is always the case that�
 � �( . This latter situation is what we would like
to have.

� for low values of the client request arrival rate, the minimizing �( tends to-
wards zero, as�
 increases (see Figure 8.11 for� ' � �

). The explanation
could be that as the average client request arrival rate is rather low here, the
failover time does not grow so much, since the number of requests to replay
is low. Somewhat unexpected, the average response time increases for lower
failure rates, and decreases as the failure rate grows (see Figure 8.12). The
latter is most likely due to the fact that as the failure rate grows, the aver-
age distance between the failure occurrence moment and the moment of the
nearest state recording, i.e.

� �	 
 shrinks and thus the average failover time
decreases.

8.1.7 Average availability-average response time trade-offs

In the last part of the numerical studies we will describe ourfindings when in-
vestigating how, for example the value of�( that maximizes

� ��� 
 relates to the
value of�( that minimizes

� �� � 
. Further, results of the main comparison of the
two optimizations will be revealed: how does the average availability of the system
when minimizing average response time relate to the maximumaverage availabil-
ity. Of course, we expected that the optimized maximum availability would be
higher than the availability obtained from optimized response time. What we did
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Figure 8.11: Minimizing�( (y axis) plotted against�
 (x axis)
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not know before the studies was how large the difference between the two values
was. Analogously, insights will be presented about the relation between the opti-
mized average response time and the average response time obtained when max-
imizing availability. All studies were conducted when considering the mentioned
quantities as functions of� '.
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Figure 8.13: �( that minimizes
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 and that maximizes
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 (y axis) plotted
against� ' (x axis)

Figure 8.13 presents comparatively the variations of the two checkpoint rates
�(s (the one minimizing

� ��� 
 and the one maximizing
� ��� 
) as functions of� '

for different (low and high) values of�
 . We can see that the tendency is similar
irrespective of whether the system is exposed to low or high failure rates: to obtain
minimum response time, the rate of checkpointing has to be higher than to obtain
maximum availability, given identical external conditions (same� ' and same�
).

To further find out how significant the difference in�(s is, we examined the
quantities

� ��� 
 and
� �� � 
 as follows:

1. Availability: comparing maximal
� ��� 
 and

� ��� 
 obtained for�( that mini-
mizes

� �� � 
 and

2. Response time: comparing minimal
� ��� 
 and

� �� � 
 obtained for�( that max-
imizes

� ��� 

Interestingly enough we found that the two values from 1, respectively from 2,

are not so far from each other.
For

� ��� 
 this is mostly visible when the failure rate is relatively high. Fig-
ures 8.14(a) and 8.14(b) show that the value of average system availability when
optimizing the average checkpoint arrival rate to obtain minimal average response
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Figure 8.14: Behaviour of maximal
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 and
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 with �( that minimizes
� ��� 
,

for high failure rates

time, is not much smaller than the maximum average availability. Even for low
failure rates, the difference is not large if we consider that the whole variation of� ��� 
 while � ' varies from small values to the largest ones is not larger than

��
(see figures 8.15(a) and 8.15(b)).

We can therefore conclude that, especially for high failurerates, if the check-
pointing interval is such that the average response time is thereby minimized, the
availability of the system is also high, close to its maximum.

For
� �� � 
 the difference is really small both for low failure rates andhigh failure

rates as shown in figures 8.16(a) and 8.16(b). This again suggests that the average
response time for a request does not get much worse when we adjust the check-
pointing interval to make the system maximally available for request processing.

8.2 Simulations

This section will present the results of our simulations conducted to validate the ba-
sic mathematical model. When building the mathematical model we approximated
the checkpoint interarrival time with an exponentially distributed random variable.
This assumption was needed to make possible the computationof the maximiz-
ing checkpointing interval� based on the (random variable) inputs. As a conse-
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for low failure rates

quence, the representation of the length of time from the endof one checkpoint to
the beginning of the next one (�) would not be deterministic. In reality, the check-
pointing interval is a deterministic value chosen by the engineer, i.e.� � � ��
 � � .
The main goal of this section is to check how significant this approximation in the
mathematical model is. That is, are all the observations in Section 8.1 valid for the
real world? In particular, if an engineer takes the result ofthe computations (the
computed maximizing� based on a set of fixed input parameters) does this indeed
produce maximum availability or not? This section will showa validation of this
approximation in the mathematical model. Besides, simulations are performed to
validate the mathematical model itself.

8.2.1 Validation approach

Two simulation models were built within the SIMULA programming environment
each with a different purpose. SIMULA provides a discrete event scheduling of the
arrival of requests, servicing of the queues, etc [160]. Thefirst simulation model
designated to validate the mathematical model, was built using all the assumptions
from the mathematical model. We ran simulations with parameters (� ', � ', � (,
��, �
 , �) exactly like in the numerical studies from Section 8.1.2 and studied the
average availability as a function of� '. For a combination of those values (e.g.
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� ' � � ���, � ' � ��, � ( � �, �� � ��, �
 � � �� � and� � �), eight values for the
average checkpoint arrival rate were considered in turn: one equal to the value that
maximizes

� ��� 
 obtained from the analytical model, while the other seven corre-
sponding to values of the average checkpoint interarrival time ( '�� ) equal to��� ,���, ���, respectively

����,
���� ,

����, ���� of the value that maximizes� ��� 
. These values for�( were needed, on one hand, to confirm that the simulated
value is close enough to the computed value of maximal

� ��� 
 for the same values
of parameters. On the other hand, we wanted to show that the simulated maxi-
mum availability is indeed the maximum, compared to the simulated availabilities
obtained for values of'�� larger and smaller than the maximizing one.

The second simulation model was used to validate the approximation within our
mathematical model. It is based on the same assumptions as inthe mathematical
model except the one related to the probability distribution of the checkpointing
interarrival time random variable. In the simulations eachcheckpointing request is
scheduled exactly� units after the previous one ends, modelling a deterministic �.
We considered eight values for� for each value of� ': one corresponding to the
maximizing value of� obtained from our mathematical analysis, while the other
seven corresponding to values equal with��� , ��� , and���, respectively with����,

����,
���� , ���� out of the maximizing value.
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To check whether the simulation runs confirm our intuitive expectations con-
cerning the approximation of the checkpoint interarrival,we compared the follow-
ing sets of simulations:

� the simulated system availability (as function of the average client request
arrival rate� ') using a deterministic value of p equal to the computed optimal
value from the Mathematica model.

� the system availability (as function of� ') using a range of other values for� , both below and above the� that maximizes
� ��� 
.

To confirm the validity of the model we would expect that for all choices of
checkpointing interval when� was different from our maximization result, i.e.
both below and above the� that maximizes

� ��� 
, the simulations would show
lower availability compared to the availability with the maximizing � . Hence, the
approximation in the mathematical model would be shown to lead to a valid result
in the (simulated) reality. These will provide evidence that if our other assumption
are valid then we can expect that the mathematical studies lead to results applicable
in reality.

To repeat the studies in the same framework as the mathematical analysis, we
began by choosing failure rate�
 � � �� � and performed a set of

��� experiments
for each value of� (respectively�() - eight such values were considered respec-
tively, and for each selected� '. In case of�
 � � �� � we chose

�� values for� '.
Thus, in total we ran�� � �� � ��� experiments. Each experiment consisted of
a simulation run lasting between

���� � ���� logical time units. For each ex-
periment we computed the time the servers are not available for request processing.
This is the sum of time intervals while the checkpointing request is processed on the
Logging server (for marking the call records that have to be deleted, and for
storing the state) andApplication server, as well as time intervals when the
system performs failover. This sum was subtracted from the total simulation logical
time (e.g.

����) essentially computing the average value for�� . For each of the��� experiments the availability percentage was computed by dividing this value
(
� ��� 
) by the length of the simulation interval (e.g.

����). Finally, for each value
of � (respectively�() and of� ' the average of the

��� availability percentages was
obtained.
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8.2.2 Validation results

This section will present the results of the analysis of the two simulation models.
First, the model designated to validate the mathematical model will be analyzed.
Then, we will show results concerning the validation of the approximation we made
about the arrival of checkpointing requests.

The diagram in Figure 8.17 shows that for�
 � � �� � our mathematical model
is validated as the value of the average availability obtained in simulations is within
an (acceptable) distance of� �� from the value of the maximum

� ��� 
. Figure 8.18
further illustrates this, as the (simulated) average availability for the maximizing
�( is indeed the maximum in comparison with values of the average availability
obtained for other seven larger or smaller values of�( .

Figures 8.19(a), 8.19(b) as well as 8.20(a) and 8.20(b) present evidence leading
to the conclusion that our approximation about the interarrival of checkpointing
requests is validated as well.

The diagram in Figure 8.19(a) shows how the availability of the system varied
with � ' when using the maximizing� (as obtained after the maximization of

� ��� 

performed in Mathematica) and other values of� (obtained by decreasing the max-
imizing � with ��� , ���, and ��� of its value respectively). Note that for all
values of� different from the optimal value, the availability of the system is lower
than for� equal to the optimal� . Remember that decreasing� means increasing
the frequency of checkpointing. Since the availability of the system decreases with
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Figure 8.19: Simulated average availability % (y axis) plotted against� ' (x axis)
when�
 � � �� �
lower values of� , this part of the simulation study confirms our intuitions.

Figure 8.19(b), on the other hand, shows that when increasing � from optimal� (with ��� , ��� , ��� , respectively
���� of its value) the availability of the

system is not much different from runs with period equal to optimal � . Moreover,
some simulation runs provide availability slightly above the supposedly optimal
availability. One could argue that where the sign is different (e.g. higher availability
with � ����) the fluctuation is acceptable if the size of the difference is small.

To confirm that sizes of the differences in availability given the chosen�s is
within reasonable limits, we plotted the same graphs (availability against� ' when
�
 � � �� �), but using our mathematical model. Figure 8.20(b) shows that we have
similar increments in availability as the� is reduced when starting from values
higher than��� .	 
 �. The values for availability percentage in the two pairs of
Figures are thus quite similar.

All simulations of this section were repeated for�
 � � ��� � and �
 � � ���.
The validity of our approximation from the mathematical model, as well as the
mathematical model itself was exhibited again with similarresults as in the curves
already presented in this section.

Performing validations of the mathematical model by using the realistic tele-
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�
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com application provided by Ericsson AB, is subject for future work.

Final remark on serialization

In chapters 7 and 8 we presented results based on modelling the queuing of the
checkpointing request in the queues of the two servers (Logging and Application),
having the same priority as the regular client requests. This obviously led to a load
(client request arrival rate) dependent behaviour of the time spent by the check-
pointing request in the system, i.e. from entering the queueof the logging server,
until exiting the system after recording the state. Also, the behaviour of the check-
pointing rate that maximizes (minimizes) the quantity considered for optimization,
considered as function of the load, was such that it presented low values for both
high and low loads.

One could consider modelling the situation when the checkpoint request has
higher priority than regular client requests, and thus studying nonpreemptive prior-
ity queues. The idea is that the checkpoint request, as soon as it arrives in the queue
of e.g. server 1 (both when logging its call information, and when recording
the state), waits for the currently executing request on that server, after which it
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immediately receives service.
We constructed new formulas taking account of the above change and for the

same optimization criteria we made some observations. No significant changes
occurred to the behaviours of the optimizing checkpointingrate, or the optimized
quantities. Regarding the average availability as optimization criterion, we found
a (somewhat expected) change in the behaviour of the maximizing average check-
point rate. Its tendency is to grow as the client request arrival rate grows, even for
high failure rates. This is explained by the fact that in thismodel the checkpoint
time is not load dependent, and thus the only effect of growing load is to increase
the average number of calls to replay, and the only way to reduce this is to perform
checkpointing more often. The changes to the maximum availability as function of
load or failure rates were insignificant.

Regarding the average response time as optimization criterion, there were in-
significant changes to the behaviour of the minimizing checkpoint rate. On the
other hand quite significant changes were noticed in the behaviour of the minimum
response time with the growth of the load: for high values of the client request
arrival rate (cf. the service rate of the application server), the minimum response
time is lower than in the case where no priority of the checkpointing is used.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and future work

The work presented in this thesis comprises of two main parts:

� empirical studies with implementations of CORBA enhanced with support
for fault tolerance, and

� mathematical studies revealing the optimal checkpointinginterval to be in-
corporated in a fault-tolerant middleware with support forpassive replication.
The latter point was studied with two different optimization criteria:

– maximum average availability

– minimum average response time

The driving force and the glue in this work was to offer an application writer
easier ways to develop distributed fault-tolerant applications and to configure them
for best performance.

The first step was to build a middleware that can transparently handle fault tol-
erance related operations, below the application level. Two infrastructures were
built: one of them (called FT-CORBA) deals only with failures of the applica-
tion. The other (called FA-CORBA) uniformly handles failures of the application
as well as the infrastructure, hence labelled fully available. Obviously, the appli-
cation writer would gain a lot by using these services, needing only to concen-
trate on the functionality of the application. However, he/she might have doubts
about whether it is appealing to use such infrastructure, considering factors such
as performance overhead and gains in failover time. To overcome possible hesita-
tions with respect to performance overheads in absence of failures, we conducted
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availability-performance trade-off studies by performing measurements on a tele-
com application running on top of the middlewares. We were aware of the fact that
it is difficult to generalize our findings based on only one application. However,
all the earlier published studies on the support for fault tolerance based on CORBA
had used synthetic experiments for evaluation. We believe that this work is at least a
step in the right direction. This reservation is important since also the performance
related insights are obviously affected by the ORB implementation over which the
platforms were built. Again, we believe that the wisdom fromrelative compari-
son of the different replication styles carries over to other ORBs. A different ORB
is expected to increase/decrease the overheads in all replication styles by similar
(relative) proportions.

After the performance studies, as in some cases the overheadof request roundtrip
time using middleware support was large, some way of reducing it had to be stud-
ied. The solution we found implied lifting some middleware level mechanism to the
application level, thereby changing the application code.Here we were careful not
to make optimizations that would resemble putting FT support directly in the appli-
cation. The goal was to keep a minimal (and automated) changeof the application.
We found that a possible technique to use was aspect-oriented programming. We
adopted AOP as an elegant way to extend application code withapplication knowl-
edge that affects the fault tolerance mechanisms’ performance. We do not exclude
the possibility of existence of other solutions, but we found it interesting to apply a
new technique like AOP in such a context.

Even after offering the application writer our results of empirical studies, doubts
can still arise. This is due to the sometimes complex relation between the results
and different infrastructure parameters that makes it impossible to configure the
system only based on such empirical results, e.g. optimizing different performance
metrics. To offer help to the application developer in this direction, we consid-
ered one infrastructure parameter: the checkpointing interval. The second part of
the thesis presented mathematical analysis underlying theprovision of optima that
lead to maximal average availability and minimal average request response time,
respectively.

After this short summary and motivation, we will present ourconclusions re-
garding all the parts.
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9.1 Concluding remarks

Our conclusions can be grouped in three parts. These are given by the experience
with the building and evaluation of the FT-CORBA and FA-CORBA platforms,
the extension involving aspect-oriented programming, andthe formalization of the
checkpointing interval optimization. We will begin with remarks about the empiri-
cal studies involving the two middleware platforms.

Varying the number of replicas has generated conclusions that are likely to
carry over to other middleware. The number of replicas made asignificant dif-
ference only for active replication and the FA styles. For the FA-CORBA plat-
form, the group size made a difference in both overheads and failover times. This
was due to the need for executing the consensus primitive in both failure free and
failover scenarios.The checkpointing interval as well as the corresponding measure
in the FA-CORBA platform, the pruning interval, influenced the two metrics. When
transforming the FT-CORBA middleware to support aspect-oriented programming
based extension of the application code, the number of replicas did not change the
results so much. This was not surprising, as the replicationstyle reproduced in
this setting was only the passive style. The checkpointing interval, on the other
hand, influenced the overheads to a certain extent. Still, a clear relation between
the checkpointing interval parameter and the overheads wasnot possible to obtain
from empirical studies.

To sum up, providing fault tolerance embedded in middleware, and keeping
transparency for application writers involves a price. This price is the extra delay
experienced by a client while receiving a reply from a replicated server. The price
becomes higher in an infrastructure in which failures of non-application units are
handled together with those of application objects (employing a distributed algo-
rithm).

The experience with building the FT-CORBA platform shows that it is feasible
to implement the FT-CORBA standard by extending an existingORB. On the other
hand, with no other failure handling mechanisms, except theapplication object
related ones, the infrastructure units have to run as processes that do not fail. Ad
hoc replication might be employed to cope with the problem. Still, the rigid failure
detection mechanism is inherent to this platform: timers are explicit and visible
at a very high level. In contrast, the FA-CORBA platform ensures that failures
of infrastructure units do not impair the availability of the application; of course,
at the cost of a higher overhead. Besides the higher overheads, there is another
drawback in this approach: a majority of replicated units must be up at all times.
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This requires some initial hardware investment beyond a redundant pair. Note that
if the group has two replicas, none of them may fail! In the FT-CORBA platform,
no such restrictions exist. At the extreme (although not really desirable) the system
could run with only one replica. Thus, e.g., seven out of eight replicas may fail,
and the application will still not block, as opposed to the case in FA-CORBA.

The failover comparisons show that active replication in the FT-CORBA plat-
form is unlikely to be worthy of attention due to its high overheads. In our experi-
ments, the extremely short failover time ( 70ms) cannot be considered essential in
a high-assurance system if the no-failure roundtrip time isaround 6 seconds (after
adding the overheads). Another limiting factor might be theneed to ensure replica
determinism. In such a competition, the FA-CORBA platform will win, since non-
determinism of replicas is tolerated. In both cases, the available resources further
influences the decision, since the number of replicas in the group gives the maxi-
mum number of failures tolerated.

When looking at overheads, the two passive replication styles in FT-CORBA
score well: no need for determinism, and failover is in rangeof seconds. Warm
passive replication does not exhibit larger overheads thanthe cold passive style,
but gives a shorter failover time, especially if the checkpointing interval is low.
The bottom line is that the quest for higher availability lies in the likelihood of
failure in the infrastructure units. As long as the costs forhardening such units is
not prohibitive, the FT-CORBA platform may be considered asadequate since the
overheads are smaller and the failover times have comparable values.

What provides more reasons to recommend the FT-CORBA infrastructure is
the successful incorporation of aspect-oriented programming in connection with
the transparent extension of application code, to improve performance. The suc-
cess of using aspects should be seen in the modification of theapplication code
with no programmer intervention leading to a gain in performance of server re-
quest processing. In some cases, as shown in our performancestudies, the over-
head percentage dropped to half of the overhead rate in the regular FT-CORBA
implementation. As mentioned before, there is a further potential for reducing the
application writer input to only writing application code (i.e. no added effort due
to FT and aspect-orientation support requirements). This could be implemented
if standard techniques for static analysis are used to deduce the variable usage in
methods instead of the programmer writing the component description. In the con-
text of modifying the application code by weaving aspect code, security problems
can be considered. However, in the present setting, we assume that the middleware
together with the aspect generating software is provided bya trusted party. Also,
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the application writer who augments his/her code with the aspects generated based
on the component description does not impair security more than he/she would if
no external code would be weaved in the application. Thus, the new usage of the
(aspect-supporting) FT-CORBA middleware will presumablynot impair the secu-
rity of the application more than the original FT-CORBA infrastructure.

After performing the large series of empirical studies withthe realistic appli-
cation on top of the built middleware, we found it important to provide a formal
framework to the application developer. Among the parameters in the infrastruc-
ture that could be varied to obtain best performance were thenumber of replicas,
the checkpointing interval, and even the replication style. We chose to study ways
of choosing the checkpointing interval such that some quantity is optimized, as in-
dicated by the earlier literature. Our work in this direction is, to our knowledge,
the first in the setting with a separate unit for logging callsand replies. We an-
alyzed two mathematical models of a server replicated usingthe primary-backup
mechanism and employing logging of client calls. The basic model is used in the
computations of the checkpointing interval that maximizesthe average availability
of the system. A more refined model is used to find out the formula of the check-
pointing interval that leads to minimal average response time of requests. We used
queuing theory to build the models, based on assumptions about client request ar-
rival rates, failure rates and other system parameters. We provided the formula for
availability, respectively response time as functions of average checkpoint arrival
rate (�(). The checkpointing interval (�) is also a function of�( . Further, when
inputting numerical values for the remaining system parameters, any numerical
tool (e.g. Mathematica) can be used to maximize system availability or minimize
average response time, and obtain a value for the maximizing, respectively the min-
imizing �(. The value of the maximizing (minimizing)� is then obtained using the
calculated�(.

Our observations revealed significant relations between different parameters in
the replicated server system. As expected, the maximum availability decreases
when client request arrival rate (� '), respectively failure rate (�
 ) grows. However,
the slope of availability decrease is higher for a higher�
 . Similar behaviour is
observed when varying� ' and observing the changes in the slope for availability
decrease. Surprisingly, for low� ' and high failure rates, one is better off avoiding
checkpointing to obtain maximum availability. On the otherhand, when� ' is high,
getting close to the application service rate (� (), checkpointing is always neces-
sary. This is because for high� ', and growing failure rates, the main impairment
to availability is the time spent for replaying requests during failover. Here, check-
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pointing has to be done in order to cope with the rapid increase of the number of
call records in the log.

Similar statements are valid when the optimization criterion is the average re-
sponse time. Still, surprisingly, the value of the minimal average response time is
not much different for different failure rates and same client request arrival rate.
Also unexpected was the comparison of the average checkpoint rate (and thus
checkpointing interval) that minimizes the average backlog processing time with
the �( that minimizes response time. The difference between the two values (for
similar client request arrival rate and failure rate) was found significant. Finally,
other surprises were found when studying minimal response time versus maximal
availability. We found that the difference between the values of the minimal re-
sponse time (for given request arrival rate and failure rate) and the response time
obtained when checkpointing with and average rate that leads to maximal avail-
ability (under similar given external conditions) is not atall significant. Also, the
difference between the availability of the system when checkpointing with a rate
to minimize response time is not far from the maximal availability obtainable for
given the client request rate and failure rate.

The whole study has illuminated and deepened our understanding of the trade-
offs involved between availability and performance. Still, a lot of work remains to
be done and a lot of new directions are still open for exploration.

9.2 Future work

The areas covered in this thesis are pretty large and diverseand open different direc-
tions for future work. An extension of the work with the FT handling middlewares
is to choose some other technology than CORBA. This change could lead to studies
about the extent to which the gathered experience with CORBAand fault tolerance
can be applied to other middlewares. Some steps in this direction has started in a
new European project (DeDiSys). Besides, the base ideas of the DeDiSys project
provide an opportunity to study new configurations of middleware infrastructure.
Thus, if until now, in both the FT-CORBA and FA-CORBA infrastructures full con-
sistency of replicas was to be ensured, an idea is to see at what extent consistency
constraints can be relaxed to provide higher availability.In this context, a special
feature would be to consider network partition failures, and allow request servicing
in different parts of the replicated application, at the cost of reducing consistency.

Experimenting with only one application does not lead to general knowledge.
One extension of this work consists in setting up one or more different applications
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and conduct experiments for enriching the trade-off studies with new results. To
make the FT-CORBA platform to fairly compete with the fully available platform
we envisage extending that work by replicating the infrastructure units as well.

Using aspect-oriented programming was successful in combination with the
FT-CORBA middleware for passive replication. We can see a continuation in this
sense by applying this new and elegant technique to solve performance problems
in the FA-CORBA infrastructure and for other replication styles as well.

The main contribution of the work regarding the checkpointing interval opti-
mization is that it looks deeper at the failover time in termsof probability distri-
bution of the number of calls to replay. However, it considers the distribution of
replay time to be independent of the call to replay. An immediate extension in this
direction is to consider different probability distributions depending on the call to
replay. Other extensions of the work are also possible. For example one could
consider different service time distributions (exponential or not) for the different
requests served. A related extension is to consider different interarrival time dis-
tributions for different types of requests. We can also think about extending the
model to include the state transfer time modelled as a randomvariable. Last, but
not least, one can consider request arrivals as non-independent.

Some of the above extensions are tractable mathematically,some are not. For
example, by changing only one of the distributions from exponential to
non-exponential, the mathematical computations become almost impossible. How-
ever, considering different request types to have different arrival rates, while keep-
ing exponential distribution of the interarrival time can be an extension to consider.
The same is valid for considering different service rates for different request types.

As in the work on optimization we did not consider the heavy traffic case, in
the future we plan to investigate this aspect. We will base our analysis on the work
by Lehoczky [93]. Also we plan to provide simulations of the refined mathematical
model to validate the model used for minimizing average response time.
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